
ABSTRACT 

Aly, KARIM ALY ABDELMOATY ELSAYED. Embedded Aligned Carbon Nanotube 
Sheets for Strain and Damage Sensing in Composite Structures. (Under the direction of 
Philip David Bradford). 
 

The world demand for fiber reinforced composite materials has been steadily increasing 

because of the widespread adoption of this class of material in many markets. The automotive, 

aerospace, marine and energy sectors account for a large percentage of this grow. Outstanding 

fatigue performance, high specific stiffness and strength, and low density are among the most 

important properties that fiber reinforced polymer composites offer. Furthermore, their 

properties can be tailored to meet the specific needs of the final applications. However, this 

class of material is composed of multiple layers of inhomogeneous and anisotropic 

constituents, i.e. fibers and matrix. Therefore, this laminated nature make the composite 

material prone to intrinsic damage including interfacial debonding and delamination and their 

strength and failure are dependent on the fiber architecture and direction of the applied stresses.  

Consequently, it is of prime importance to monitor the health of these structures. New 

and improved methods for early detection of damage and structural health monitoring of 

composite materials may allow for enhanced reliability, lifetime and performance while 

minimizing maintenance time during a composite part’s service life. Over the last few decades 

different non-destructive methods and materials have been investigated for use as strain 

sensors. Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), they have attracted much research 

interest due to their superior electrical, thermal and mechanical properties as well as their high 

aspect ratio. In this context, CNTs have been used in the recent years to enable sensing 

capabilities. 



In this dissertation, the usage of CNTs for performing strain and damage sensing in 

composites is evaluated. This was enabled by embedding aligned sheets of two millimeters 

long, interconnected CNTs into laminated structures that were then subjected to different forms 

of mechanical loading. The localization of the CNT sheets inside the host structure was done 

using a novel technique that allowed for carrying out the embedment task conveniently and 

repeatedly. The real-time electrical resistance change of the CNT sheets in response to the 

applied mechanical stresses was measured in-situ so that the electromechnical behavior of the 

CNTs could be linked to the strain change and damage in the host structure. The quasi-static 

and dynamic flexural, axial tensile and compression loadings of the composite structures 

revealed that the CNT sheets exhibited sensitivity, stability and repeatability which are vital 

properties for any successful health monitoring technique.  

Furthermore, the CNT piezoresistive behavior was linear in tension and non-linear in 

compression and can be characterized as anti-symmetric around zero strain all the way until 

fracture. The sensitivity of the CNT sheets to tensile and compression loadings could be easily 

tuned by applying post treatment techniques, like plasma treatment and pre-straining and the 

optimization of the number of the CNT sheets prior to the embedment. Additionally, the CNTs 

showed increasing continuous linear piezoresistive behavior in response to the growing 

interlaminar shear with few normalized electrical resistance change spikes corresponding to 

delaminations inside the laminated structure.  

This CNT sensing behavior can be very useful for real applications because it may help 

in predicting the failure of the composite component before the actual end of its service life. 

The impact loading of the composite structure demonstrated the sensitivity of the CNT sheets 

in detecting, locating and quantifying impact damage. The incorporation of multiple aligned 



CNT sheets between the composite plies also imparted additional impact resistance to the host 

structure. 
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1 Introduction 

Composite materials are structural materials consisting of two phases on the 

macroscopic scale. One phases is called reinforcement, which is discontinuous, stiffer and 

stronger and the other phase is called the matrix, which is continuous, weaker and less stiff. 

They are attractive class of materials because their properties can be tailored to meet the 

specific needs of variety of applications. 

However, they are characterized as complicated anisotropic materials that exhibit a 

high strength to weight ratio and a high stiffness to weight ratio compared to conventional 

metals. Furthermore, in metals, the damage is known to stem from the growth and propagation 

of a single dominant crack, but in composites, the damage occurs by the multiplication of 

cracks. That’s because composite material are produced by multiple processes that involve a 

large number of manufacturing variables which increases the opportunities for introducing 

defects. Nevertheless, damage detection in composites is really challenging because the 

initiation of damage usually occurs inside the material unlike metals (1). 

Accordingly, with the fast growing use of fiber reinforced composite materials in both 

of the military and industry platforms, there is an urgent need for a new generation of sensors 

that realize real-time structural health monitoring for reducing the maintenance/stoppage time 

as well as preventing catastrophic failure. Furthermore, sensors for composite materials that 

can capture a wide variety of damage and failure modes and their combinations, will be 

advantageous (2). 
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Although a variety of traditional structural health monitoring (SHM) systems, such as 

metal foil strain gauges, optical fibers, acoustic emission and eddy current, have been widely 

employed, however, unfortunately, they are known to suffer from serious shortcomings. For 

example, most conventional SHM techniques, require extensive human involvement and 

expensive procedures which make it difficult to implement in-situ SHM (3). Moreover, surface 

mounted sensors like strain gauges are often sensitive to only localized damage in addition to 

suffering from performance degradation over time owing to temperature, moisture effects, and 

wiring problems (4–6). It worth noting also that there is no structural contribution from most 

of the embedded sensors like optical fiber because they may lower the mechanical performance 

of components and initiate cracks (7). 

A promising SHM approach that can overcome these issues consists of making the 

composite electrically conductive in such a way that, when a strain is applied, the composite 

experiences a change in its electrical resistance. Additionally, this method allows for globally 

monitoring the performance of the entire structure. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), with the 

possessed unique mechanical, electrical, thermal and lightweight properties can impart the 

required electrical conductivity to the composite structure along with other favored 

functionalities. 

Carbon Nanotubes are thin cylinders of carbon which are unique for their size and 

shape discovered in 1991 by Iijima (8). They can be considered as allotropes of carbon with 

cylindrical structure and they have a very large aspect ratio. Although extensive research has 

been done on developing different ensembles of CNT/polymer strain sensors, challenges still 

exist and more work has yet to be done for developing new CNT sensors that can monitor 
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structural health consistently and reliably. Consequently, our motivation is to introduce a novel 

CNT ensemble strain sensor made out of CNT aligned sheet that will be embedded inside the 

composite structure in a very convenient and efficient way. 

The CNT aligned sheets are drawn from a millimeters long vertically aligned CNT 

(VACNT) array grown by means of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique. These 

continuous CNT sheets consists nano-sized aligned CNTs and also they are extremely thin so 

it is thought that they can be embedded non-invasively into the composite structure to monitor 

the structure changes in the composite materials. Furthermore, theses embedment CNT-based 

sensors will be able to withstand elevated temperatures and pressures during manufacturing of 

the composite. Although these properties make these sheets great candidate for strain and 

damage sensing of composite structures, yet, this unique CNT architecture have been rarely 

studied in this sort of application. 

In this context, this dissertation describes efforts to: 1) create a novel processing 

techniques to embed the aligned CNT sheets inside the laminate structure conveniently and 

repeatedly. 2) Evaluate the piezoresistive performance of the sensors under various types of 

mechanical tests along with conducting real-time electrical data acquisition. Furthermore, the 

working mechanisms during mechanical straining will also be discussed accordingly. 3) 

Examine the post-treatment techniques that may help in enhancing the sensing behavior of this 

type CNT-based sensors. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Carbon Nanotubes 

2.1.1 Carbon Nanotube Properties 

Since the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) discovery in 1991 by Iijima (8), a great deal of 

research has focused on their unique mechanical, chemical, electrical, and optical properties in 

order to effectively incorporate them into diverse applications, such as electronics, chemistry, 

biomedical, aerospace, automotive and composite industries (9).  

Generally, CNTs can be classified into single, double and multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes. When a single graphene sheet rolled in a cylinder with a diameter on the order of 1 

nanometer (nm), it is called single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT). Two sheets 

concentrically rolled are known as double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs), while three 

or more graphene sheets rolled into concentric cylinders are called multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes (MWCNTs).  

The electrical properties of the resulting CNTs were found to vary depending on the 

chirality which is defined as the graphite layer wrapping. The chirality is represented 

numerically by integers (n,m) which indicate a vector in two directions within the graphitic 

layer structure with the definition of the chiral vector as Ch = na1 + ma2 where n > m (10). The 

values of m and n dictates the symmetry of the CNT. Consequently, based on chirality, CNTs 

can be further categorized into “armchair” when n=m, “zig-zag” when n > 0, m = 0, and all 

others integer combination are called “chiral”. While armchair nanotubes are metallic, zig-zag 
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and chiral nanotubes are semiconducting (11). Determining SWCNT chirality is easier because 

chirality is applicable to a single-wall. On the contrary, the presence of multiple graphene 

rolled sheets makes it more complex to determine the chirality of MWCNTs. However, most 

MWCNTs are generally a mixture of chiralities and possess both metallic and semiconducting 

properties. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram showing how graphene sheet is rolled to form zigzag, 
armchair and chiral carbon nanotubes (12). 

SWCNTs performance is sensitive to chirality and purity which make it quite hard to 

control, whereas MWCNTs are more economical and can be grown with remarkably high 

purity. However, when compared to SWCNTs, MWCNTs are considered more defective. 
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2.1.2 Carbon Nanotube Growth 

There are generally different routes for synthesize CNTs. However, electric-arc 

discharge, laser ablation, and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are considered the three main 

approaches for growing carbon nanotubes (13). Despite the fact that the laser ablation and 

electric-arc discharge can consistently produce CNTs with few structure defects, the produced 

quantities are relatively limited with the need to post purification. 

On the other hand, CVD is capable of producing large quantities of CNTs with 

relatively low cost nevertheless, with less consistency. Furthermore, when the CVD technique 

is compared to other methods, the CNTs grown by the CVD method are known to have higher 

amount of defects. As CVD is the method used in this research, the details of the method will 

be discussed further. 

The CVD process typically takes place at temperature range of 500 – 1200 °C. Different 

carbon sources, i.e. carbon precursors, have been used for CVD grown CNTs, e.g. ethylene 

(C2H4) (14), methane (CH4) (15) and acetylene (C2H2) (16), along with various effective metal 

catalyst such as, iron, cobalt and nickel (17).  

Generally, the CVD system consists of a quartz tube and tube furnace which are quite 

common between different CVD methods. Furthermore, the furnace must be equipped by 

precise temperature control over a considerable length of the tube and mass flow controllers to 

monitor and control the flow of growth and reactive gases precisely. The method can be used 

at atmospheric or low pressure where a vacuum pump becomes mandatory. 

In short, the CVD process involves the flow of the reactant gases into the reactor via 

forced flow followed by coming into direct contact with the substrate surface after diffusing 
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through the boundary layer. Next, the hydrocarbon gas undergoes catalytic thermal 

decomposition stage with the aid of the metal catalyst which tends to reshape into nanoparticles 

at this elevated temperature and deposition reaction takes place on the surface of the substrate.  

The active carbon atoms then diffuse into the catalyst metal nanoparticles until the 

solubility limit is reached at which point carbon precipitate and grow out of the saturated metal 

nanoparticles into a tubular structure and form carbon nanotube (18,19). The purpose for using 

metal catalyst includes promoting the dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons at reduced 

decomposition temperatures and arranging the decomposed particles in order to form tubular 

structure. 

Iron, nickel and cobalt are the most effective metals used in the CVD technique due to 

their catalytic activity in decomposing carbon compounds. They tend to form metastable 

carbides and carbon has the capability to quickly diffuse through them. The order of catalytic 

activity of these three metals is Ni > Co > Fe. Yoshida and coworkers (20) performed an in-

situ TEM observation of the nucleation of CNT from carbon saturated iron catalyst particle, 

which provided ground-breaking view of the process. The images are shown below. 
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Figure 2.2 TEM images showing nucleation of CNT from catalyst particle (20). 

High density carbon nanotubes were able to be vertically aligned on a large area of 

quartz plates. The growth time was a variable that was investigated and found to control the 

height of the VACNT array (21). The general procedure for CNT growth using the CVD 

method included the deposition of a buffer layer to the growth substrate before depositing the 

catalyst layer. A reliable system made of alumina buffer layer combined with Fe catalyst has 

successfully demonstrated the ability to grow aligned CNT arrays. This was attributed to the 

increased CNT nucleation density originating from the limited surface mobility of Fe on 

alumina due to the strong catalyst-substrate interactions (22–24). 

Additionally, there have been useful advancements that succeeded in improving and 

optimizing the CNT growth process. Hata et al. demonstrated “super-growth” of high purity 

SWCNT arrays by adding water to the CNT reaction (25). They showed that adding water 

vapor enhanced the activity and lifetime of catalyst. More powerful water-activated catalytic 
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activity resulted in large amount of growth of super-dense and vertically aligned nanotube 

forests. Using this technique arrays measuring 2.5 mm were grown in 10 minutes. 

It worth noting that water was chosen to act as a weak oxidizer, which prolonged the 

catalyst lifetime and activity through etching away amorphous carbon from catalyst particles 

(26). Zhang et al. (27) studied the influence of mixed gas flow rates (ethylene/hydrogen) on 

the properties of carbon nanotubes. The wall number, crystallinity of the graphene sheets, and 

length of CNTs are able to be greatly varied by adjusting the ethylene and hydrogen flow rates 

to a proper level. Furthermore, it was proven that small ethylene flow or large hydrogen flow 

tends to affect the synthesized CNTs wall diameter and number of walls. Moreover, single- 

and double-walled CNTs could be prepared by tuning the flow rates. The results draw the 

attention to the criticality of accurately regulating the carbon source gas and hydrogen flow 

rate to easily enable selective synthesis of various types of CNTs arrays (27). 

2.2 Vertically Aligned Spinnable Carbon Nanotubes (VACNTs) 

Spinnable arrays are considered a unique subset within general CNT arrays. They have 

been of great interest for many research studies because of their preferential orientation. Jiang 

and co-workers in 2002 (28) were the first to report the ability to draw strands of horizontally 

aligned strands of CNTs continuously from vertically aligned CNT arrays. This was achieved 

by drawing a small bundle of nanotubes at the edge of a spinnable array. 

Interestingly, further twisting of these continuous strands can produce twisted 

structures much like a traditional textile yarn to form strong and flexible yarn-like structures 

(29). The mechanism for drawing from CNT array is still controversial. Zhang et al. proposed 
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that the formation of CNT bundles at the top and bottom of nanotube arrays during the drawing 

process is the route for continuous drawing (30). 

 

Figure 2.3 (a) SEM image of 2.1-mm-long VACNTs wafer (31) & (b) Schematic picture 
of the mechanism for drawing CNT from vertically aligned arrays (30). 

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, the CNTs must have a very clean surface to allow for strong 

van der Waals forces to join the CNT ends together and assemble into aligned structure (30,32). 

Catalyst thickness, hydrocarbon source, temperature, carrier and reactant gas flow rates and 

ratio, growth time and substrate location inside the reactor are among the factors which directly 
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affects the resulting spinnability of a grown array by means of CVD (33). The presence of 

several number of variables that critically affect the drawability of the VACNTs implies the 

fact that only few research groups worldwide are capable of achieving the aforementioned 

CNT spinnability. 

Furthermore, based on the generally accepted notation, the critical issue for fabrication 

of spinnable CNT arrays is to have proper areal distribution density of uniform sized catalyst 

particles. In other words, the nanotubes have to be uniformly nucleated from densely 

distributed catalyst particle in order to have aligned, straight and spinnable arrays produced. 

To avoid time consuming pre-deposition of catalyst and buffer layers on substrate and to reach 

cost-effective CNT array growth methods with cheap precursors and simple procedures, the 

chlorine mediated CVD (CM CVD) method has been developed for growing spinnable CNTs 

where iron chloride powder FeCl2 is used as catalyst for nanotube growth (31). As this is the 

specific synthesis method was used in this study, it will be further discussed below. 

The growth method developed by Inoue et al. involves the synthesizing of vertically 

aligned ultra-long MWCNT using FeCl2 on bare quartz surface with the low pressure. This 

catalyst has a dual catalytic activity. It reacts with carbon source, acetylene, in the gaseous 

phase, to nucleate Fe particles from which nanotubes grow in addition to dehydrogenating the 

carbon source to form active carbon species (31,34). 

The grown nanotubes were highly drawable and they were 2.1mm long after only 20 

minutes of acetylene gas flow which proves the high quality of the as synthesized carbon 

nanotubes with such high growth rate. The advantages of the CM CVD method (31) includes 

the use of quartz which is much cheaper than silicon and also eliminating the need to any 
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additional process for catalyst preparation as it only requires iron chloride powder and 

acetylene gas. Furthermore, the high dehydrogenation activity of iron chloride on acetylene 

increases the growth rate of CNTs compared to conventional pre-deposited metal catalysts due 

to the formation of Hydrochloric acid (HCl) as a by-product of acetylene dehydrogenation.  

Hydrochloric acid showed the capability to enhance the Fe particles life activity by 

etching away the amorphous carbon from the catalyst surface and reacting with Fe to form 

more FeCl2 as the growth proceeds. It was found that the chlorine gas addition to the growth 

have the same effect as HCl (34).  

 

Figure 2.4 TEM images of MWCNTs grown by CM CVD method without (a) and with 
(b) chlorine gas added. Reproduced from (34). 

Finally, the CM CVD method share the same benefits of the CVD in terms of good 

alignment, achieving uniform nanotube distribution and extremely high aspect ratio CNTs but 
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it also suffers from the common CVD disadvantages like that the grown CNT tubes are not 

perfectly straight and can have more defects. 

It is believed that the length of the individual CNT is a crucial element in determining 

the spinnability of the CNT arrays, however it turned out that there is an upper limit for the 

CNT length after which the drawability of the nanotubes is seriously affected (35,36). 

Furthermore, it was found that the type of the used growth method dictates to a great extent 

the CNT height upper limit. The decreased spinnability at longer growth lengths can be 

attributed to the formation of wavy CNT morphology which originates from the local inactivity 

of the catalyst particles. The local death of the catalyst particles causes the loss of the self-

supporting network, necessary for the vertical growth of super aligned arrays (37). 

The individual CNTs which have not yet died are then forced to occupy a larger radius 

of gyration before coming into contact with a neighboring CNT, thus creating the wavy CNT 

morphology. The decomposition and reaction of the lingering carbon during system cooling 

down was found to be another reason behind the formation of the CNT wavy structure at the 

bottom of the array near the substrate. The later finding highlights the influence of the manner 

by which growth of the entire array is terminated, on the CNT spinnability. A possible solution 

proposed in this study, was purging Argon gas following to the growth and during the cooling 

down period of the CVD system, so that the carbon precursor is quickly removed from the 

chamber before any further decomposition occurs. 

Another reason for not favoring the use of too long CNTs in producing spinnable CNT 

sheets is the relatively present high amount of amorphous carbon, which makes the nanotube 

surface unclean and thus fewer van der Waals interactions exist between the tubes (36). 
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The preferential alignment of the CNTs in one direction and their unique assembly 

consisting of millimeters long CNTs allows for the utilization of this morphology in a wide 

variety of applications (38). It worth adding that,  it is impossible to produce CNT sheets with 

such unique features with conventional liquid based processing methods like acid 

functionalization, suspension, or wet spinning, These dry processing CNT assembly methods 

avoid the issues of nanotube degradation caused by chemical residual contamination and 

nanotube length reduction in some chemical and physical dispersion methods (39). 

Additionally, the superior properties the CNT possesses have led to their study in many 

applications. For example, the high surface area and electrical conductivity of CNT sheets have 

made them useful in lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors (40,41). Unidirectional thin 

layers of parallel aligned pure CNT sheets have also been used for the reinforcement of the 

high performance polymer matrix composites (42) and in solar energy harvesting devices 

(43,44). 

With the large aspect ratio and excellent mechanical properties manifested in Young’s 

modulus and ultimate tensile strength as high as ~1,200 GPa and ~150 GPa (45), different CNT 

architectures were investigated in many research studies as a reinforcement phase in polymer 

(46), metal (47) and ceramic matrix composites (48). Furthermore, MWCNTs are considered 

to be weaker in tension compared to SWCNTs because of the slippage and pullout of the 

concentric walls. However, because of the relative ease of synthesis of MWCNTs, they are 

generally the reinforcement of choice for composites researchers. 

Normally, the choice of the reinforcement phase is decided based on the desired 

application or material performance required from the composite structure. These could 
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include strength, stiffness (49–53), thermal (54–56) or electrical conductivity (57–59), wear 

resistance, toughness and many others. Due to their multifunctional nature, the carbon 

nanotubes, with their extraordinary physical properties, are believed to have the ability to yield 

an enhanced multifunctional composites by enabling the simultaneous tailoring of different 

properties (49,60–62). 

With the unique structure of the CNT sheet assemblies readily drawn from the 

vertically aligned CNT arrays, they are expected to achieve progress in the development of 

well functional macroscopic CNTs sensing applications through exploiting the improved 

properties of the united nanoscopic individual CNTs (63–69). 

2.3 Individual CNT Piezoresistivity 

Piezoresistivity is a reversible phenomenon where the resistance of the materials 

changes with strain or deformation. Lord Kelvin first discovered it in 1856. This effect is due 

to the resistivity change due to stress associated with the pure geometrical effect caused by 

deformation. Therefore, the final resistance value depends on both bulk resistivity and the 

resistor dimensions. The intrinsic piezoresistive effect can be observed in semiconductors such 

as silicon where the resistivity changes as a function of strain. The resistivity of a 

semiconductor depends on the mobility of charge carriers. 

Carbon nanotubes have been found to have excellent piezoresistive properties, which 

may enable a new generation of sensors in nano or micro-scales (70–74). The studies on the 

piezoresistance of individual CNTs provide some insights in exploring the mechanisms 

controlling the CNTs piezoresistivity. 
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It is reported that SWCNT band gap is dependent on the variation of diameter. 

Consequently, an increase in diameter leads to a decrease in the band gap (75). Therefore, CNT 

mechanical deformation alters the band structure of carbon nanotubes as a result of the CNT 

dimension change. Inter-atomic distance change causes the change in band gap. Depending on 

this change and the applied external load, it will be harder or easier for the electrons to be 

raised to the conduction band. This phenomenon will lead to a change in material conductivity 

and thus resistivity. This intrinsic piezoresistivity of carbon nanotubes can be very useful in 

the application of strain sensors. 

Tombler et al. (70) prepared samples of individual single-walled CNTs with two ends 

covered by metal electrodes on SiO2/Si substrates. CNT length of about 605 nm was suspended 

over SiO2 trenches (Figure 2.5). They reported that by using an AFM tip to manipulate the 

CNTs, the conductance of the SWCNTs reduced by up to two orders of magnitude under 

bending strain of 3.2%. 
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Figure 2.5 Electromechanical measurements set up for a SWCNT with part of the 
length suspended over a trench: (a) Top view of the device, (b) AFM image of the CNT 

& (c) Side view of AFM pushing experiment (taken from Tombler et al. (70)). 

Stampfer, et al. (76) observed a nonlinear and super sensitive piezoresistive behavior 

between the electrical resistance change and the applied strain deformation based on the band 

gap changes. In their work, they investigated the nanotube potential for nano electromechanical 

displacement sensing via isolating and suspending the individual SWCNTs over a metallic 

cantilever support. The electromechanical properties of three types of CNTs, metallic, quasi-

metallic and semiconducting CNTs were systematically investigated under tensile strain by 
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uniformly stretching the CNTs that were suspended on a micro-electromechanical machine 

(72). The quasi-metallic CNTs were found to have the largest piezoresistance gauge factors in 

the range of 600 to 1000. 

Additionally, SWCNT bundles were pressed in the radial direction to study the 

piezoresistive properties (74). Expectantly, the behavior was more complicated in comparison 

to the performance of the single CNT. When pressed, the resistances of each CNT bundle 

exhibited different response which was explained by the different peizoresistive responses of 

each individual CNT in the bundles. 

Numerous methods have been applied to fabricate nano-composites for strain sensing 

applications, yet, the fabrication of nano-scale CNT sensors based on individual CNTs suffers 

from realistic problems, such as, the complexity to apply precise manipulation and orientation 

to an individual nanotube. Furthermore, the inherent structural and electronic difference of the 

as-synthesized CNT is another example for the challenges facing the fabrication nano-scale 

CNT sensors.  

Another difficulty arises from the fact that it is hard to align individual CNT on a large-

scale due to their limited maximum length associated with the CNTs nanoscopic nature. 

Moreover, the morphology of as-synthesized CNTs show a great deal of variability and depend 

on the synthesis technique used to produce the nanotubes as well as the specific processing 

conditions (temperature, time, pressure), precursor materials (reactant gasses or solid carbon 

precursors), and catalysts (77). 

This variability in the nanotube morphology and structure gives rise to variation in the 

nanotube constituent properties. Furthermore, the fracture of a single CNT will directly result 
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in the failure of the device itself (78). Thereby, it doesn’t seem logical or practical to use 

individual CNTs as strain sensors with the associated aforementioned complications. 

Accordingly, the main challenge for opening the avenue for using the CNTs in the 

strain sensing field is to scale their geometry and sensing properties up to meet the 

requirements of the structural health monitoring (SHM) domain. In this aspect, different 

researchers have attempted to manufacture CNTs ensembles for strain sensing applications. 

Among the various manufacturing techniques implemented to fabricate nano-

composites for sensing strain, three methods can be categorized as the principal types based 

on the mechanism and the principle used for strain monitoring. The first technique employed 

to fabricate CNT-based piezoelectric strain sensors used the electrospinning method (79). 

Polyvinylidene difluoride-trifluoroethylene (PVDF) dissolved in N, N-

dimethyformamide (DMF) was mixed with pre-dispersed CNTs in DMF solution. The mixture 

was then transferred to a syringe and electrospun into nonwoven fabric on a plate using an 

electrospinning machine which is schematically drawn in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic drawing of electrospinning process (taken from Jialili et al. (79)). 

The resulting CNT/PVDF thin film piezoelectricity increased 35 times by adding 0.05 

wt.% of CNTs. Although the sensing capabilities of the CNT/PVDF composites were 

promising, however the application of this sort of fabricated CNT composite sensors is very 

limited since the properties are mainly dictated by the polymer solution. The advantages of the 

Raman-active properties of CNTs were the subject of the second type of CNT strain sensors. 

However, the permanent necessity to use large Raman spectra machines in examining 

structural health restricts the real application of this kind of CNT sensors since it is difficult to 

realize in-situ healthy monitoring. 

The third type of strain sensors takes advantages of the piezoresistive properties of 

CNTs. An example of this kind of sensors involves adding a certain amount of CNTs into a 

polymer matrix to form an electric path way. When a force is applied to the composites 

structure, it transfers afterwards to the CNTs that will deform under the applied loads leading 
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to CNT electrical resistance change. By measuring the resistance of the deformed CNTs, the 

loading conditions of the composite structure can be determined. CNTs were first introduced 

into fiber reinforced plastics (FRPs) as sensors for SHM purposes by Fiedler et al. in 2004 

(80). 

Since then and because of the promising results, extensive research has been done 

recently on CNT/polymer strain sensors based on the piezoresistive effect. Given the 

convenience and ease of manufacturing, the major disadvantage was the low sensitivity as 

compared to individual nanotube sensors.  

Additionally, despite the fact that the manufactured CNT assembly have failed to 

inherit the ultra-sensitive piezoresistive performance of the individual CNTs, the ensemble-

based sensors are still superior in other aspects including good linearity, temperature stability, 

reversible sensing and dynamic consistency. The gauge factor for different types of CNTs 

assembly piezoresistive sensors, which is to some extent fabrication method and CNT 

percentage loading dependent, has been reported in the range from less than 0.5 (81) to 30.1 

(82) during tensile loading. In compression loading, a gauge factor of about 7 was achieved 

within 0.6% strain range (83). 
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Figure 2.7 Number of annual journal publications and citations on the use of CNTs for 
damage sensing in composite materials (Taken from Zhang et al. (84)). 

However before reviewing the recent research in which different macro-scale CNTs 

ensemble piezoresistive strain sensors were studied, a brief review for the current existing 

composite structure SHM techniques is necessary to survey their merits and disadvantages to 

highlight the motivation for the current research. 

2.4 Current SHM Techniques for Composite Structures 

2.4.1 Visual Inspection 

Naked eye inspection is one of the current used practices during the periodical 

inspections done in the aircraft industry. Simply, this practice depends on periodical visual 

inspection for detecting for airframe surface damage. Although the visual inspection has the 

limitation of identifying the flaws only near the surface (1), there are few factors that are 

required to achieve a successful inspection like the necessity of having a clean and illuminating 

test specimen surface.  
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Furthermore, there other assistant techniques that can be used to enhance the resolution 

and sensitivity of inspection such as coating the surface with impact sensitive coatings, using 

liquid penetrants and the usage of magnetic particles. One of the disadvantages of the visual 

inspection technique, beside the inaccuracy and limitation in detecting underlying flaws, is that 

disassembly of the parts is often required. In the aerospace industry, where safety is very 

crucial, the visual inspection of structural members and the required disassembly during 

scheduled inspection is an immense cost is labor intensive and time consuming (3). 

2.4.2 Strain Gauge Methods 

Strain gauges are peizoresistive metallic foil gauges that can only be mounted on the 

surface of the structures, otherwise they will act as defects. The strain is measured through 

change in the resistance as the voltage is applied across the foil gauge. Being, relatively small, 

inexpensive and simple to implement and relatively simple data acquisition are the merits of 

this strain monitoring technique.  

However, due to size limitations, this method would require too many sensors as a 

single strain gauge can only cover a small region. Also metal foil strain gauges are not sensitive 

as their gauge factor is in the range of 2, which implies poor sensitivity to detect flaws such as 

micro-cracks (85). 

2.4.3 Eddy Current 

Eddy Current testing is one of the common methods used for non-destructive 

evaluation (NDE) of composite structures. The working principle of this method is based on 
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the electromagnetic induction phenomenon and is applicable to all electrically conducting 

materials. In eddy current testing, an AC current is supplied to a coil located near the testing 

structure. The eddy currents are produced by electromagnetic induction when a coil carrying 

AC current is brought near an electrically conducting material. 

The magnitude of the AC current, distance of the coil from the material, presence of 

cracks, discontinuities in the testing specimen and physical properties of the examined material 

are the factors that the magnitude of the induced eddy current depends upon which in turn will 

affect the coil impedance. Consequently, the presence of defects in the inspected material 

impedes the eddy current flow and thus the impedance of the sensor changes. Hence moving 

the coil over the structure surface and monitoring the induced impedance change in the sensor 

can be easily correlated to the potential damage in the laminate and its locations.  

The eddy current non-destructive technique is simple and does not require much 

equipment. However it also has few disadvantages such as, its usage is inclusive only to 

electrically conducting materials such as carbon fiber composites, it requires large amount of 

power and the produced data is difficult to interpret. It noteworthy that an automated SHM 

system using Eddy Currents has also been proposed in literature (86). 

2.4.4 Ultrasonic Inspection 

Ultrasonic technique (UT) makes use of high frequency acoustic waves in the range of 

1 to 50 MHz to identify the flaw existence and flaw dimensions, determine geometric 

dimensions and characterize material properties. A typical ultrasonic inspection makes use of 

piezoelectric transducers that act as both a sender and receiver. 
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A pulser produces high voltage electric pulses which drives the transducer to produce 

high frequency ultrasonic energy. The acoustic energy is then propagated through the material 

in the form of waves. Similarly, when a defect or discontinuity is present in the wave path, a 

change in the acoustic impedance occurs and the wave are reflected back and received by the 

receiver. The reflected wave signal is displayed in the form of electrical signal. There are 

different types of ultrasonic scans. An “A” scan is similar to oscilloscope in terms of displaying 

a given time of the flight and the reflection amplitude data. The “C” scan displays pictorial 

plan view of the defects detected. 

Immersion technique is one of the ultrasonic technique derivatives where transducer is 

recommended to be coupled to the specimen with water to enhance the sensitivity, however, 

this implies the obligation of removing the testing part from the structure and immerse it in the 

water.  

 Ultrasonic testing method merits include the sensitivity to both surface and internal 

discontinuities, in addition to having superior depth of the penetration for flaw detection that 

is not comparable to any other non-destructive method. However, the limitations of this method 

is the wave dispersion occurring in structures that possess complex geometries or varying 

thickness or structure made of anisotropic material. Moreover, the signal processing and 

damage detection analysis is fairly complicated. Another requirement that adds complication 

to the system is that usually an amplifier is needed to generate the diagnostic signal.  
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2.4.5 Acoustic Emission 

Acoustic emission (AE) is NDE passive method in which piezoelectric sensor is 

bonded on or embedded in a structure. It is based on the released energy waves in the presence 

of dynamic deformation. The propagating waves through the material undergo possible 

modifications before reaching the sample surface.  

The piezoelectric sensor collects surface vibrations and amplifies them to produce the 

acoustic emission signals. The AE method is capable of detecting matrix cracking, fiber 

breakage, fiber pullout and delamination in composite materials. On the other hand, the 

limitations of AE technique include eliminating background noise, such as vibration induced 

noise, electromagnetic interference and transient noise. Another difficulty that mounting the 

AE inflight monitoring facility requires significantly more space compared to other SHM 

systems (1,3,87). 

2.4.6 Optical Fiber Methods 

Similarly, fiber optic sensors are passive and can be embedded in or surface mounted 

on structural materials. Fiber Bragg gratings optical fiber (FBG) can provide strain 

measurements of low bandwidth along one fiber optic cable in a large number whereas micro 

bend type fiber optic sensors are useful for monitoring bond lines and can sense both strain 

and pressure. FBG enables strain measurement using these passive sensors at a point much like 

a conventional resistance strain gauge. 

Fiber optics limitations include fiber brittleness, difficulty in handling, high cost of the 

instrumentation and a large number of fibers would be needed to monitor damage on large 
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composite structures which increases the operational cost along with the tendency to have 

complex connections. Furthermore, the introduction of optical fibers in composite laminates 

may lead to early matrix cracking because of the newly formed interfaces generated by these 

embedded sensors, resulting in weakening the composites in use which may limit their 

application in real structural components. 

Fiber optics seem more suited to monitor strain at bridges and dams where the optical 

fibers can be placed at a large number of locations on these large structures. This help in 

avoiding long wiring and individual sensor installation in addition to justifying the high cost 

of this SHM system (1,85,87). 

2.4.7 Radiography 

Radiography is based on the fact that the presence of defects and variation in the 

structural integrity will create difference in the X-radiation absorption rate penetrated through 

the part being tested. With radiography, better images than with ultrasonic inspection are 

produced due to the usage of visual 2-D images. 

However, obtaining a good contrast while testing materials with low X-ray absorption 

materials as carbon/epoxy composite materials, is challenging. Also delamination is not 

detectable using conventional X-ray radiography. Alternative techniques have been developed 

to produce better contrast by the use of radiographically opaque penetrants such as zinc iodide.  

The penetrant must be applied to the surface of the test part to be inspected before starting the 

inspection. Subsequently, the radiation passing through the defects will be more absorbable 
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and gives a better contrast. Nevertheless, there are few required conditions to strengthen the 

probability of detecting normally undetectable delaminations.  

The first requirement is that the penetrant should be allowed to penetrate into the 

damage for about 30 minutes liquid and appropriate penetrant should be employed to avoid 

affecting the matrix properties. 

2.4.8 Vibration-Based Methods 

Vibration-based methods are fundamentally based on the principle that damage 

presence will cause detectable changes in modal properties such as natural frequencies, modal 

frequencies and mode shapes. Coin-tap testing is one of the most widely used and cost-

effective vibration-based NDE techniques.  

This method is based on the sound waves differential between defect and defect free 

region. However one of this method limitations is that the damage can be only detected when 

it is physically located immediately below the region stuck. The main principal of this method 

is using the changes in the natural frequencies to detect the damage because natural frequencies 

are convenient to measure from just few accessible regions on the structure and are usually 

less disturbed by external noise. 

The modal frequency and mode shape change methods can also be used for damage 

detection in composite structures, however each method has its own advantages and 

disadvantages compared to natural frequency methods. Although, these methods can be 

employed at a low cost but the data acquired is very complicated to interpret (1,87–89). 
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2.4.9 Electrical Resistance-based Methods 

Another approach for damage detection is the use of carbon fiber composites to monitor 

the electrical resistance of the carbon fiber material. Damage would break fibers and cause the 

electrical resistance to increase. The advantage of this method is that the sensor is also an 

integral part of the structure, which makes this SHM method sometimes also called as “self-

sensing” technique because the material itself acts as a sensor of its own damage (90–107). 

The self-sensing method can also be used to evaluate the interfacial properties of fiber 

reinforced polymer composites and it has several advantages compared to other non-

destructive evaluation methods such as better stability, lower cost, and being rather simple 

(108).  

Moreover, the electrical resistance change method does not require expensive 

equipment for instrumentation and does not cause any deterioration of the structure under 

monitoring and finally the structural weight is not changed (109). 

The changes in electrical resistance with the stress depend on the arrangement of the 

composite fiber array and hence on the direction of the measurement, that is, through the 

specimen thickness or in the side directions. As carbon fibers break, the current in those fibers 

is terminated and must find other conductive paths typically leading to an increase in electrical 

resistance, becoming infinite with the final fracture of the specimen (110,111). To further 

develop the electrical resistance measurement as a non-destructive evaluation method, useful 

structural models have been created which correlate the observed changes in electrical 

resistance (112). 
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Figure 2.8 Electric network of resistors, representing a preform of carbon fibers in an 
insulating matrix (taken from Park et al. (110)). 

The difficulty to electrically contact the composite and the relatively low damage 

sensitivity are one of the common limitations that comes into the picture while implementing 

this technique. The low damage sensitivity can be attributed to the presence of millions of 

parallel micro fibers in the composite structure and damage to a small number of fibers has a 

small effect on the overall resistance because the fibers are like parallel resistors that can also 

conduct laterally.  

Furthermore, carbon fibers are known to possess high anisotropic conductivities and to 

be brittle as they cannot deform more than 1.6%. Therefore, the failure modes that can be self-

sensed in carbon fiber reinforced plastics are mostly fiber breakage which normally occurs 

near the end of a component service life rather than early stage damage like matrix cracking 

and delamination because of the insulating nature of the surrounding polymer matrix. 
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Carbon fibers also do not exhibit a tailorable piezoresistive effect like carbon nanotube 

assemblies (85). Finally, one of the major disadvantages, is that this technique is ineffective 

with insulating fibers such as glass fibers which implies the need for external sensors to 

monitor damage in glass fiber plastics with the associated attached alteration of mechanical 

properties and increased cost. 

An attempt by Zhang et al. (84) to compare the strengths and limitations of several 

SHM/NDE methods on the basis of convenience, integrity, and potential to detect different 

failure modes is presented in Figure 2.9. The term integrity refers to the necessity to use less 

additional equipment and less interference with original material properties. Convenience 

refers to a realistic potential for in-situ applications and dimensional limitations. Color index 

from top to bottom stands for the possibility to detect multiple failure modes ranging from high 

to low (84). 

 

Figure 2.9 Comparisons between various SHM/NDE methods and their possibility of in-
situ damage detection in composites (taken from Zhang et al. (84)). 
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Accordingly, there is a growing interest in techniques that do not require additional 

sensors to study composite behavior with the desire to develop an in-situ self-detecting 

function. This can be achieved either through the introduction of conductive nano fillers in the 

polymer matrix or surface functionalization of reinforcing fibers with conductive nano fillers. 

Adding a small amount of CNT to form an electrically conductive network has been found to 

be a promising approach for monitoring damage initiation and propagation in all types of fiber 

reinforced composites.  

As micro-cracks propagate in the matrix, the conductive pathways are disrupted in the 

percolating network, resulting in changes in electrical resistance. The CNTs concentration in 

the composites interphase results in significantly improved mechanical properties and 

electrical conductivity (113). 

2.5 CNT/Polymer Composite Sensors for Damage and Strain                                                                                                                         

Sensing Applications 

With the previously discussed unique piezoresistive sensing response of CNTs 

(63,83,114–116), CNT composites can be utilized as in-situ strain sensors when integrated 

directly into the structural material (5,117–120) or as ex-situ sensors that can be attached to a 

structure (i.e., strain sensors (63–68) or body motion sensors (121,122)). 

The electromechanical behavior for these nano-composites has been primarily attributed to; 

(1) loss of nanotube-to-nanotube contact and separation of tunneling gaps resulting from the 

modification and reconfiguration of the conductive percolation networks 
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(50,63,64,66,68,77,83,123) and (2) the intrinsic piezoresistivity of CNTs themselves, as load 

is transferred to the nanotube via the interface of the polymer (65,66,124).  

Furthermore, the potential for the CNT-based sensors to offer SHM functionality was 

proven in different studies (5,62,117,118,125,126). This was made possible through; (1) 

measuring the overall electrical resistance change in the strained nano-composites and 

correlating this change to the strain and (2) quantifying and real-time monitoring of the onset, 

nature, and evolution of damage in the nano-composites. In the coming sections, we will 

review the typical approaches used to fabricate CNT macro-scale architectures and show some 

representative results with the aim of highlighting the potential of percolated CNT networks to 

function sensory systems. 

2.5.1 CNT/Polymer Hybrid Fibers 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/CNT hybrid fibers as the embedded element for SHM of 

composite structures were demonstrated by Alexopoulos et al. (127–129). The PVA/CNT fiber 

was produced by injecting an aqueous CNT dispersion into a co-flowing stream of a 

coagulating PVA solution. Figure 2.10a-b show typical scanning electron micrographs of the 

PVA-CNT fiber, exhibiting surface roughness and the homogeneous distribution of the CNTs 

in the fiber cross-section. 
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Figure 2.10 SEM image of the PVA-CNT fiber (a) surface and (b) cross-section. (c) 
Manufactured GFRP plate with embedded PVA-CNT fiber and wiring for resistance 

measurements (127). 

As shown in Figure 2.10c, a PVA/CNT fiber was embedded between the plies of glass 

fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) composites before vacuum resin infusion. The research done 

by Alexopoulos et al. (127–129) involved in-situ strain sensing via recording the electrical 

resistance change associated with the variation of mechanical strain. The electrical resistance 

measurement method has also been used to detect the cracks where sufficient tensile strain 

(typically more than 1%) was applied to polymer matrix composites (127). 
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The sensor showed a gauge factor of nearly 2 during real-time sensing when the 

structure was subjected to cyclic loading. The observed residual electrical measurements of 

CNT fiber reflected possibly self-damage corresponding to almost 45% of fracture stress of 

the material which highlight the ability the PVA-CNT fibers to predict the structural failure by 

residual electrical signals. 

2.5.2 CNT Coated Fibers 

CNTs grafting onto fiber surfaces has been also used to create electrically conductive 

interphases for introducing sensing capabilities into bulk nano-composites. The morphologies 

of CNT coatings on the glass fiber surface were investigated using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The SEM image shows that the CNTs may be well dispersed and 

distributed on the glass fiber surface. 

 

Figure 2.11 Typical SEM images of different glass fibers: (a) Without coating, (b) With 
coating containing 0.12 wt.% CNTs & (c) With coating containing 0.50 wt.% CNTs) 

(130). 

Zhang et al. used the electrophoretic deposition (EPD) to coat glass fibers with 

MWCNTs functioning as the sensing elements to predict the fracture of the reinforcing fibers 
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in composite structures (131). To coat the fiber, the electrophoretic deposition (EPD) technique 

was used to drive the negative charged CNTs towards the anode through glass fibers.  

As observed in their research, nanotubes penetrated into the space between fibers and 

coagulated on the fiber surface, achieving a good adhesion to the glass fibers as shown in 

Figure 2.12a. After the CNTs were applied onto the surface of glass fibers, the entire assembly 

was embedded into epoxy resin.  

 

Figure 2.12 (a) Schematic of micro-crack bridge in epoxy composite with a MWCNT 
coated fiber and (b) In-situ damage sensing on single glass fiber with CNT coating via 
EPD. Different stages of fiber tensile loading are shown in the graph together with the 

corresponding electrical sensing signals (131). 
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Because the CNTs are well dispersed on the glass fiber surface with good contact 

between the nanotubes and the glass fibers, the breakage of the fibers would effectively induce 

the entire or partial fracture of CNTs coating them. After the sensing performance was 

evaluated, as shown in Figure 2.12b, a combined three stages with a linear, nonlinear, and 

abrupt change were discovered.  

The linear and nonlinear piezoresistive responses were discovered before the structures 

fracture at lower strain level. Then, a significant electrical resistance increase occurred 

suddenly showing the fracture of the nanotube network coated on the glass fiber surface which 

indicates the possibility of using this multifunctional layer as a mechanical sensor. 

In another study, Zhang et al. (132) compared dip-coating technique to the EPD 

method. The results showed that the EPD showed improved dispersion of CNTs on glass fiber 

surfaces compared to dip-coating and more than 30% increment in interfacial shear strength 

compared to the reference system was reported. It worth noting that a large scatter in electrical 

resistivity was measured in this study for the similar CNT loading specimens (84). 

Moreover, it was concluded that the dip-coating led to the reduction of the single fiber 

tensile strength. The findings of these studies draw the attention to that; achieving stable and 

repeatable sensing signals and avoiding the degradation of original material properties, are 

prime key factors in successful in SHM applications. 

Motivated by these results, Gao et al. (133) improved the dip-coating technique for 

CNTs using a surfactant and controlled pH, generating a multifunctional interface to sense 

various stimuli. Single glass fiber with deposited CNTs at the surface were characterized for 

electrical properties, piezoresistivity, humidity, and temperature sensitivity.  
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This model study confirmed the possibility of using CNTs directly onto insulating 

fibers such as glass fibers to produce multifunctional composite, however the strength and 

other mechanical performances were not measured in this research work, and the use of 

surfactant, pH control, as well as the complicated manufacturing procedure may limit the 

scaling-up.  

The potential use of cotton natural fibers in the electrical textile area was investigate 

by Kang et al. (134) in which SWCNTs were coated on common cotton yarns. Nanotubes were 

first dissolved and dispersed into the solution, following which dipping and drying processes 

were applied to coat the cotton yarns with SWCNTs.  

This type of sensors showed high but negative gauge factor of -24 which can be 

possibly explained by the transverse contraction induced by the longitudinal stretching of 

cotton yarns. In this case, the CNTs come closer to each other and result in a reduction in the 

CNT network overall electrical resistance because of the newly created electrical pathways. 

The pretty high sensitivity of this sort of sensor (approximately 12 times more sensitive than 

traditional metal foil strain gauge), emphasize the potential use of this modified cotton yarn as 

a strain sensor and also in the smart fabrics application. 

In summary, the orientation and location of one-dimensional CNT/polymer composite 

sensors, like the CNT/polymer hybrid fibers and CNT coated fibers, are easier to manipulate 

as compared to nano-scale individual CNTs due to the attained macroscopic dimensions. In 

addition, they are still small in size and can be readily embedded into larger composite 

structures for strain and damage sensing. However, there exist few problems associated with 

the fabrication of the discussed one-dimensional CNT/polymer composite sensors such as 
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strength reduction of the original fiber as well as issues related to complex additional 

processing steps. 

2.5.3 CNT/Polymer Hybrid Composite Film 

Two-dimensional sensors have been more widely investigated because these 

assemblies possess large amount of nanotubes which may provide significant large inter-

nanotube connections, leading to the formation of sufficient conductive pathways which can 

in turn enhance the electron conduction. Furthermore, these types of sensors are more 

compatible for multi-direction and multi-location use compared to one-directional sensing 

materials discussed earlier. 

Rausch and Mäder (135,136) introduced an alternative route to incorporate CNTs into 

FRPs at the fiber/matrix interface by sizing or coating a CNT/polymer film former onto the 

glass fiber. For their CNT/glass fiber/polypropylene (PP) model composites, 0.5 wt.% CNT/PP 

film was coated onto GF surfaces, followed by an annealing process to achieve a more 

homogeneous coating.  
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Figure 2.13 SEM images of glass fibers with CNT coatings, solid coating content on 
glass fiber is 5.5 wt.%: (a) Coated glass fiber, (b) Higher magnification of coated glass 

fiber with CNTs dispersed in PP particles of the film former, (c) Glass fiber after 
annealing at 200 °C for 15 min & (d) Charge contrast SEM image of CNT coating after 

annealing (136). 

The sensory network was localized within the interfacial region rather than being 

distributed throughout the matrix on purpose. The piezoresistive behavior of the CNT/Polymer 

film would be more reliable for long time use and wider strain range than that of individual 

nanotubes and one-dimensional sensors. During tensile loading, interface failure as well as 

glass fiber breakage could be identified. Moreover, the sensitivity could be adjusted by 

changing the coating/film thickness and CNT content. It was reported that, both thicker 

coatings and higher CNT loadings in the coating led to a reduction in sensitivity of the coating.  
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Loh et al. (114) fabricated a carbon nanotube-polyelectrolyte (PE) composite multi-

layer thin film by a layer-by-layer (LbL) method, shown in Figure 2.14. In that research, a 

diverse suite of CNT-PE thin films composed of varying combinations of types of CNT, types 

of PE, and CNT concentration are fabricated. A very long sonication process was applied to 

disperse carbon nanotubes in a high molecular weight poly (sodium4-styrene-sulfonate) 

polyanion solution.  

It was concluded that with increasing CNT concentration, one can progressively 

increase the strain sensitivity of the macro-scale multi-layer film. The CNT-PE film displayed 

time variant exponential decay of bulk film resistivity and a higher current caused a faster 

resistance decaying. 

Although of the flexibility of the LbL fabrication technique manifested in making films 

with larger thickness and higher mechanical strength, however, the thicker film had lower 

strain sensitivity. Additionally, the self-heating effect and the deteriorated CNT/polymer 

interfaces made these CNT/polymer hybrid film suffer from the resistance drifting at zero 

loading. Under simultaneous monotonic tensile tests and two point electrical measurements, a 

linear piezoresistive behavior of the composite film loaded on an aluminum specimen was 

observed and the gauge factor was as high as 4.5 (114). 
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Figure 2.14 Illustration of the layer-by-layer deposition of CNT-polyelectrolyte thin 
film using self-assembly process (taken from Loh et al. (114)). 

The versatility of the LBL thin film fabrication methodology which allows film 

deposition on virtually any surface with remarkably low cost, motivated  Loh et al. (137) to 

fabricate a carbon nanotube nanocomposite piezoresistive sensing skin using the LBL self-

assemble method. Two-dimensional strain and crack monitoring in cementitious composites 

and impact damage on thin aluminum sheet was achieved by combining with electrical 

impedance topography conductivity mapping technique. When the sensing skin was directly 

deposited on the aluminum surface, the two-dimensional strain distribution of the aluminum 

plate was captured. 
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Vacuum filtration and molding transfer techniques were used (138) to fabricate 

MWCNT/PDMS hybrid film. Once the MWCNTs suspension was made by sonication method, 

it was vacuum filtrated into the mold with highly uniform nanotube dispersion. After the film 

was formed and transferred to the PDMS substrate, another thin layer of PDMS was applied 

as a package covering the CNT film to enhance the adhesion of the silver paste and prevent 

surface contamination as shown in Figure 2.15.  

 

Figure 2.15 Schematic diagram of CNT/PDMS hybrid thin film (138). 

The piezoresistive behavior exhibited a clear sensitivity variation with strong thickness 

dependence. As a result, the thicker the film, the higher was the sensor gauge factor. The best 

gauge factor reported by the group was ~1 which is even lower than conventional metal foil 

strain gauges. The low piezoresistive sensitivity nature of this sensor, which may limit to some 

extent application of this type of sensors, needs to further studied in the light of the unclear 

working mechanism of this CNT film sensor. 
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Another recent interesting approach was the manufacturing of multi-layer stacked 

aligned transparent CNT films for strain sensing by K. Liu et al.(139). The super aligned CNT 

(SACNT) film described in their research work was drawn out from a 190 µm tall CNT forest 

grown by chemical vapor deposition method. Multiple layers were laid one by one following 

a pre-designed orientation and densified through a dipping process (Figure 2.16a-b).  

 

Figure 2.16 Schematics of manufacturing of the super-aligned, transparent, flexible and 
stretchable SACNT/PDMS composite film (139). 

The as fabricated CNT films were further embedded into a flexible PDMS composite 

structure shown in Figure 2.16c. Despite that the gauge factor of this composite sensor was 

~1.17, however it exhibited much better conductivity (resistivity ~10-4 Ω cm) compared to 

randomly distributed CNT/polymer composites due to the biased alignment and orientation of 

the CNT in the investigated composite sensors. This unique feature may favor the application 

of this sort of sensors in smart electronic device fields.  

(c
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Generally speaking, the two-dimensional sensor are more feasible and reliable to 

handle different load conditions because they favor the multi-direction and multi-locations 

testing at the surface of target laminate. Moreover, they readily can be mounted onto the 

surface of host materials/structure of different geometries without deteriorating the mechanical 

integrity and can even impart additional functionalities. 

However, these small film sensors can only manage local strain/stress monitoring and 

the performance stability is questionable, because different gauge factors ranging from less 

than 1 to 10 were reported by different research groups. 

2.5.4 Three-dimensional CNTs Dispersed Bulk Composites 

The exploitation of various unique properties of CNTs in composites depends strongly 

on how the CNTs are integrated into the three-phase multiscale composites. Modifying the 

matrix resin by dispersing CNTs in the polymer offers the most conventional, facile and 

industrially compatible route. Additionally, some promising improvements in matrix 

dominated mechanical properties have been observed through the dispersion and infusion 

approach for reinforcing the matrix throughout the fiber composite. 

Since the one and the two-dimensional CNT strain sensors can only measure local 

sensing when they are incorporated into the composite structures or onto the surfaces of the 

structures, there was a need overcome such a drawback. This was achieved by directly 

integrating CNTs into the polymer matrix system of composite structures through dispersing 

the CNTs three-dimensionally in the composite which allows for global sensing.  
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MWCNTs were dispersed into the epoxy resin using a calendaring approach to 

fabricate CNT/epoxy fiber composites (62). The percolating network of sensors was created 

and the cured composites laminates were machined into test samples for sensing 

measurements. The stress transfer was enhanced by combining micrometer sized glass fiber 

and nanometer scale CNTs that effectively filled the areas between matrix and fibers.  

The initial stages of matrix dominated failure were detected in-situ by monitoring the 

strain of the composite and the resistance change at the same time. Thostenson and Chou (140) 

in another study, presented the resistance hysteresis for a specimen undergoing 25 cycle of 

strain loading prior to fracture. The remarkable spikes in the sensing curve indicated the 

permanent bonding damage between the matrix and the CNTs. However, the formed CNT 

sensor network showed some degree of failure after two cycles of loading which caused the 

permanent resistance increase of the composites. The permanent damage of the CNT network 

is a great challenge, which limits the real application of the carbon nanotube-based strain 

sensor due to the very limited accurate strain sensing range. 

Zhang et al. (124) fabricated a CNT sensor by dispersing MWCNTs and polycarbonate 

(PC) in tetrahydrofuran (THF), then the two portions of the solution were mixed together and 

sonicated to ensure good mixing. Finally, the methanol (anti-solvent of PC) was used to 

precipitate the MWCNT/PC composite, which was then filtered out and dried in a vacuum 

oven (Figure 2.17). The piezoresistive sensitivity observed was ~3.5 times that of typical metal 

foil strain gauges. 
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Figure 2.17 Schematic of fabrication procedure of MWCNT/PC composite strain sensor 
including wet mixing and casting (taken from Zhang et al. (124)). 

Knite et al. (141) mixed MWCNTs in polyisoprene matrix and the mixture was 

vulcanized under high pressure in an attempt to develop new nanocomposite for sensing strain. 

The specimens were tested under both, small and large strains. While the resistivity was very 

reversible under strain of 4%, a relatively large hysteresis of resistivity was observed when the 

samples were 40% stretched and released which is one of the challenges encountered in strain 

sensing by means of CNT networks.  

 Thostenson and his group (62) dispersed MWCNTs into epoxy and infused into a 

physically treated glass fiber preform to form a conductive percolating network only at a very 

low CNT concentration. The purpose of the physical treatment was to achieve a good nanotube 

distribution. The nanotube network throughout the whole composite polymer matrix system 

showed great sensitivity to initial variations of subtle matrix dominated failure and were 

capable of evaluating the onset and evolution of damage in composite structures. 

Park et al. (142,143) dispersed different amounts of CNTs in epoxy using a solvent and 

after solvent evaporation, composites with carbon fibers (CF) positioned at the mid-plane were 
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manufactured. In order to obtain damage sensing results, they combined the electrical sensing 

method together with traditional AE. During tensile loading along the fiber direction, fiber 

breakage occurred and electrical sensing signals as well as AE signals were collected. 

 

Figure 2.18 Experimental setup of double-matrix single carbon fiber composites (taken 
from (143)). 

The specimens with low CNT content (0.1 wt.%) could not build up a stable electrically 

conductive network in the surrounding insulating matrix and the electrical signals were 

obtained only when the CF was fractured at which electrical resistance suddenly jumped. On 

the contrary, the specimens with relatively high CNT loadings (0.5 wt.%) possessed a 
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percolating CNT network within the matrix. Hence, after initial fiber fracture, the electrical 

signals progressively increased with the strain increase, revealing more internal damage 

information which was confirmed by the AE data. At higher CNT loadings (2.0 wt.%), the 

measured sensitivity during the test was obviously lower than that for the 0.5 wt.% specimen 

which was attributed to the higher number of possible contact points in this percolated CNT 

network. 

Ku-Herrera et al. (144) studied the electrical sensitivity of glass fiber/MWCNT/vinyl 

ester hierarchical composites capability of self-sensing the accumulated structural damage 

when subjected to cyclic tensile loading-unloading. The hierarchical composites were designed 

to contain two different locations of MWCNTs, viz. MWCNTs deposited on the fibers and 

MWCNTs dispersed within the matrix. 

 

Figure 2.19 Schematic for the hierarchical composite structures: (a) MWCNTs 
dispersed in matrix & (b) MWCNTs on the fibers (144). 

The findings revealed that both the investigated composite architectures were able to 

identify the onset of matrix cracking through deviating of linearity. For the composites with 

MWCNTs dispersed within the matrix, a negative permanent change of electrical resistance 
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upon unloading characterized the damage accumulation associated to matrix dominated 

irreversible phenomena such as yielding and viscoelasticity. On the other hand, the composites 

with MWCNTs deposited onto the fibers showed a positive permanent change in electrical 

resistance upon unloading, which was associated to fiber/matrix debonding and fiber breakage.  

Furthermore, the composites architectures with MWCNTs on the fibers was very sensitive to 

fiber dominated damage mechanisms. They were able to detect the onset of composite damage 

by a deviation from linearity and hysteresis in the electromechanical curve, as well as to detect 

damage progression (144). 

There is no doubt that the CNT dispersion approach for producing CNT based strain 

sensors has drawn the most attention and effort with the large amount of associated research 

work done and still going on. However, there are still major rational concerns that alter the 

performance of the CNT sensors formed by dispersing CNTs into the matrix. Examples 

include, the lack of uniform dispersion, random nature of the CNT dispersion, the breakage of 

CNTs during processing and the weak CNT/polymer interface. Among the major concerns is 

also the higher tendency of the CNTs to form agglomerates in the polymer matrix due to their 

strong van der Waals interactions and the associated dramatic increase in the viscosity of the 

matrix even if a very small CNT content (below 1 wt.%) is added to it (145). 

With this in mind, a number of different techniques have been developed to improve 

the CNT dispersion into a polymer matrix including shear mixing, calendaring, extrusion, 

ultrasonication and ball milling. Many of the recent studies are often based on the use of a 

combination of aforementioned techniques, such as ultrasonication plus ball milling and 

ultrasonication plus extrusion (145). 
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N. Hu et al. (83) used a novel dry mixing technique (a planetary mixer) to directly mix 

MWCNT, epoxy resin and the hardener altogether. This method is highly controlled by merely 

adjusting the speed of the mixer, achieving different level of CNTs dispersion. 

 

Figure 2.20 Schematic of the planetary mixer (83). 

In this research, they compared the piezoresistive sensing behavior of specimens made 

with different mixing speed. Higher stirring or mixing rate was suggested to improve the 

sensitivity, possibly due to the fast mixing which may induce good dispersion of nanotubes 

and thus good conductivity. 

2.5.5 Pristine CNTs Assemblies 

2.5.5.1 CNT Yarns Strain Sensor (One-dimensional Assembly) 

With the established drawable property of the CNT arrays grown by modified CVD 

method, nanotubes can be directly spun into yarns by applying some twist to aligned CNT 

sheet pulled out from vertically aligned arrays. CNT yarns greatly maintain the advantage of 
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individual CNT being strong, stiff, light, small, corrosion resistive, electrical and thermal 

conductive. They can also be embedded into composite structures without deteriorating the 

structural integrity and thus can function as effective strain and damage sensors (81,146). 

 

Figure 2.21 (a) SEM image for CNT yarn spinning from the as-grown CNT forest, (b) 
Schematic for the Al electrodes deposition on a CNT yarn using magetron sputtering 
(81) & (c) Schematic of the side and cross-section of the laminated composite sample 

with transversely stitched CNT yarns under simultaneous three-point mechanical and 
two point electrical measurements (1). 

Zhao (81), Hehr (146,147), Abot (1) and others (148) incorporated CNT yarns into 

composite structures to use them as sensors to monitor strains and detect damage by different 

means. Zhao et al. (81) placed CNT yarns on patterned sandpapers for aluminum deposition at 

two ends of yarn sensors functioning as electrodes (Figure 2.21b). Multiple yarns were then 

infused with epoxy resin and cured to form polymeric composites for real-time structural health 
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monitoring. Zhao showed only a gauge factor of pure yarns at ~0.5 for both monotonic and 

cyclic tensile testing. 

Using a different fabrication method shown in Figure 2.21c, Abot et al. (1) wrapped 

CNT yarns into a needle and then transversely stitched them throughout the central plies of the 

composite laminate. Although low gauge factors were observed, however, a systematic 

aggregation of multiple CNT yarns placed in different locations may be able to effectively 

monitor the propagation of cracks in the composite structure by observing the sudden 

resistance increases due to crack propagating across the yarns. 

2.5.5.2 CNT Film or Bucky Paper (Two-dimensional Assembly) 

Dharap et al. were among the most earliest to study the piezoresistive behavior of pure 

random oriented CNT film (65,149). They utilized CNT assemblies formed into a macroscopic 

sheet, often referred to as “bucky paper”. This was done by filtering 

SWCNTs/dimethyformamide dispersion through a 0.2 mm Teflon membrane to form bucky 

paper, which was peeled off from the filter and then attached onto a brass specimen for strain 

testing. 
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Figure 2.22 SWCNT film with insulating PVC film attached to the brass specimen (65). 

They observed a nearly linear trend in the film resistance response when subjected to 

tensile and compressive cycles within ±0.02% strain. During the cyclic tensile and compressive 

testing, the voltage changes across the specimens were measured with a four- probe method 

in-situ. 

Similarly, Kang et al. (67) dispersed commercially obtained SWNTs in DMF solvent 

in a bath sonicator for 20 hours. The SWNTs suspension was then poured into a filter paper 

and dried in an oven for 12 hours. After that the bucky paper was peeled off and characterized 

by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. To improve the piezoresistance consistence, 

PMMA was added to the SWNTs suspension. 

They characterized the piezoresistive responses of the CNT/PMMA composite under 

static and dynamic loading conditions and demonstrated linear piezoresistivity up to 0.05% 

and 0.13% strain, respectively. The studied CNT/PMMA sensors showed gauge factors ranged 
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from of 1.0 to 5.0. The produced strain sensor was long and continuous at a low cost, which 

may be suitable for potential SHM applications. 

2.5.6 CNT Coated Two-dimensional Assembly 

Dai et al. (150) introduced a simple method to fabricate CNT-based nonwoven 

composite strain sensors. A relatively small concentration of CNTs of approximately 1.0% by 

weight are deposited from an aqueous solution onto a selected nonwoven carrier aramid fabric, 

followed by infusing an epoxy resin into the CNT-modified nonwoven fabric to hold the CNT 

network in place.  

The approach simplicity and the relatively small concentration of the CNTs may allow 

for scaling this technique up for large-scale monitoring in addition to being a cost-effective 

method. They succeeded in producing an electrically isotropic nanotube network on the surface 

of the fibers. After the nonwoven composite sensor strain sensitivity was characterized in-situ, 

the proposed sensors were bonded onto metal substrates, including aluminum and steel and 

tested under quasi-static cyclic tensile and compressive loads. 

The results showed a linear piezoresistive responses with an elastic gauge factor of 1.9 

and a nonlinear gauge factor of 5.34 corresponding to the longitudinal strains. For these CNT 

composite sensors, the transverse sensitivity has also been established and showed negative 

piezoresistivity with an elastic gauge factor of −3.95 in the transverse direction. 
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Figure 2.23 Photograph showing a free-standing CNT sensing composite after curing 
the epoxy, showing its flexibility (150). 

2.5.7 CNT sheets 

Li et al. (151) developed an aligned sheet of interconnected CNTs drawn from a 

chemical vapor deposition grown CNT array which was embedded in a single layer glass 

fiber/epoxy prepreg and then the entire assembly was bonded to the surface of glass 

fiber/epoxy composite host coupons.  

Various types of mechanical tests were conducted, accompanied by real-time electrical 

data acquisition, in order to evaluate the electromechanical behavior of the developed sensing 

material. Different CNT sheet orientations, i.e. longitudinal and transverse were studied to 

investigate the anisotropy of the piezoresistive effect. 
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The results confirmed that the CNT sheet orientation had a dramatic effect on the sensor 

strain sensitivity thus confirming the anisotropic sensing performance of the CNT sheet sensor. 

Furthermore, the CNT sheets exhibited good sensing stability, linearity, sensitivity and 

repeatability within a practical strain range along with good intrinsic piezoresistive stability 

and a reversible resistance change when the fabricated sensor was exposed to changing 

temperature (151). 

Finally, they found that the pre-straining process improved the piezoresistive 

performance of the CNT-based sensor, producing a closer to linear behavior over an even wider 

strain range.  However, the fabricated sensor suffered from gradual damage in the conductive 

nanotube network upon being subjected to 1000 cycle fatigue test. 

Table 2.1 below summarizes typical manufacturing approaches and types of the 

detected failure and damages for several studies that investigated the category of piezoresistive 

composite sensors with CNTs incorporated in different types of polymers of versatile 

properties. 
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Table 2.1 Summarizes the manufacturing techniques and the significant results of 
different studies that investigated the composite strain and damage sensing work via 

CNT networks (taken from Zhang et al. (84)). 

Fiber/Matrix 
Nanofillers 

(loadings) and 
location 

Manufacturing 
processes 

Detected 
failure and 
damages 

Main results 

Glass fiber 
(GF)/epoxy 

(62) 

MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy Three-roll mill 

Delamination 
and micro-
cracking 

Showed 
possibility of 

using CNTs to 
identify 

different failure 
modes 

GF/epoxy (131) MWCNTs on 
GF surface 

Electrophoretic 
deposition 

(EPD) 
Micro-cracking 

Coated single 
GF as in-situ 

sensor for 
tracking micro-

cracks 

GF/epoxy 
(117,140) 

CNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy Calendering 

Crack initiation 
during static and 

incremental 
tensile loading 

Used CNT 
networks to 

identify 
different 

failure stages 

GF/vinyl ester 
(125) 

CNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in matrix Calendering 

Crack initiation 
during static and 

incremental 
tensile loading 

Combined with 
AE, it showed 

some 
advantages of 
the electrical 

sensing method 

GF/epoxy (152) MWCNTs (0.3 
wt.%) in epoxy Calendering 

Crack initiation 
during tensile 

loading 

Used CNTs to 
identify damage 

initiation 

GF/epoxy (75) SWCNT on GF 
surface Spray coating 

Micro-crack 
initiation and 
propagation 
under tensile 

loading 

Embedded 
SWCNT-coated 

fiber sensor 
provided in-situ 
information on 

resin curing 
and deformation 

under loading 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

GF/epoxy (153) MWCNTs (1.0 
wt.%) in epoxy Three-roll mill 

Localization of 
failure under 

tensile loading 

Localized 
failure by 
placing 

electrodes at 
different 
positions 

GF/epoxy (154) MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy 

Three-roll mill 
and sizing agent 

Sensing under 
tensile loading 

Compared 
effect of 

dispersion and 
CNT 

localization on 
sensing data 

GF/epoxy (155) 

CNTs 
(0.1/0.5/1.0 

wt.%) in 
epoxy 

Calendering Sensing under 
tensile loading 

Improved 
sensing signals 

for CNT-
modified 
specimen 

GF/epoxy (156) MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy Sonication Sensing under 

tensile loading 

Improved 
sensitivity for 
CNT-modified 

carbon fiber 
reinforced 

plastics 
(CFRPs) 

compared to 
neat CFRPs 

GF/PP 
(135,136,157) 

MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in 
polymer 

film coated on 
GF 

Sizing or 
coating of 

CNT/polymer 
film onto GF 

Interface strain 
sensing under 
tensile loading 

Alternative 
route utilizing 

aqueous 
CNT/polymer 
coating on GF 

for sensing 

GF/epoxy 
(142,143) 

CNTs (0.1 to 
2.0 wt.%) in 

epoxy 

Solution-based 
processing 

Fiber breakages 
in dual-matrix 

composites 

Use of CNT 
networks to 
detect fiber 
breakage in 

model sample 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

GF/epoxy (158) CNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy 

Solution-based 
processing 

Fiber breakages 
in dual-matrix 

composites 

Showed effect 
of CNT 

dispersion on 
sensing 
results 

GF/epoxy (159) MWCNTs (0.3 
wt.%) in epoxy Three-roll mill 

Sensing during 
interlaminar 

shear strength 
testing (ILSS) 

In-plane sensing 
signals gave 

sudden 
increase at 

failure, while 
through-
thickness 

signals showed 
no obvious 

changes during 
testing 

GF/epoxy 
(127–129) 

CNTs in PVA 
fiber 

CNT/PVA fiber 
strain 
sensor 

Strain sensing 
under tensile 

and three-point 
bending test 
conditions 

Use of a 
CNT/PVA fiber 

as embedded 
strain sensor in 

GFRP 

GF/epoxy (126) MWCNTs in 
epoxy 

Dispersed in 
epoxy 

using sizing 
agent 

Impact damage 

Showed 
potential of 
electrical 

sensing method 
for impact 

damage 

GF/epoxy (160) CNTs (0.1–0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy 

Mechanical 
stirring and 
sonication 

Impact damage 

Showed 
increased 

resistance after 
impact 
damage 

GF/epoxy (161) MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) in epoxy As-received Impact damage 

Four probes 
measurement 

provided better 
sensing data 
compared to 
two probes 

method 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

GF/epoxy (162) 
CNTs (0.1–1.0 

wt.%) in 
epoxy 

Three-roll mill Open hole and 
impact damage 

Applied 
electrical 

sensing method 
to large 

composite 
plates 

GF/epoxy (163) MWCNTs in 
epoxy 

Solution-based 
processing 

Sensing under 
tensile, cyclic 
tensile fatigue, 

and impact 

Compared 
effect of sizing 

and treatment of 
CNTs with 
improved 
dispersion 

leading to better 
sensing signals 

GF/epoxy (133) 
MWCNTs (0.5 
wt.%) on GF 

surface 
Dip-coating 

Single glass 
fiber with 

coated 
CNTs as 

multifunctional 
sensor 

First time 
coating of 

CNTs onto GF 
for sensing 
rather than 
mixing into 

matrix 

GF/epoxy (164) MWCNTs on 
GF Spray coating 

Delamination 
and interlaminar 

shear 

First time use of 
spray coating to 

deposit 
CNTs in 
GFRPs, 

introduced 
percolated 

network for 
damage sensing 
with extremely 

low CNT 
content 

GF/epoxy (165) 
MWCNTs 

(0.047 wt.%) 
on CF prepregs 

Spray coating Delamination 

Showed 
correlation 
between 
electrical 

sensing signals 
and force drop, 
and improved 

sensing stability 
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Table 2.1 Continued 

GF/epoxy (147) CNT yarn Embedded fiber Matrix cracking 

Use of CNT 
yarn as 

embedded 
sensor in 

GFRPs for 
damage 

detection 

GF/epoxy (166) 
MWCNTs 

(0.08 wt.%) on 
CF 

Sonication Interlaminar 
shear 

Demonstrated 
progressive 

damage sensing 
with through-

thickness 
measurements 

GF/epoxy (167) CNT (0.5 
wt.%) Spray coating Fatigue 

Correlation 
between 
electrical 

sensing results 
and AE signals 
under fatigue 
mechanical 

testing 

GF/epoxy (168) CNT/Al2 O3 
(0.5 wt.%) Three-roll mill Sensing under 

tensile loading 

Use of CNT/Al2 
O3 as 

conductive filler 
in 

epoxy to detect 
damage 

GF/epoxy (169) CNT growth on 
GF Embedded fiber Sensing under 

tensile loading 

Use of fuzzy 
glass fiber as 

strain sensor in 
CF prepreg 
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2.6 Advantages and Challenges of CNT/Polymer Composite 

Sensors 

Compared to the existing SHM/NDE techniques, the CNT/polymer composite strain 

sensors are superior in several aspects:  

1. CNTs/polymer sensors can be fabricated into a variety of shapes, sizes and even could 

be embedded into the structures to enable the structure have self-sensing properties.  

2. CNT composite sensors exhibit tunable sensitivity by simply adjusting the fabrication 

recipes, such as, the amount of CNTs added into the polymer, degree of nanotube 

dispersion and even types of polymers selected as the matrix. 

3. In-situ and real-time structural healthy monitoring can be realized through embedding 

the CNT network sensors. Additionally, CNTs are non-invasive and have negligible 

weight effect on the host structure.  

4.  CNTs are structures with diameters in the range of several to one hundred nanometers 

and length varying from micrometers to millimeters, so they are capable of monitoring 

micro-cracks when built in the structure.  

The past research also showed several issues in attempting to develop new types of 

CNT strain sensors:  

1. The electric conducting mechanism of CNT-based composites is so complicated and 

still unclear.  
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2.  For CNT-based sensor fabricated via the dispersing the CNTs in the matrix, the volume 

fraction of the conductive phase in the composite material determines and dominates 

its electrical conductivity (electrical percolation). 

3. Several research reports indicated that the contact resistance caused by the separation 

of carbon nanotubes is a key factor that affects the overall conductivity of the 

composites rather than the intrinsic conductivity of the carbon nanotube itself 

(170,171).  

4. The complexity of the conductivity mechanism for CNT-based composites results in 

difficulty of controlling consistent conductance of the composite and maintaining 

repeated response of the sensor resistance with strain.  

5. The weak CNT/matrix interface leads to hysteresis in cycling tests. The degradation 

after several loading-unloading cycles causes the stress transferred from the matrix to 

the CNTs to be underestimated. An unrepeatable strain-resistance curve indicates that 

the sensing ability of the CNTs-based composite is limited to a small strain.  

6. Resistance drifting and fluctuation has been observed by several groups during the tests 

(67,172). One possible reason for the resistance drifting was thought to be the 

temperature dependence of the resistance. Another reason causing the drifting may be 

because some nanotubes may burn themselves because of weak contact between them. 

An electrical breakdown may occur if the voltage applied exceeds the allowable value 

and thus the current density that the CNT can sustain.  

After gaining insight into the operating principles and the pros and cons of different 

fabrication methods and sensor morphologies and the type of detected failures, it is clear that 
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the embedded CNT sheets studied in this work is expected to be favorable for strain sensing in 

the areas of sensitivity, stability and repeatability. The CNT sheets can be built in composites 

for in-situ structural health monitoring with negligible weight penalty and little invasiveness 

to the structure. Our research covered some basic testing and data analysis to understand some 

fundamental knowledge on working mechanisms and performances, so as to lay a foundation 

for further development in the future. 
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3 Strain Sensing in Composites using Aligned 

Carbon Nanotube Sheets Embedded in the 

Interlaminar Region 
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces a novel technique for embedding aligned sheets of two 

millimeters long, interconnected CNTs into the interlaminar region of composite structures. 

The potential of these embedded CNT sheets to function as damage detecting and strain 

sensing elements was demonstrated via various mechanical tests that were accompanied by 

real-time electrical resistance change data acquisition. The experimental results suggested that 

the CNT sheet sensitivity could be further enhanced by an oxygen plasma treatment and also 

by pre-straining the CNT sheets before embedding them. The samples containing two CNT 

sheets layers exhibited long term stability, sensitivity and repeatability which are vital features 

for health monitoring. 

KEYWORDS: A, Carbon nanotubes, A. Multifunctional composites, B. Electrical properties, 

D. Mechanical testing 
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3.1 Introduction 

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have become the most important structural 

materials in many advanced applications including aircraft and wind energy (159). Outstanding 

fatigue performance, high specific stiffness and strength, and low density are among the most 

important properties that FRP composites offer (159). However because fiber reinforced 

composites are composed of discrete layers of unidirectional or woven fibers impregnated with 

resin, they are susceptible to microscale damage development, such as interfacial debonding, 

matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination (117).  Due to the sensitivity of FRP 

composites to the aforementioned intrinsic damage, it is essential to monitor the health of these 

structures. New and improved methods for early detection of damage and structural health 

monitoring (SHM) of composite materials may allow for enhanced reliability, lifetime and 

performance while minimizing maintenance time during a composite part’s service life (140). 

The demand for simple SHM techniques is the driving force behind the scientific and 

technical interest in finding highly sensitive, quick responding, physically stable and low cost 

strain sensing techniques that are capable of functioning in a broad practical range of strain. 

Over the last few decades different non-destructive methods and materials have been 

investigated for use as strain sensors e.g. metal, optical fibers, metal oxides and composites 

(173). However the most dominating commercial strain sensing techniques are metal foil strain 

gauges and optical fiber sensors. 

Metal foil strain gauges are well known and used frequently because of their stability 

and low cost however they have low gauge factor and can only be mounted on the surface of 

a composite structure (173). Optical fibers have been used as embedded SHM sensors in an 
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attempt to overcome the disadvantages of metal foil strain gauges, but their adoption has not 

been as wide spread due to a few reasons. The first is that expensive equipment is required for 

instrumentation. Second, optical fiber sensors are often insensitive to cracks propagating 

parallel to the optical fiber orientation. Embedded optical fibers sensors also may act as defects 

in the composite structure promoting crack initiation and damage to the composite parts due 

to the fact that the optical fiber diameter is larger than the diameter of the reinforcement fibers 

(7,174–176). 

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), they have attracted much research 

interest due to their superior electrical, thermal and mechanical properties as well as their high 

aspect ratio. Adding CNTs to laminated composite structures to improve their performance 

through exploiting CNT multifunctionality has been demonstrated (49,60). In this context, 

different CNT architectures have been used in recent years to enable sensing capabilities. This 

includes but is not limited to the following; CNT yarns (1,146–148,177), CNT dispersions in 

resin matrices (117,140,156,159,178–180), CNT fibers (129,131), CNT coated fibers 

(144,169,181,182) and CNT films (63,114,172,173,183,184).  

The results of many of these studies were interesting and showed improved 

piezoresistive behavior and stability, however all of them had some shortcoming that 

prohibited the commercialization and scaling them up into real sensors. For instance, while 

CNT yarns made from purely aligned CNTs showed a gauge factor of 12 (185), CNT yarns 

produced from twisting multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) had low gauge factor of 0.5 (177). 

Dispersed CNTs are known to  suffer from common problems like uneven dispersion and high 

tendency to form agglomerates which negatively impact the sensor performance (52,173,178). 
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Additionally, other CNT configurations encountered different obstacles like resistance drift 

under zero loading and electrical resistance hysteresis during cyclic loading (140,159). Lastly, 

challenging processability and the need to transfer CNT films from the primary substrate to 

another polymeric or metallic substrate prior to being used has also restricted the adoption of 

CNT film based strain sensors (173). 

The motivation of the current study is to introduce a simple, cost-effective and 

repeatable technique to integrate CNT sheets into the host composites, which is believed to 

impart highly sensitive, linear, stable and repeatable damage detecting and strain sensing 

behavior. The CNT sheets will be pulled from a drawable vertically aligned CNT (VACNT) 

array and then be embedded in the interlaminar region in woven fiber glass epoxy laminates 

without the need for any intermediary substrate or step that might influence the CNT sheet 

structure or performance. It is hypothesized that embedding the CNT sheets within the 

composites can enable higher sensitivity and damage detection due to more effective stress 

transfer and being in closer vicinity to the developing damage (186). It worth noting that the 

term “higher sensitivity” is used in the context as general term and it is meant to describe the 

sensitivity of the CNT sheets to any kind of damage that may disturb the CNT conductive 

pathways because the CNT sheet is embedded inside the structure. To further examine the 

behavior and sensitivity of the embedded sheets, three additional tasks were added to this 

study: (a) determining the optimum number of CNT layers that may achieve the highest 

sensitivity, (b) an oxygen plasma treatment to add functional groups and improve the 

interaction between the CNT and the resin (interfacial adhesion) aiming to increase the stress 

transfer efficiency to the CNT (187,188) and (c) pre-straining the CNT sheet before being 
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embedded into the host laminate to increase CNTs alignment and parallelization (129,179,189–

191).  

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Aligned MWCNT Growth 

VACNT arrays were grown on 10 X 6 cm quartz substrates via chlorine mediated low-

pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using FeCl2, anhydrous (99.5%, VWR) catalyst 

and acetylene carbon precursor (31). In brief, the gasses used were 600 sccm of acetylene, 1.5 

sccm of chlorine and 400 sccm of argon. The growth temperature and pressure were 760 ºC 

and 3 torr respectively. The CNT growth process was carried out for 20 minutes. The system 

was purged via argon during cool down. The growth process details can be found in prior work 

(192). Two highly drawable VACNT arrays were grown back to back for use in this study to 

minimize any possible intrinsic property variation between the produced arrays. The resulting 

arrays had an average height of ~ 2 mm with an average MWCNT diameter of ~ 29 ± 8 nm 

(193). 

3.2.2 Composite Fabrication 

An 8-harness satin weave glass fiber epoxy prepreg (Fibre Glast style 7781 E-glass 

Prepreg) was used to fabricate all of the panels. Prepreg was chosen for its ease of handling 

and processing and the sticky surface that allowed for easily positioning of the CNT sheets 

prior to consolidation and curing. Panels were produced using eight plies of the prepreg with 

each having the dominant warp side of the satin fabric facing in the same direction. The CNT 
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sheet was embedded in the mid plane of the panel as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. In total we 

fabricated two panels to study the features of the electromechanical behavior of these unique 

CNT sheet enhanced laminates. Producing fewer but larger panels was determined to be the 

best way to reduce any sample variability due to composite preparation.  

 

Figure 3.1 Aligned CNT sheets being attached to the surface of the glass fiber prepreg, 
with a close up of the stationary and rotary rods used to apply additional strain to the 

CNT sheet before application. 

A stack of four prepreg layers was placed on the top of a jack. The CNT array was 

situated on another jack at a slightly higher position than that of the jack holding the prepreg 

stack. The aligned full width CNT sheet, was drawn from the CNT array (by means of double 

sided tape) and extended over the stationary and rotating rods appearing in the insets. Both 

rods had a piece of double sided tape on their surfaces so that the ends of the CNT sheet could 

be fixed firmly on top of both rods. After the required number of layers of the CNT sheets was 

drawn, the prepreg stack was elevated by the jack until the CNT sheet adhered to the prepreg 

surface. The previously described procedure was found to be the most convenient for 
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fabrication because it was fairly easy to slightly rotate the prepreg stack, prior to the elevation 

step, to make sure the overall alignment of the CNT sheets exactly followed the fiber warp 

direction.   

After the desired number of CNT sheets was added to the stack surface, copper foil 

electrodes were placed on the CNT surface near the edge of the panel as shown in the first step 

in the work flow in Figure 3.2a. The copper foil allowed for electrical connection between the 

CNT sheet inside the composite and the wires that were connected to the multimeter during 

testing.  Spacing between the copper foils was kept as consistent as possible. Approximately 

0.5 cm of copper foil protruded outside the prepreg stack which would function as an anchor 

to solder two wires of the same length to the copper foil surface. While in reality using copper 

foils as electrodes embedded in composites defeats the purpose of non-invasive strain sensing, 

this technique was only used in this experimental study to make sure that the electromechanical 

responses collected were that of the CNTs. Once the baseline responses are collected, more 

sophisticated electrodes can be developed which would likely be contacting composite edges. 

This will likely be the subject of future work. Additionally, the rest of the copper foil length, 

i.e. 6.5 cm, was shorter by 1 cm than the tabs at the coupon ends.  The target was to avoid any 

stress concentration by the copper foil at the end of the gripping zone that could lead to either 

early failure of the tested coupon or failure close to the gripping zone. The copper foil layout 

in Figure 3.2a shows that each tested coupon had two electrodes which is common among 

these type of tests (194,195).   
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Figure 3.2 Steps to prepare composite coupons: (a) Fabrication process work flow & (b) 
Schematic of a coupon with two CNT sheets layers prior to testing. 

To confirm that there was negligible contact resistance between the CNT sheet and 

copper foil, a special coupon that had two CNT sheets layers and four copper electrodes was 

fabricated, as shown in Figure 3.3a-b. The two inner electrodes were separated by a distance 

identical to the gauge length used afterwards in the tensile tests. The contact resistance 

measurement was carried out by measuring the electrical resistance between the inner 

electrodes using a four probe and two probe setup respectively.  Comparing the electrical 

resistance values obtained by the two techniques provides the contact resistance in the 

materials system. Figure 3.3 shows that the resistance taken with the two probe method was 

446.42 ohms which was only 0.4 ohms higher than that of the four probe measurement.   
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Figure 3.3 Electrical resistance measurement methods: (a) Four & (b) Two point probe. 

Knowing that there was little contact resistance in the system, all of the remaining 

samples were made and tested with a two probe configuration seen in Figure 3.2a. After the 

CNT sheets and copper electrodes were positioned, the remaining four ply prepreg stack was 

added on top of the CNT sheet so that the CNT sheet and the attached copper foil electrodes 

were sandwiched between the glass fiber epoxy prepreg on both sides. The laminate was then 

vacuum bagged with the construction seen in Figure 3.2a. The vacuum bagged panel was cured 

at 143 ºC for two hour in a platen hot-press at a pressure of 310.3 kPa, according to the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. 

The cured composite panel was tabbed at both ends with 2 mm thick G10/FR4 

fiberglass sheets (fiberglass laminate panel consisting of plain woven fiberglass and flame 

retardant epoxy resin, from American Epoxy and Metal Inc.) with a taper angle of 20°. This 

was done to reduce the stress concentration due to gripping during tensile testing. The tab 
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dimensions were selected to satisfy ASTM standard D3039/D3039M - 08 - Tensile Properties 

of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials. To ensure that the epoxy paste adhesive (LOCTITE 

EA 9309NA AERO) used to link the tabs to the panel ends was cured, the tabbed panel was 

inserted for one hour into platen hot press at a temperature of 82 ºC and under a force of 2000 

kg. The tabbed panel was then cut into rectangular coupons that had the dimensions of 30.4 X 

2.0 X 0.17 cm, as shown in Figure 3.2b. The last step in the work flow, Figure 3.2a, shows an 

actual image for two different types of coupons. The coupon with the wires connected to its 

ends is a coupon with multiple CNT sheets layers embedded in its mid-plane. The wires 

soldered to the 0.5 cm protruding length of copper foil were covered by black insulating tape 

to prevent any possible contact between the electrode or the wire and the conductive metallic 

surface of the tensile machine grips.  

It was important to avoid that contact since it would negatively alter the real-time 

resistance measurement. The other coupon shown came from the same panel but did not 

contain any CNT sheets inside. This type of reference coupon was used to assess the 

significance of the presence of CNT sheets (and associated copper foils) on the tensile strength 

of the host composite structure. Another important concern was to examine the effect of the 

normal force exerted by the wedge grip, shown in Figure 3.4, on the electrodes located in the 

coupon tab area during the tensile test and whether this force had a significant effect on the 

electrical resistance measurement during the tensile test period. In order to answer the previous 

question, a tabbed test coupon that had two embedded CNT sheets layers was placed 

horizontally inside a platen press and was subjected to a direct compression force ranging from 

0 to 35 MPa (5,000 PSI) while monitoring the corresponding electrical resistance change. The 
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electrical resistance varied from 467.00 Ω at zero pressure to only 467.69 Ω at 35 MPa which 

was more than the double the gripping pressure used in present study tensile tests. Thus it was 

confirmed that the electromechanical performance observed in the current study is almost 

completely unaffected by normal force due to gripping. Finally, in order to get independent 

real-time and accurate strain measurements for comparison and CNT sheet sensor calibration, 

an external commercial metal foil strain gauge (Vishay Micro-Measurements 250LW) was 

mounted on the outer surface of each composite coupon (Figure 3.2b). 

3.2.3 MWCNT Surface Modification 

O2/CF4 plasma functionalization treatment was used to modify the surface of the CNTs. 

The plasma treatment was conducted in a capacitively coupled dielectric barrier discharge 

atmospheric pressure plasma system. The plasma system was operated through a 4.8 kW audio 

frequency power supply at 1.67 kHz in 1.0% oxygen + 1.0% CF4 + 98% helium gas mixture 

(by mass) (196). The CNT array was treated before the CNT sheets were drawn from it. It 

worth mentioning that the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) technique which is used 

for analyzing material surface chemistry showed the presence of additional oxygen functional 

groups on the surface of the CNT sheets that underwent plasma treatment in addition to a water 

contact angle test that revealed the change of the plasma treated CNT sheets from being 

hydrophobic to be completely hydrophilic because of the presence of functional groups on the 

CNT surface (196). 
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3.2.4 Characterization 

To evaluate the sensing performance of the CNT sheets, different modes of tensile 

loading were performed using a MTS Landmark servo hydraulic 250 kN test system (Figure 

3.4) in a controlled laboratory environment. These tests included: (1) monotonic tensile tests, 

(2) 1000 cycle fatigue tests and (3) load controlled incremental loading-unloading tensile tests.  

 

Figure 3.4 Simultaneous recording of the real-time mechanical and electrical resistance 
data. 

The force data was recorded by the testing machine load cell while the strain was 

recorded via the metal foil strain gauge. The electrical resistance of the CNT sheet was 

recorded by an Agilent 34420A multimeter. It is essential to point out that both the strain gauge 
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data acquisition software and the multimeter program used for recording the CNT sheet 

resistance change were started simultaneously with a data collection frequency of 10 Hz to 

guarantee precise correlation of strain and resistance data. Monotonic tensile tests were 

performed with a fixed displacement speed of 1.5 mm/min. For the incremental tensile tests, 

the coupons were subjected to multiple loading-unloading cycles until failure. This was done 

by loading and unloading the coupons at the same rate with a progressively increasing peak 

load with a step value of 1 kN. The test fixture returned to the zero load state at the end of each 

cycle. Finally, long term cyclic tests were carried out with a constant rate of 20 cycle/min.  

Generally three samples of each type were tested monotonically while two samples 

were tested in progressive loading and cyclic modes. While the failure strains of the composites 

varied within an acceptable range (which is always the case for materials testing) the shape of 

the normalized resistance change curves were consistent among sample groups. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Effect of CNT Sheet Presence on Host Laminate Mechanical 

Strength 

A rational concern is whether or not the embedded strain sensing material will 

negatively affect the structural integrity of the host laminate structure. Any drop in the 

composite mechanical properties is generally unacceptable and would negate any benefits 

gained by having an integrated strain sensing technology. Table 3.1 displays the mechanical 

strength data for the host laminate structures with zero, two, four and six CNT sheets layers 
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that were both neither plasma treated or pre-strained. It is important to mention that only three 

coupons were tested for each category listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Average mechanical strength values of the laminated structure coupons. 

Category 
Number of CNT 

layers 
Average mechanical strength (MPa) 

Reference Coupons 0 476 (Standard Deviation = 31) 

Coupons with CNTs 

2 536 ( Standard Deviation  = 8.5) 

4 505 ( Standard Deviation  = 5.92) 

6 512 ( Standard Deviation  = 12) 

 

While this does not provide a great set of statistics, the main point was to show that 

there was no major decrease in the mechanical properties due to the addition of multiple dry 

layers of CNT sheets. The very similar obtained strength values imply that the resin from the 

prepreg likely penetrated the CNT sheets well, eliminating the possibility of premature failure 

of the composite due to a dry CNT layer at the midplane. Since the CNT sheets layers were 

embedded in only the mid plane, with an overall weight fraction of less than 0.1%, they were 

not expected to provide any structural enhancement. However, the average mechanical strength 

data showed statistically insignificant improvement in the composite mechanical strength 
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which, if true, might be rationalized by the fact that the CNTs within the CNT sheets are each 

two millimeters long and aligned in the composite in the testing direction (197).  

3.3.2 Stability Assessment 

The stability of the strain sensing material over its service life is highly important. To 

estimate the stability behavior of CNTs used in this study, the electrical resistance variation 

was measured over a period of multiple days, at room temperature, ambient atmosphere and 

without any mechanical load applied. In a previous study (151), it was demonstrated that the 

non-stretched CNT sheets possess excellent long-term electrical resistance stability. This 

property was examined here again, but this time for CNT sheets that were pre-strained to ~ 

3%. The electrical resistance fluctuation of those coupons was measured over a period of 

multiple days and is depicted in Figure 3.5.The results showed that the electrical resistance 

was stable over time proving that the CNT pre-strain does not have any negative effect on the 

CNTs long term electrical resistance stability. This may be explained in terms of the inherent 

structure of the ~ 2 mm long CNTs which consists of an interconnected network that minimizes 

resistive heating and subsequent damage to CNT junctions which is a problem experienced by 

many low volume fraction dispersed CNT sensors (114).  
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Figure 3.5 Intrinsic electrical resistance stability of ~ 3% pre-strain longitudinally 
oriented CNTs measured under no load at ambient conditions for time period of 200 

hours. 

The huge number of the initial contact points present in the CNT sheets used in the 

current study decreases, to a great extent, the sensitivity to the defects found in individual 

CNTs, thus efficiently reducing the localized heating effect by building up alternative electrical 

pathways (173). 

3.3.3 Effect of Number of Layers on CNT Sheet Electromechanical 

Performance  

To explore the optimum number of longitudinally oriented CNT sheet layers in terms 

of the largest piezoresistive response, the electrical resistance was recorded in-situ during 

monotonic tensile testing. The normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0; ΔR: the real-time 

resistance minus original resistance and R0: original resistance prior to straining) of two, four 
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and six CNT sheet layers was calculated and plotted against the mechanical strain of the tested 

coupon, as shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) monotonic increase with strain 
increase for two, four & six longitudinally oriented CNT layers. 

Regardless of the number of embedded CNT layers, the tested coupons exhibited 

similar behavior over the whole strain range. For lower strain levels (0-0.6%), the ΔR/R0 curve 

showed an initial very slight decreasing response in relationship to the strain increase. To 

understand this behavior, the inherent structure of the aligned CNT sheet needs first to be 

discussed. It consists primarily of long nanotubes bundled together and forming an inter-

connected network of CNTs with numerous bundle-bundle contacts with their neighbors as 

described in (63,151,173). Thus it is fair to assume that nanotube surfaces in this network are 

either always touching each other or in close proximity.  
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When the tested coupon is axially strained, the numerous embedded electrical 

conductive pathways in the bundled CNT network move transversely and form a denser 

structure due to cross-sectional area reduction induced by Poisson’s ratio effect. Therefore, 

there is an increase in the likelihood of forming new random contacts (108). Additionally, in 

this small strain range (0-0.6%), it is not expected that significant cracks and damage would 

form and lead to serious disruptions in the conductive pathways in the CNT percolating 

network. So it can be hypothesized that the result will be an overall decrease in the network 

electrical resistivity as a result of the applied mechanical tensile strain. As the strain exceeds 

the value of 0.6%, the normalized electrical resistance curve starts to behave in positive 

piezoresistive fashion, i.e. ΔR/R0 increases in response to the increasing axial tensile strain, 

which continues until fracture takes place. The CNT electrical resistance increase at higher 

strains can be assigned to four mechanisms: (a) intrinsic piezoresistive response of individual 

CNT due to energy band gaps change in response to the applied strain (185), (b) dimensional 

changes of the coupon, i.e. during tensile loading, the coupon length will increase and decrease 

in the cross-sectional area, (c) discrete damage accumulation leading to disruption of the 

electrical conductive pathways and (d) decrease in the contact area of adjacent CNT bundles 

followed by complete bundles separation resulting in tunneling resistance increase between 

neighboring CNTs (108,129,179). 

All of the above mentioned mechanisms contribute to the electrical resistance 

increase, however the authors think that only the relative contribution of the inherent 

piezoresistive behavior, discrete damage accumulation and touching CNT contact area change 

are considered significant in this study. The electrical resistance increase due to lengthening 
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and cross-section reduction of the coupon during tensile loading is the mechanism of resistance 

change exploited by traditional metal foil strain gauges (i.e. bulk material). However the CNT 

sheet is not a bulk material but rather an inter-connected network of millions of conductive 

elements. In addition, it was demonstrated mathematically in previous work that the resistance 

change induced by a coupons geometrical change has a small influence upon the overall CNT 

electrical resistance change (185). It is well known that for parallel electrical circuits 

composing of high and low resistance resistors (separated CNTs conducting electric current 

through tunneling and adjacent CNTs in direct contact respectively), the overall circuit 

resistance is dominated by the low resistance element (151). For the strain range of (0.6-1.5%), 

the normalized resistance change was close to a linear increase followed by a true linear ΔR/R0 

increase for higher strain levels (𝜀𝜀 > 1.5%) which is favored for strain sensing applications. 

Zetina-Hernandez et al in preceding work justified the nonlinear behavior of ΔR/R0 to the 

yielding and plastic flow of the polymer matrix which may explain the nonlinear behavior we 

experienced in the strain range of (𝜀𝜀 > 0.6 − 1.5%) (198). However, we do not have the strong 

evidence that can confirm this hypothesis.    

It was found that the CNT sheet sensitivity increased with decreasing the number of 

layers. For the strain range of 𝜀𝜀 > 0.7%, the two CNT sheets layers showed a steeper slope 

and higher normalized electrical resistance change compared to the sheets composed of four 

and six layers. At fracture, the ΔR/R0 range for the two CNT sheets layers was 37-40% 

compared to 27-30% and 23-25% for the four and six layers correspondingly. It can be 

speculated that for the higher the number of CNT layers, the greater the total contact area, 

concentration of contact points and conducting elements. The samples composed of four and 
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six layers have approximately two and four times larger amount of contact points and electrical 

pathways than that of the two CNT sheets layers. Thus, the final normalized electrical 

resistance and hence strain sensitivity of the lower number of CNT sheets layers should be 

larger. It is worth noting that the previous hypothesis is in agreement with an observation of a 

recent study that showed that  the CNT contact breakage in sparse network has a higher impact 

on the electrical resistance change than in a dense CNT network (199).  

To further understand the electrical resistance change of the CNTs under axial tensile 

loading, the CNT sheets were tested in the dry form. For these samples, much of the electrical 

resistance change would come from the natural rearrangement, straightening, rotation and 

change of orientation of the CNTs because there is no resin to restrict their transverse 

contraction during tensile loading. It was believed that this would provide information about 

the CNT sheets resistance change under tensile loading when load transfer between CNTs is 

minimal (just Van der Waals interactions). Additionally, this would also help in quantifying 

the contribution of the CNT local orientation and neighboring CNT contact area change in the 

CNT sheets overall resistance change in response to tensile loading observed in the present 

study. Two CNT sheets (1 cm wide) were drawn from CNT array over a C-shape glass fiber 

reinforced composite piece as can be seen in Figure 3.7. The double sided tape pieces placed 

along the two horizontal segments of the C-shape piece helped in fixing the drawn sheets firmly 

to the composite piece surface as can be seen in figure. The C-shape piece was 12 cm long. 
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Figure 3.7 Two Dry CNT sheets drawn over C-shape glass fiber reinforced composite.  

A pair of L-shape glass fiber reinforced composite pieces were attached to the tensile 

tester grippers using screw driven grips as illustrated in Figure 3.8. To allow for recording the 

CNT sheets electrical resistance change during testing, two copper foil pieces (copper 

electrodes) were attached to the free ends of L-shape composite piece using double sided tape. 

Two wires were then soldered to the electrodes followed by connecting the free wire ends to 

an Agilent multimeter. The distance between the two L-shape pieces was adjusted to 50 mm, 

which will later be the gauge length of the two overlaid CNT sheets. 
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Figure 3.8 Test setup for dry CNT sheets layer axial tensile loading. 

To transfer the CNT sheets from the C-shape piece to the two L-shape pieces, the 

former was brought as close as possible to the later so that the CNT sheets are oriented 

vertically and allowed to make contact with both copper electrode surfaces at the same time. 

Then the touching CNTs were secured onto the copper electrode surfaces carefully via double 

sided tape without disturbing the sheet. The additional CNT sheet length extending on top and 

underneath the L-shape pieces was removed by a razor blade. The result was that there was a 

50 mm long CNT sheet layer are extending between the two horizontal segments of the two L-

shape pieces. The CNT sheet layers were then subjected to axial tensile loading with a fixed 

displacement speed of 0.5 mm/min. To correlate the sheet strain and resistance data, the tensile 

tester software and the multimeter program used for recording the resistance change were 

launched simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3.9, the dry CNT sheet exhibited a positive 
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piezoresistive behavior similar to that of the CNT sheets when embedded inside glass 

fiber/epoxy composite structure. 

 

Figure 3.9 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) monotonic increase with strain 
increase for the dry CNT sheets, non-plasma (NP) and 10 minutes plasma (10P) treated 

CNT composite samples. 

It can be seen in Figure 3.9 that the dry CNT sheets exhibited 6-7% overall resistance 

change when subjected to tensile strain compared to 37% and 47% resistance change for 

composite samples fabricated from non-plasma and plasma treated CNT sheets respectively. 

Hence, it can be hypothesized that the electromechnical behavior of the CNT sheets observed 

in section 3.3.3 is, to a great extent, driven by the load transfer to the CNTs (intrinsic 

piezoresistivity) and damage causing the disruption of conductive pathways rather than 
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direction and local orientation change of the CNTs. Furthermore, the reason behind the dry 

sheets less overall resistance change and sensitivity may be attributed to the matrix plastic 

deformation and matrix dominant failure modes such as matrix cracking which contributed in 

increasing the resistance change and sensitivity of the CNT sheets embedded in the laminated 

structure.    

3.3.4 Composite Monotonic Tensile Test 

Monotonic tensile tests were conducted to examine the repeatability, sensitivity and 

linearity of the electrical resistance change of the composite samples with embedded CNT 

sheets. However, it was important first to determine if there were any additional modifications 

to the CNT sheets that would allow for the highest possible strain sensitivity. As one example, 

the weak interface and elastic mismatch between the CNT and polymer matrix may limit the 

CNT intrinsic piezoresistivity contribution to the overall resistance change due to poor stress 

transfer from the matrix to the CNT (200). Improving interfacial adhesion between CNTs and 

the resin system by exposing the CNT to the plasma environment has been reported in the 

literature and was found to give positive results due to surface energy reduction and addition 

of functional groups (187,188). However, the effect of plasma treatment on CNT sheets strain 

sensitivity has not been studied yet. For that reason, two CNT sheets layers were treated with 

O2/CF4 plasma functionalization for short and long periods of time. The results confirmed that 

longer plasma treatment periods likely helped to increase the strain normalized electrical 

resistance change more than the short periods.  
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It worth mentioning that the employment of the O2 plasma to modify the CNT arrays 

was done previously (201). In their work, Wei et al. treated super aligned carbon nanotube 

(SACNT) array, produced by CVD, with oxygen plasma by using a reactive ion itching facility. 

Afterwards, CNT yarns were dry spin from the treated array and immersed in a vessel filled 

with PVA/DMSO solution to create CNT/polymer composite yarns. They reported an 

improvement in the tensile strength and Young’s moduli of the produced composite yarn so 

that both of them reached the range of 2.2 GPa and 200 GPa. respectively.  

They attributed the mechanical properties improvement to the plasma treatment which 

contributed in the removal of the random curved CNTs layer present on the top of the array 

and the introduction of defects and functional groups onto the CNTs outer walls. They added 

that the experimental results obtained by using scanning electron microscope (SEM), Raman 

spectroscopy and XPS showed that the added oxygen-containing functional groups, such as 

hydroxyl and carboxyl groups enhanced the interaction between the CNTs and the polymer 

molecules and improved CNTs wettability. 

Similarly, the same CNT array type used in the present work was previously treated 

with the O2/CF4 plasma prior to the withdrawal of continuous aligned CNT sheet out of it. 

During the CNT sheet take up, bismaleimide (BMI) resin was sprayed locally onto the CNT 

sheet surface to create CNT/BMI composite sheet (42). To evaluate the contribution of the 

plasma treatment in improving the interfacial adhesion between the CNTs and BMI resin, two 

CNT/BMI composite sheet types were fabricated. They were identical in every aspect except 

that one type was made from plasma treated CNT sheets while the other composite sheet type 

was made from non-plasma treated sheets. Then, the both composite types were subjected to 
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axial tensile loading and the mechanical properties were estimated as can be seen in Table 3.2 

and Figure 3.10. 

 

 

Table 3.2 Mechanical properties of plasma and non-plasma treated CNT/BMI 
composite sheets.  

Sample 
Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 
Strain-to-failure (%) 

Non treated CNT/2.5 

g L-1 BMI 
337±45 (384) 25.4±4.3 2.0±0.3 

Plasma treated 

CNT/2.5 g L-1 BMI 
613±77 (810) 32.0±2.2 3.1±0.4 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Stress-strain curves for: (a) Non-plasma & (b) Plasma treated CNT/BMI 
composite sheets. 
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It is clear that the plasma treatment enhanced the bonding between the CNTs and the 

BMI molecules which was manifested in the improvement in both of the tensile strength and 

stiffness of the plasma treated CNT/BMI composite sheets. Similarly, it is hypothesized that 

the plasma treatment improved the interfacial adhesion between the CNT sheets and the epoxy 

resin in the current study. This improvement led to the increase of; the load transfer to the 

CNTs and the bonding between the CNT and the surrounding resin. The latter may have 

contributed to the enhancement of the CNT sensitivity to matrix plastic deformation and resin 

dominant failure modes especially matrix cracking that can disrupt the CNTs conductive 

pathways. This was manifested in Figure 3.12 where the plasma treated samples showed larger 

overall resistance change compared to the non-treated sheets. The improvement in the load 

transfer from the resin to the CNTs was emphasized as an increase in the slope of the plasma 

treated CNT composite sample curves as shown in Figure 3.12.       

The effect of CNT orientation and alignment on the piezoresistive behavior was another 

variable that has been investigated in the literature (179,202) and also in the present study. 

Improved piezoresistive performance was observed after different CNT architectures 

underwent stretching prior to the mechanical loading (194,203,204). However those referenced 

experiments shared the necessity to overlay the CNTs on polymeric/non polymeric substrate 

(i.e. thin film) or to be dispersed in a resin system prior to straining which may influence the 

CNT properties due to the expected interaction between the surrounding medium and CNTs. 

The present study introduces a simple technique for imposing strain into the CNT sheet before 

it is embedded in the host composite’s interlaminar region, thus eliminating the need for any 

intermediate substrate or steps. It is clear from Figure 3.1 that by rotating the rotary rod, the 
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CNT sheet will stretch because the sheet ends are fixed on the stationary and rotary rods 

surfaces by means of double sided tape. While the other CNT stretching methods previously 

cited only achieved partial alignment to the randomly oriented CNTs starting material, the 

alignment for our as drawn CNT sheets is already very high. The effectiveness of the new CNT 

sheet stretching method was verified by examining the microstructure of unstrained and 3% 

strained two layer CNT sheets via Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The images seen in 

Figure 3.11 highlight the significant straightening. The ~ 3% strain level estimated by the 

rotary rod rotation was intentionally selected because it was stated in a previous work that it is 

the largest stretch ratio that can be applied without forming horizontal cracks in the strained 

sheets (191).  
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Figure 3.11 SEM images, at two different magnifications, of non-plasma treated (a & c) 
unstrained CNT sheet layers & (b & d) ~ 3% strained CNT sheet layers as seen on 

prepreg surface before consolidation. 

After these results were obtained, a new panel containing four different CNT sheet 

treatments was fabricated (all samples were two CNT sheets layers). These varied in terms of 

plasma treatment time and pre-strain value. The plasma treatment periods were 0 and 10 

minutes, abbreviated as NP and 10P and the pre-strain values were 0 and 3%, shortened as 0S 

and 3S. It is visible in Figure 3.12 that regardless of plasma treatment period and pre-strain 

value, the CNT sensors exhibited repeatable behavior during axial straining. Similarly, for the 

(0-0.6 %) strain range, ΔR/R0 showed very slight negative slope followed by positive 

piezoresistive response that was the same as the first group of samples tested.  
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Figure 3.12 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) monotonic increase with strain 
increase for the four CNT sheets treatment conditions. 

The long plasma treatment period had possibly a positive impact on CNT sensors 

sensitivity, as the 10 minute plasma treatment likely increased the CNT sheets overall 

resistance change by approximately 13% compared to similar non-treated sheets due to stress 

transfer and interfacial shear strength enhancement between CNTs in the sheets and the resin 

system. The CNT sensors sensitivity was quantified using the normalized resistance change 

(ΔR/R0) to the applied strain (ε) ratio. The sensitivity variation associated with strain increase 

plotted in Figure 3.13 revealed the important role the long plasma treatment periods play in 

improving CNT sensors sensitivity. Obviously, CNT sheets treated for 10 minutes had larger 

sensitivity than non-treated sheets especially right before the coupon failure where they 

showed sensitivity of about 20. This value is above average for CNT sensing materials but is 

lower than some reports. For example, the sensitivity is 40 times larger than the gage factor of  
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CNT yarns produced from twisting multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) (177), but it is lower than 

the gage factor of 24 for the MWCNT/polypropylene composites reported in (205).   

 

Figure 3.13 CNT sensors sensitivity variation during straining the composite coupons to 
failure. 

Although the pre-straining did not make any recognizable difference on the CNT 

sensors normalized resistance change, the authors applied same treatment technique in the rest 

of the experiments to examine its impact on the sensors sensitivity during incremental loading-

unloading and uniaxial cyclic tensile tests. 
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3.3.5 Damage Sensing Analysis 

3.3.5.1 Damage Sensing During Monotonic Tensile Test 

The monotonic tensile test results showed that the majority of the coupons experienced 

a small spike in the normalized electrical resistance change curve as shown in Figure 3.14a. 

To further examine this observation, the corresponding recorded strain data was carefully 

analyzed. As seen in Figure 3.14a, the strain plot showed similar variation at approximately 

the same time, i.e. after 150 seconds, however in a form of strain drop.  

 

Figure 3.14 CNT sensor and strain gauge simultaneous damage detection: (a) 
Normalized electrical resistance variation of 10P & 0S two CNT sheet as well as the 

corresponding axial strain change & (b) Stress VS time data as recorded by the MTS 
tensile tester. 

Similarly, the force data recorded by the tensile testing machine showed that the force 

exerted by the testing machine actuators dropped after 150 seconds, as shown in Figure 3.14b. 
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These simultaneous changes may be indications of load distribution in the composite structure 

due to a damage incident that both the CNT sensor and strain gauge were capable of capturing. 

It worth noting that the aforementioned resistance change behavior in response to damage 

events and monotonic loading  was found very similar to the behavior of MWCNT deposited 

onto glass fibers to form with vinyl ester a hierarchical composite (206). When this structure 

was strained monotonically, ΔR/R0 exhibited similar smooth trend with minimal oscillations 

and sensed the first damage incident related to fiber breakage after around 160 sec which was 

corresponding to 1% strain, however the structure in the cited work failed after 360 sec. This 

CNT behavior was attributed to the lower damage sensitivity to matrix cracking due to the 

deposition of the CNTs on the glass fiber surface (206).         

3.3.5.2 Damage Accumulation Sensing During Incremental Tensile Test 

Generally, load incremental tensile testing is useful for assessing a sensor’s potential 

to work under real damage inducing mechanical loads. This test aimed to monitor the electrical 

resistance response of the four CNT sheet treatment conditions with progressive damage to the 

structure seen as permanent resistance changes. These results are shown in Figure 3.15a-d. 

This test was load controlled so that the coupons returned to their zero load condition after 

each unloading step. For the first two cycles, within the elastic region range, the strain returned 

to the zero loading point at the end of each cycle. However starting from the 3rd cycle, the 

strain value exceeded the elastic limits, causing permanent deformation in the coupon structure 

and hence the CNT network. With further strain peak increase, the induced structural damage 

was reflected as increasing residual strain after every unloading step.  
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Figure 3.15 Typical axial strain and corresponding normalized resistance change as 
function of the loading-unloading pattern: (a) NP & 0S, (b) NP & 3S, (c) 10P & 0S, (d) 
10P & 3S embedded CNT sensors respectively & (e) Overlay of normalized resistance 

change as a function of the loading-unloading pattern for the four treatments. 

It was speculated that the plastic deformation of the matrix and any growing nano- and 

micro-cracks propagated and disrupted the CNT network electrical conductive paths creating 

distinct irreversible resistance changes especially at higher strain levels. 

The permanent resistance change over most of the entire strain range for the CNT sheet 

sensors could be linked to the damage accumulation in the coupon structure because the CNT 

sensors are embedded inside the composite structure. It should be noted that the studied CNT 

sheets normalized resistance change cycle was composed of exponential loading and linear 
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unloading branches. This might be attributed to the possible plastic deformation and residual 

strain after each unloading step (129). The CNT sheets that were pre-strained showed higher 

electrical resistance change than the unstrained sheets as can be seen in Figure 3.15e. The large 

resistance change values observed at the peak loading point of the pre-strained CNT sensors 

were attributed to the pre-strain because the increased CNT alignment induced during pre-

straining is thought to create less contact points and fewer electrical conductive pathways 

which could lead to higher electrical resistance change values (129).   

Additionally, it was interesting to see signs of correspondence between the 

electromechanical behavior depicted in Figure 3.14 and the developing residual strain in the 

host structure after each loading-unloading cycle shown in Figure 3.16, in the light of the fact 

that the coupons order based on the amount of the developed residual strain after loading-

unloading cycles was similar to their order based on the sensitivity and electrical resistance 

change. Unlike the monotonic tensile test where the long plasma treatment period was likely 

the dominating sensitivity enhancement, the pre-straining proved to be important for enabling 

improved damage accumulation sensing capabilities.   
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Figure 3.16 Residual axial strain and corresponding cycle number in the progressively 
increasing load tensile test for the four CNT sheets treatment conditions. (The cycles 

are identical to those in the test in Fig, 11) 

3.3.5.3 Cyclic Damage Accumulation Sensing 

In order to evaluate the stability and reproducibility of the studied CNT sensors, cyclic 

tensile tests were carried out while measuring the electrical resistance change in-situ.  Figure 

3.17a-d shows the electromechanical responses of the four CNT sensors under cyclic loading. 

All sensors were strained to 0.9% and then unloaded back to zero strain for 1000 cycles. The 

composite coupons were cyclically loaded at a rate of 20 cycle per minute. When the coupons 

were strained, the normalized electrical resistance change increased at consecutive loading 

peaks. Furthermore, the difference between the resistance change values at the maximum and 

minimum strain values expanded during the cyclic test time (159).  
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Figure 3.17 Normalized resistance change response corresponding to 0.9% strain 
during 1000 cycle test of: (a) NP & 0S, (b) NP & 3S, (c) 10P & 0S, (d) 10P & 3S 

embedded CNT sheets & (e) Overlaid normalized resistance change responses for the 
four CNT sheets treatment conditions. 

The sensors behavior could be divided into two phases. The first one was basically 

ΔR/R0 increase within the first several hundreds of cycles. Afterwards, in the second phase, 

the ΔR/R0 increased at a lower rate suggesting the presence of transitioning effect. This effect 

has been defined previously by others as resistance change stabilization (151). It is illustrated 
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in Figure 3.17a-d that this effect is more pronounced in the non-plasma treated CNT sheets. 

Additionally no extreme electrical resistance change was observed, thus indicating the 

material’s capability to serve reasonably well at 0.9% strain amplitude cyclic loading. The 

CNT sheet samples that were not plasma treated experienced the largest resistance change drift 

as can be seen in Figure 3.17e (151). For the plasma treated sheets, this drift diminished and 

dropped to ~ 2% for unstrained and ~ 1.5% for the 3% pre-strained sheets highlighting the 

positive effect of combining long plasma and pre-strain treatments on the electrical resistance 

stability and reproducibility of CNT strain sensors. 

Finally, to further understand the electromechanical behavior of the CNT sheets, some 

of the tested coupons that were subjected to the aforementioned cyclic tensile tests, were 

afterwards strained monotonically to failure at a speed of 1.5 mm/min while measuring the 

electrical resistance in-situ, as shown in Figure 3.18.  

 

Figure 3.18 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) monotonic increase with strain 
increase for the two CNT sheets layers that were plasma treated for 10 minutes, before 

and after 1000 cycles. 
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It is important to point out that the starting resistance value for the samples first exposed 

to 1000 mechanical loading cycles was higher than the as-made samples.  Obviously, the curve 

shape of the coupons that were monotonically loaded after the 1000 mechanical loading cycles 

was very similar to the curve shape of the monotonically loaded coupons discussed in sections 

3.3.3 and 3.3.4. It may be inferred from this result that much of the observed permanent 

resistance change in the samples may be due to the plastic deformation and any accumulated 

damage in the host structure (which can cause permanent resistance changes due slight changes 

in relative CNT positions) than the damage to the CNTs themselves.    

Moreover, the pre-strained coupons showed an increase in sensitivity (Figure 3.19) and 

less negative piezoresistive effect in the zone of the low strain values (𝜀𝜀 ≤ 0.6%), where the 

sensitivity ratio was equal to zero during the monotonic tensile tests as described in section 

3.3.4.  

 

Figure 3.19 Pre-strained and 10 minutes plasma treated two CNT sheets layers 
sensitivity variation during straining the composite coupons to failure. 
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This may be understood in the light of that as the whole specimen was first loaded for 

1000 cycles, the whole structure underwent the deformation process which permanently 

changed the CNT network prior to the monotonic test. Thus it may be assumed that the slight 

negative piezoresistive observed before for the coupons that were only loaded monotonically 

wasn’t solely due to Poisson’s contraction but also due to other mechanisms that helped the 

CNT to move transversely and get closer to each other at the beginning of the tensile test.   

3.4 Conclusions 

A novel method for embedding multifunctional CNT sheets inside fiber glass epoxy 

composite material to serve as strain and damage sensing material was introduced in this study. 

The experimental results revealed that the electromechanical response of the embedded CNT 

sheets could be linked to the strain change and damage in the host structure. Furthermore, the 

sensors exhibited long term electromechanical stability under no load. It was shown that the 

number of CNT sheet layers and subsequent processing had an impact on the 

electromechanical performance of the sensors. The sensors comprised of two layers of 

longitudinally oriented CNT sheets that were subjected to long plasma treatment time and 3% 

pre-strain displayed improved sensitivity, linearity, reproducibility and stability when they 

were subjected to monotonic, incremental loading-unloading and 1000 cycle tensile tests.   
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ABSTRACT: Due to the difficulties associated with performing compression tests and the 

complex nature of compression failure, the number of studies that have examined the 

piezoresistive response of carbon nanotube (CNT) sensing networks in composites under 

compression loading has been limited. This paper introduces a novel technique for embedding 

aligned sheets of two millimeter long, interconnected CNTs into the interlaminar region of 

laminated composite structures to assess the potential of the CNT sheets to function as strain 

sensing materials for composite structures subjected to axial compression loading. Quasi-static 

and dynamic compression mechanical loading tests were accompanied by real-time electrical 

resistance change data acquisition and the results suggested that the CNT sheet sensing 

material composed of six CNT sheets layers exhibited improved sensitivity, stability and 

repeatability which are vital properties for any successful health monitoring technique. The 

coupons with six CNT sheets layers embedded exhibited piezoresistivity that showed some 
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linearity in tension and was nonlinear in compression. This piezoresistive response was 

characterized as anti-symmetric around zero strain all the way until fracture. 

KEYWORDS: A. Polymer Matrix-Composites (PMCs), B. Electrical Properties, B. 

Mechanical Properties, D. Mechanical Testing 

4.1 Introduction 

Fiber reinforced composites are now considered an important building block for many 

products that serve a wide range of industries including aerospace, automotive, marine, and 

construction because of the excellent mechanical properties, high strength to weight ratio and 

the capability of tailoring their properties to meet the specific needs of the final applications. 

However, because this class of material is composed of multiple layers of inhomogeneous and 

anisotropic constituents, i.e. fibers and matrix, they are prone to intrinsic damage including 

interfacial debonding and delamination and their strength and failure are dependent on the fiber 

architecture and direction of the applied stresses. Compression failure is one of the major 

parameters that must be considered when designing composite structures because of the 

inequality in the tensile and compressive strengths. The mechanical properties of fibers can be 

lower in compressive loading than in tensile loading (207,208). For example, carbon fibers 

have a lower modulus and sometimes a lower strength in compression than in tension (209). 

Hence, it is not surprising that the compressive strength of unidirectional carbon fiber-epoxy 

laminates are often less than 60% of their tensile strengths (207). Moreover, some polymeric 

fibers like aramids and polyethylenes have much lower strengths and moduli in compression 

than they have in tension (209). Fiber misalignment, level of interfacial bonding and shear 
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strength of typical polymer matrices also contribute to lower strength values of composites 

under compression.  

Generally, compression tests are more difficult to perform than tensile tests. This is due 

to the nature of the uniform compression loading requirements like excellent alignment 

throughout the compressive stress application (210) and the necessity to shorten the 

unsupported gauge length to prevent Euler buckling (208,209). Additionally, compression 

failure is a much more complex process than tensile failure (209). The relative weakness of 

composite materials in compression makes it necessary to develop satisfactory methods for 

accurately predicting the compressive behavior of the composite structure in order to operate 

efficiently and safely under compressive loading. The ideal structural health monitoring 

technique would be able to take into account the possible failure modes that lead to global 

instability and thus material failure such as fiber microbuckling or kinking (208). 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have proven to be a possible candidate for composite 

material structural health monitoring (SHM) with the intent to replace or supplement 

commonly used metal foil strain gauges and optical fibers which are known to have 

deficiencies such as low gauge factor, limited mounting locations and insensitivity to 

transversely growing cracks (7,83,173–175,211,212). Many different CNT architectures have 

been studied and many have shown high stability and piezoresistivity that could be correlated 

to the applied strain. However, an overwhelming majority of the many CNT sensing studies 

focused on the CNTs behavior under tensile strains such as 

(60,63,123,129,140,151,156,173,194,206,213). The amount of the published work that aimed 
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to study the CNT composites electromechanical performance under compressive stress has 

been very limited with our search only yielding  ten results (67,83,123,128,211,212,214–217). 

Given this motivation, this work examines the compressive piezoresistive response of 

multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs) sheets that were pulled from a drawable vertically aligned 

CNT (VACNT) array and then embedded in the interlaminar region in woven fiber glass epoxy 

laminates. Embedding the CNT sheets in this region within the composites may enable 

improved electromechanical performance  because the sensing elements are more close to the 

vicinity of the developing damage (186). Furthermore, the new CNT sensing material 

integration method is simple and repeatable and can impart highly sensitive and repeatable 

strain sensing behavior. It is believed that the proposed technique may be a potential alternative 

for the CNT dispersion technique which is the most widely used process for CNT composites 

fabrication. This alternative could be more practical where adding less CNTs is more cost 

effective or where sensing and damage detection should be localized in the interlaminar region. 

To examine the embedded CNT sheets sensitivity and stability under compressive loading, 

three tasks were carried out in this study: (a) determine the optimum number of CNT layers 

that will achieve the highest normalized resistance change, (b) conduct an oxygen plasma 

treatment on the CNT sheets to improve the bonding between the CNTs and the resin 

(interfacial adhesion) and determine the corresponding effect on the electromechanical 

response  (187,188) and (c) evaluate the electromechanical performance of the embedded CNT 

sheets under cyclic compressive loading in the elastic and plastic zones. While cyclic 

compressive loading is a very important test that simulates real composite use conditions, we 

have only identified one other CNT sensing study in which this test was conducted (212).    
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4.2 Experimental Procedure 

4.2.1 Aligned MWCNT Growth 

The VACNT arrays were grown on 10 X 6 cm quartz substrates via chlorine mediated 

low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) using FeCl2, anhydrous (99.5%, VWR) 

catalyst and acetylene carbon precursor. In brief, the gasses used were 600 sccm of acetylene, 

2 sccm of chlorine and 400 sccm of argon. The growth temperature and pressure were 760 ºC 

and 3 torr respectively. The CNT growth process duration was 20 minutes. The system was 

purged via argon during cool down. The growth process details can be found in prior work 

(218). For consistency of results between samples, only one highly drawable VACNT arrays 

was grown for use in this study. The resulting array had an average height of ~ 2 mm with an 

average MWCNT diameter of ~ 29 ± 8 nm (193). The CNTs were drawn out by pulling a CNT 

sheet from the array using tweezers. The clean CNT surfaces and sufficient van der Waals 

interactions created an attraction between the CNTs which is needed for the drawing process. 

A single layer of the drawn CNT sheet had an average basis weight of 0.0325 g/m2. The 

average thickness for the undensified CNT sheet with 99.9% pore volume, i.e. the individual 

sheet cross-sectional thickness, was estimated at 20-25 µm (192). The very high porosity of 

the CNT sheets facilitate the complete infusion of the CNT sheets with resin during the 

composite consolidation. 
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4.2.2 Composite Fabrication  

An 8-harness satin weave glass fiber epoxy prepreg (Fibre Glast style 7781 E-glass 

Prepreg) was used in the current study due to its ease of handling and processing and the sticky 

surface that allowed for easy positioning of the CNT sheets prior to consolidation and curing. 

The panel was produced using 16 plies of the prepreg with each having the dominant warp side 

of the satin fabric facing in the same direction. Some material properties of the prepreg are 

given in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Material properties of 7781 E-glass prepreg composites. 

 
Compressive Axial Stiffness (EX) 18.5 GPa   

Ultimate Compression Strength (σ) 0.208 GPa   

Through Thickness Shear Stiffness (GXZ) 2.47 GPa   

Thickness 0.023 cm   

Density 2.2 g/cm3   

 

The number of plies was estimated based on the minimum thickness to prevent 

buckling, which was calculated by solving the following two equations together: 

1. Modified Euler buckling equation accounting for the influence of material orthotropy: 
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𝜎𝜎 = 𝜋𝜋2𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋
�𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝑟𝑟� �

2
+1.2𝜋𝜋2�𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋 𝐺𝐺𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋� �

 (1) 

Where: 

• l: Coupon gage length (unsupported length) = 2.54 cm. 

• K: End constraint factor (assuming pin-ends, K = 1). 

• r: Radius of gyration of coupon cross section, 𝑟𝑟 = �𝐼𝐼
𝐴𝐴
, where I = cross-section 

moment of inertia and A = coupon cross-sectional area. 

2. For a coupon of rectangular cross-sectional shape, where the width w is assumed to 

be greater than the thickness t, 𝐼𝐼 = 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡3

12
. Hence: 

�𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑟� �
2

= 12�𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡� �
2
 (2) 

The minimum thickness to avoid buckling while the coupon is subjected to mechanical 

compression was found to be equal to 0.376 cm after taking 20% margin of safety into 

consideration. Therefore, the number of plies was found to be equal to 0.376
0.023

≅ 16. To study 

the electromechanical characteristics of this unique CNT sheet enhanced laminate under 

mechanical compression, two composite panels were fabricated and the CNT sheet was 

embedded in the mid plane of the panels as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Work flow for embedding CNT sheets at the midplane of fiberglass 
composite panel: (a) & (b) Aligned CNT sheet(s) being attached to the glass fiber 
prepreg surface, (c) Longitudinal oriented drawn CNT sheets drawn across the 

underlying prepreg surface, each strip representing different conditions, (d) Panel 
fabrication process & (e) Cured composite panel. 

A CNT array was situated on a jack followed by placing a stack of eight prepreg layers 

on the top of another jack at a slightly higher position than that of the jack carrying the CNT 

array. The aligned full width CNT sheet, was drawn from the CNT array (by means of double 

sided tape) and extended over the two rods appearing in Figure 4.1a. The CNT sheet ends were 

fixed firmly on the top of both rods by situating a piece of double sided tape on their surfaces. 

After drawing the required number of layers of the CNT sheets, the prepreg stack was elevated 

by the jack until the CNT sheet adhered to the prepreg surface. Prior to the elevation step, the 

prepreg stack was slightly rotated, when needed, to ensure that the overall alignment of the 

CNT sheets followed the fiber warp direction. After the desired number of CNT sheets were 

added to the stack surface, as shown in Figure 4.1c, the remaining eight ply prepreg stack was 
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added on top of the CNT sheets so that the CNT sheets were sandwiched between the glass 

fiber epoxy prepreg on both sides. 

The laminate was then vacuum bagged with the construction seen in Figure 4.1d. The 

vacuum bagged panel was cured at 143 ºC for two hours in a platen hot-press at a pressure of 

310.3 kPa, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Using these conditions, the 

manufacturer indicated that a fiber volume fraction of approximately 60% would be obtained. 

By comparing the areal weight of both the CNT sheets (~0.033 g/m2 for a single layer) and the 

composite (6420 g/m2) we calculated the CNT mass fraction for a 6 CNT sheet layer sample 

to be 0.003%, averaged over the entire composite. However, the sheets are very thin layers that 

are not dispersed in the composite but confined to a very thin layer in the interlaminar region. 

It is likely that in that region the mass fraction of CNTs is 10-30%, however we do not currently 

have a method to assess the real value. The cured composite panel, seen in Figure 4.1e, was 

tabbed at both ends with 2 mm thick G10/FR4 fiberglass sheets (fiberglass laminate panel 

consisting of plain woven fiberglass and flame retardant epoxy resin, from American Epoxy 

and Metal Inc.) with a taper angle of 90°. This was done to reduce the stress concentration due 

to gripping and prevent coupon buckling during compression testing. The tab dimensions were 

selected to satisfy ASTM standard D6641/6641M - 09 - Standard Test Method for 

Compressive Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials Using a Combined Loading 

Compression (CLC) Test Fixture. To ensure that the epoxy paste adhesive (LOCTITE EA 

9309NA AERO) used to link the tabs to the panel ends was cured, the tabbed panel was inserted 

for one hour into platen hot press at a temperature of 82 ºC and under a force of 2000 kg. The 
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tabbed panel was then cut into rectangular coupons that had the dimensions of 15.24 X 1.2 X 

0.37 cm, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of a coupon with six CNT sheets layers prior to testing. 

To allow for good electrical connection between the CNT sheet inside the composite 

and the wires that were connected to the multimeter during testing, each tested coupon had two 

electrodes attached to its ends, i.e. top and bottom, by means of silver epoxy, as illustrated in 

Figure 4.2. Since the compression test in this study was a combined load with part of it being 

applied as an axial compressive force to the coupon ends (Figure 4.4), the wires were attached 

to the coupons by soldering them to two extra copper foil pieces hanging from the sides of the 

coupon as can be seen in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 Coupon with six CNT sheets layers after being tested with a close up of the 
buckling, fibers breakage and delamination failure modes. 

This configuration prevented the connection between the copper foil and the wire from 

being crushed under the axial load. To prevent any possible electrical contact between the 

electrodes and the metallic surfaces of the CLC test fixture or the compression platen, the ends 

of both fixture halves were covered by black insulating tape along with using a thin layer of 

glass fiber epoxy composite acting as insulating layer as illustrated subsequently in Figure 4.3-

4.4. The resistance measurement method was a two probe measurement. These type of 

measurements can sometimes be susceptible to measurement errors due to the inclusion of the 

lead wires and contact resistances in the electrical resistance measurements. However, the 

authors hypothesized that the contact resistance between the CNT sheet and copper foil is 

negligible compared to the overall CNT sheet resistance.  
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Figure 4.4 Simultaneous recording of the real-time mechanical and electrical resistance 
data. 

To confirm this hypothesis, a special coupon that had four electrodes was fabricated 

aiming to assess the value of the contact resistance. The electrical resistance was then measured 

using both two and four point probe methods. The resistance taken with the two probe method 

was 446.42 ohms while the resistance taken by the four point resistance setup was equal to 

446.02. The difference between the two readings, which is an indication of the contact 

resistance value in the system, was very small thus supporting the authors hypothesize about 

the negligibility of the contact resistance. Furthermore, the two point probe method has been 

successfully used by others in recording the electrical resistance change during axial 

compression testing (194,212). In order to get independent real-time and accurate strain 

measurements for comparison and CNT sheet sensor calibration, an external commercial metal 

foil strain gauge (Vishay Micro-Measurements 250LW) was mounted on the outer surface of 

each composite coupon (Figure 4.2). 
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4.2.3 MWCNT Surface Modification 

O2/CF4 plasma functionalization treatment was used to modify the surface of the CNTs. 

The plasma treatment was conducted in a capacitively coupled dielectric barrier discharge 

atmospheric pressure plasma system. The plasma system was operated through a 4.8 kW audio 

frequency power supply at 1.67 kHz in 1.0% oxygen + 1.0% CF4 + 98% helium gas mixture 

(by mass) (196). The CNT array was treated before the CNT sheets were drawn from it.  

4.2.4 Characterization 

The sensing performance of the CNT sheets was evaluated using a MTS Landmark 

servo hydraulic 250 kN test system in a controlled laboratory environment. These compression 

tests included axial compression tests and a few cycle compression loading tests with two 

different levels of applied strain. The force data was recorded by the testing machine load cell 

while the strain was recorded via the metal foil strain gauge. The CNT sheet electrical 

resistance was recorded by an Agilent 34420A multimeter. It is essential to point out that both 

the strain gauge data acquisition software and the multimeter program used for recording the 

CNT sheet resistance change were started simultaneously with a data collection frequency of 

10 Hz to guarantee precise correlation of strain and resistance data. The compression tests were 

performed with a fixed displacement speed of 0.5 mm/min, while the cyclic tests were carried 

out with a constant rate of 2 cycle/min. Generally, four samples of each type were tested 

monotonically while two samples were tested in cyclic modes. While the failure strains of the 

composites varied within an acceptable range (which is always the case for materials testing) 

the shape of the normalized resistance change curves were consistent among sample groups. 
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“It should be noted that every result presented in the following section came from a sample 

that was as-produced with no prior loading history.” 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Effect of Number of Layers on CNT Sheet Electromechanical 

Performance  

The optimum number of longitudinally oriented CNT layers (in terms of the largest 

piezoresistive response) was determined in two stages via recording the electrical resistance 

in-situ during compression testing. In the first stage, the normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0; 

ΔR: the real-time resistance minus original resistance and R0: original resistance prior to 

straining) of one, two, four and six CNT layers was collected while recording the mechanical 

strain of the tested coupons. In this study, the piezoresistive behavior of the number of CNT 

sheets layers less than six was noisier and presented variability between samples. However, 

the samples with six CNT layers showed reproducible and sensitive response when subjected 

to axial compression loading. With this result, it seemed rational in the second stage of the 

study to further increase the number of layers to investigate the effect of the relatively high 

number of CNT layers on the electromechanical performance of CNT sheets under mechanical 

compression. As shown in Figure 4.5, the normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) of six, eight 

and ten CNT layers was determined and plotted against the mechanical compression strain of 

the tested coupons. The results were less noisy and showed repeatable behavior in comparison 

to the results with fewer layers of the CNT sheets.    
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Figure 4.5 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) decrease with strain increase for six, 
eight & ten longitudinally oriented CNT layers. 

Regardless of the number of embedded CNT layers, the tested coupons exhibited 

nonlinear piezoresistive behavior except for low and high strain regimes, where the ΔR/R0 

curve showed a nearly linear behavior. To understand this behavior, the inherent structure of 

the aligned CNT sheet needs first to be discussed. It consists primarily of long nanotubes 

bundled together and forming an inter-connected network of CNTs with numerous bundle-

bundle contacts with their neighbors as described in (63,151,173). Thus, it is fair to assume 

that much of the nanotubes’ surfaces in this network are either always touching each other or 

in close proximity. The CNT piezoresistive behavior or the electrical resistance decrease under 

compression can be assigned to the following mechanisms: (a) intrinsic piezoresistive response 

of individual CNT due to energy band gaps change attributed to the CNT deformation in 
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response to the applied compression strain (219), (b) coupon dimensional changes, i.e. during 

compression loading, the coupon length will decrease and increase in the cross-sectional area, 

i.e. change in conduction pathways geometry, (c) reduction of CNT to CNT spacing at the 

CNT junctions because the imposed compressive load pushes CNTs together (217,220), (d) 

formation of new conductive paths due to the change of distance between CNTs at CNT 

junctions (221), (e) discrete damage leading to disruption of the electrical conductive pathways 

and decreasing the number of conducting paths (217,222,223).  

Of the above mentioned mechanisms (a-d) contribute to the electrical resistance 

decrease during compressive loading, however only the last mechanism (e) would cause the 

total resistance to increase with increasing strain, which means that there are likely competing 

mechanisms combining to create the overall resistance change for the samples in compression 

(224). The authors think that the mechanisms (a-d) provide a larger overall resistance decrease 

than the resistance increases caused by damage mechanism (e), thus leading to the total 

resistance decrease under the application of the mechanical compression depicted in Figure 

4.5. The later hypothesis is supported by the results of other studies (225,226). Furthermore, it 

is believed that the flattening of the slope of the (ΔR/R0) curve at the higher strain levels is due 

to the increasing activity of mechanism (e) and the associated reduction of the newly formed 

conductive pathways.  

Commonly a change in tunneling distance is cited as a major contributor to the 

resistance change in dispersed CNT composites. The authors think that this mechanism is not 

significant in this study because the high local concentration of CNTs within the CNT sheets 

and their millimeter length means the these composites are far above the percolation threshold 
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and have a highly conductive pathway for electron transfer (215). Furthermore, the tunneling 

effect is likely contributing to the electrical resistance decrease because the application of high 

pressure reduces the tunneling gap which thereby leads to exhibiting of higher conductivity 

(227). Finally, in regards to the CNT-polymer composites under compression, it was stated in 

a recent study that the CNT deformation is the dominant piezoresistive mechanism which leads 

to nonlinear piezoresistive behavior (216). Unlike the tensile loading case where positive 

piezoresistivity was always exhibited by CNTs, both positive (217,222–224,228–231) and 

negative (220,232–234) piezoresistive performance has been reported in the literature for 

compression testing of different CNT architectures. The negative piezoresistive behavior in 

those studies was generally attributed to the formation of new conductive paths and the positive 

behavior justified with the explanation of CNT conductive network destruction.  Moreover, 

two compression  studies observed both an electrical resistance decrease followed by resistance 

increase (211,214) proving that the complexity of the piezoresistive behavior is likely very 

dependent on the CNTs morphology and architecture which they assume within the host 

composite. There is much debate on the working mechanism of CNT sensors under 

compression (83,215,217). 

It was found that for the entire strain range, the six CNT sheet layer samples showed 

higher normalized electrical resistance change than the samples containing eight and ten layers. 

At fracture, the ΔR/R0 range for the six CNT sheets layers was -30% compared to -17.5% for 

the eight and ten layers. As mentioned previously, the CNT sheet is an inter-connected network 

of millions of conductive elements so it can be speculated that for the higher the number of 

CNT layers, the greater the total contact area, concentration of contact points and conducting 
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elements. When the CNT sheets are compressed between two layers of prepreg, the CNT 

effective inter nanotube gap decreases because the CNTs get closer to each other and form 

more efficient conductive network (214). Due to their millimeter length, the CNTs remain 

relatively trapped between prepreg layers. Since the distance between prepreg layers remains 

constant, as the number of CNT layers increases, so does the local concentration of CNTs 

between prepreg layers. For the same coupon width, composites containing eight and ten layers 

have approximately one and two thirds larger amount of conductive elements, CNTs and 

electrical pathways than that of the six CNT sheets layers. The latter assumption was confirmed 

during testing where the composites with six CNT layers showed an average starting resistance 

value of nearly 700 ohms, while the composite coupons with eight and ten CNT layers has an 

average starting resistance values of 400 and 300 ohms respectively. Thus, it can be 

hypothesized that the CNT spacing in the six CNT sheets layer configuration is larger than the 

spacing in the case of the eight and ten CNT layers respectively. 

Under same compression load, the CNTs in the six sheets layers should have more 

spaces that allow them to pack more closely to each other providing for a larger overall 

resistance change. It is noteworthy to mention that our finding is in line with the results of 

other studies that confirmed that the strain induced electrical resistance changes in sparse 

network is higher than the resistance change in a dense CNT network (123,217,235). 

Nonetheless, both the eight and ten CNT sheets layers showed approximately the same amount 

of overall normalized resistance change, as shown in Figure 4.5 which may be due to reaching 

a saturation level where increasing the CNT concentration further has less effect on the overall 

normalized resistance change data. 
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Finally, the reason behind the failure of the majority of the coupons that failed in 

monotonic compression was attributed to the fiber microbuckling/kinking and plies splitting 

(delamination) as shown in Figure 4.6, which is an acceptable failure mode reported in 

accordance with ASTM D6641.  

 

Figure 4.6 Optical microscope image of a failed coupon under monotonic axial 
compression test. 

To further examine this observation, the corresponding force data recorded by the 

compressive testing machine was carefully analyzed (Figure 4.7). When a cross-ply laminate, 

like the woven glass fiber epoxy prepreg used in the current study, is subjected to axial 

compressive loading, matrix cracking is the first microbuckling compressive failure signs that 

start to occur and spread in the matrix (236–238).  
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Figure 4.7 Normalized electrical resistance variation of eight longitudinally oriented 
CNT layers as well as the corresponding axial force VS strain data as recorded by the 

MTS tester. 

Afterwards, as the stress increases, the average spacing between the matrix cracks 

diminishes until the crack density saturation is achieved (236,239). When the saturation 

cracking state is attained at a strain value of 0.4%, the axial force/strain curve appears to rise 

monotonically till fracture as shown in Figure 4.7. Another factor that may contribute to the 

microbuckling compressive failure of the studied composite structures is the instability created 

by the local fiber misalignment which is a results of the fiber waviness in the woven samples 

(240,241). Several authors have considered that misaligned fibers fail by the formation of a 

kink band when local matrix cracking occurs (238,242). 
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It worth noting that most of the studied coupons that had embedded CNT sheets and 

regardless of the number of CNT layers exhibited a normalized resistance change that was 

capable of closely following the growing strain. Along with sensing the associated structure 

changes like matrix cracking although it occurred at relatively low strain level of 0.4%, as can 

be seen in Figure 4.7. Therfore, it can be assumed that the embedded CNT sensing element 

electrical resistance change was able to a great extent to precisely reflect the mechanical state 

of the composite structure from the start of the compression test until fracture. 

4.3.2 Effect of CNT Sheet Presence on Host Laminate Compressive 

Strength 

A logical concern is whether or not the embedded strain sensing material will 

negatively affect the interlaminar strength of the host laminate structure. Apparently, any drop 

in the composite mechanical properties would negate any benefits gained by having an 

integrated strain sensing technology. Table 4.2 displays the compressive strength data for the 

host laminate structures with zero, six, eight and ten CNT sheets layers. Clearly, there was no 

major decrease in the mechanical properties due to the addition of multiple dry layers of CNT 

sheets.  
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Table 4.2 Average compressive strength values of the laminated structure coupons. 

Category 
Number of CNT 

layers 
Average mechanical strength (MPa) 

Reference Coupons 0 295.6 (Standard Deviation = 19.1) 

Coupons with CNTs 

6 287.7 ( Standard Deviation  = 29.0) 

8 312.4 ( Standard Deviation  = 21.8) 

10 294.1 ( Standard Deviation  = 5.2) 

 

A conclusion can be drawn that the resin from the prepreg likely penetrated the CNT 

sheets well, eliminating the possibility of premature failure of the composite due to a dry CNT 

layer at the midplane.  

4.3.3 CNT Sheet Sensitivity 

The CNT sensing material sensitivity was quantified using the ratio of normalized 

resistance change (ΔR/R0) to the applied strain (ε). The sensitivity variation associated with 

compressive strain increase plotted in Figure 4.8 shows that the CNT sensing material exhibits 

similar trend regardless of the number of CNT layers. So as the compressive strain increases, 

the sensing material sensitivity increases too until it finally saturates. The maximum 

�∆𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅0� �
𝜀𝜀
�  ratio was achieved at 0.4% strain and it was approximately 45 for the six CNT 

sheets layers and nearly 25 for the eight and ten sheets layers.  
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Figure 4.8 CNT sheets sensitivity variation during compressive loading the composite 
coupons to failure. 

The sensitivity of the six CNT sheet layer sample was 22 times higher than the 

traditional metal foil strain gauge sensitivity (gauge factor ~ 2). For the three studied CNT 

sensing materials, after the compressive strain exceeds 0.4%, the sensitivity drops until it 

finally saturates which may be attributed to the physical non-penetration restriction which is 

the minimum distance among the CNTs that does not change with further compressive strain 

increase. The previous statement highlights one of the main differences between the CNT 

sheets behavior under tension and compression because when the CNT is subjected to an 
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increasing tensile strain, the distance increase between neighboring CNTs can continuously 

increase until coupon failure, as reported by (83,123,215). 

4.3.4 CNT Sheets Anti-Symmetric Piezoresistivity 

The working mechanism of the CNT sheets electrical resistance change is not expected to 

be the same under tension and compression loads. Therefore, it was important to examine the 

electromechanical performance of samples when subjected to two opposite mechanical strains 

like axial tension and compression. Figure 4.9 shows the piezoresistive behavior of multiple 

coupons that were subjected to tensile and compressive loading. In other words, each coupon 

containing six CNT sheets layers was either axially tensioned or compressed to failure while 

recording the electrical resistance variation in-situ.  

 

Figure 4.9 Piezoresistivity of composite coupons containing six CNT sheets layers under 
the effect of axial tension and compression. 
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It is apparent that the reverse loading directions produced opposite signs in the 

piezoresistive behavior which allows for easy differentiation of loading direction. Unlike the 

electromechanical performance of the composite with six CNT sheets layers under 

compression described earlier, when the test coupon containing six CNT sheets layers is 

subjected to axial tensile strain, the numerous embedded electrical conductive pathways in the 

bundled CNT network move transversely and form a denser structure due to cross-sectional 

area reduction induced by Poisson’s ratio effect. Therefore, there is an increase in the 

likelihood of forming new random contacts (108) resulting in an overall decrease in the 

network electrical resistivity. As the strain exceeds the value of 0.6%, the normalized electrical 

resistance curve starts to behave in positive piezoresistive fashion, i.e. ΔR/R0 increases in 

response to the increasing axial tensile strain, which continues until fracture takes place. The 

ΔR/R0 increase is assumed to occur due to serious CNT network disruption that took the form 

of de-bundling and fracture for the CNT fraction located in the proximity of propagating 

cracks.      

This so-called anti-symmetric piezoresistive behavior about the zero strain point, i.e. 

being positive for the tension case and negative for the compression one, was reported before 

by only a few other groups. However, this phenomenon was identified only for small strain 

levels that didn’t exceed 0.6% (65,83,123,211,215,216). Thus, to the best of our knowledge, 

the current study is the first to report a CNT strain sensing material that possess an anti-

symmetric piezoresistivity over the entire strain range of both of the tensile (𝜀𝜀 ≤ 2.4) and 

compression (𝜀𝜀 ≤ 1.6) loading which is favored for real life strain sensing applications where 

different types of mechanical loading are involved. 
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4.3.5 Surface Modification Influence on CNT Sheets Piezoresistivity 

Improving interfacial adhesion between CNTs and resin system by exposing the CNTs 

to the plasma environment is reported in the literature and has been found to give positive 

results due to surface energy reduction as was experimentally proven in (187,188). For that 

reason, in a previous study, the authors investigated the effect of treating CNT sheets layers 

with O2/CF4 plasma functionalization for short and long time periods before being subjected 

to tensile loading. The results confirmed that longer plasma treatment periods helped in 

enhancing the CNT sheet strain sensitivity and normalized electrical resistance change more 

than the short periods due to the stress transfer and interfacial shear strength enhancement 

between CNT sheets and resin system. Given this motivation, an attempt was made in the 

present work to enhance the CNT sheets strain sensitivity by treating the six CNT sheets layers 

with plasma functionalization for different time periods of one, five and ten minutes 

respectively. The configuration with six CNT sheet layers was chosen for this experiment 

because it previously showed the highest sensitivity. The CNT surface modification was done 

prior to embedding the CNT sheets inside testing coupons that were subjected later to 

compressive loading.  

It is shown in Figure 4.10 that regardless of plasma treatment period, the resulting 

curves showed similar trends. Surprisingly, the plasma treatment had a negative impact on the 

CNT sheets sensitivity and total electrical resistance decrease compared to the electrical 

resistance change performance of the non-plasma treated six CNT sheets layers described 

earlier. As the plasma treatment time increased from zero to ten minutes, the CNT sheets 

overall normalized resistance change at fracture dropped from -30% for the non-plasma treated 
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sheets to -20% after one minute of plasma treatment then to approximately -12.5% after five 

and ten minutes of plasma treatment consecutively.  

 

Figure 4.10 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) decrease with compressive strain 
increase for different O2/CF4 plasma treatment conditions. 

It is really not very clear at this stage why the plasma treatment effect on CNT 

piezoresistivity is dependent on the mechanical loading type. It may be speculated that, due to 

the enhanced interfacial adhesion between the CNTs and the resin, the CNT mobility was 

hindered which negatively affected the CNT movement and the likelihood of forming new 

conductive pathways.  
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4.3.6 CNT Sheets Piezoresistivity Under Cyclic Compression 

In order to evaluate the stability of the studied CNT sensing materials, 

compression/compression cyclic tests were carried out while measuring the electrical 

resistance change in-situ. Each compression cycle consisted of straining the coupon to a pre-

defined strain levels that fall in the composite coupon elastic and plastic zones, followed by 

unloading the coupon back intentionally to the closest point to the zero strain case, i.e. 100 

micro-strain,. The purpose was to keep the test coupon always under compression. The selected 

strain levels corresponding to the elastic and plastic regimes limits were 0.25% and 0.75% 

respectively.  Each of the three CNT sensing materials, i.e. six, eight and ten CNT sheets layers, 

was cycled for 10 and 50 loading-unloading cycles with two different loading upper limits (i.e. 

0.25% and 0.75%) at a rate of 2 cycles per minute. Figure 4.11-4.13 shows the 

electromechanical responses of the three CNT sensing materials under cyclic loading. When 

all coupons were strained, ΔR/R0 decreased at consecutive loading peaks. Furthermore, in the 

light of that the test coupon was under compressive preload, it was understandable that the 

normalized resistance change never returned to zero at the end of the unloading phase of each 

cycle (Figure 4.11-4.13). 
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Figure 4.11 Normalized resistance change response for embedded six CNT sheets layers 
in correspondence to: (a) 0.25% & (c) 0.75% strain during 10 compression/compression 

cycles & (b) 0.25% & (d) 0.75% strain during 50 compression/compression cycles. 

However, for the high strain regime (ε = 0.75%), i.e. in the plastic zone, the ΔR/R0 was 

farther away from the zero point after the coupon was unloaded, thus indicating the presence 

of permanent modification in the CNT network morphology and the sensitivity of the CNT to 

plastic deformation and matrix irreversible changes like polymer chains movement (212). It is 

clear in Figure 4.11-4.13 that for the rate of 2 cycle/min, the electrical signal closely followed 

the applied strain over the time in both the elastic and plastic zones when the loading-unloading 

cycles were repeated 10 and 50 times, which highlights the stability and sensitivity of the three 

sensing materials to the cyclic loading which is a crucial requirement of modern sensors to be 
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able to monitor real life stresses properly and predict composite catastrophic failures. While 

the applied strain was closely followed by the electrical resistance of the multiple number of 

CNT sheets layers for the constant cyclic rate of 2 cycle/min, a rational concern may be if the 

same behavior will be observed if the cyclic rate is increased. This will likely be the subject of 

future work. It is illustrated in Figure 4.12a-d that the embedded eight CNT sheets layers 

exhibited the higher ΔR/R0 with approximately -10% and -12.5% normalized resistance change 

when the composite structure was strained and cycled in the elastic and plastic regions 

consecutively. 

 

Figure 4.12 Normalized resistance change response for embedded eight CNT sheets 
layers in correspondence to: (a) 0.25% & (c) 0.75% strain during 10 
compression/compression cycles & (b) 0.25% & (d) 0.75% during 50 

compression/compression cycles. 
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Moreover, for the studied CNT sheets layers types and deformation regimes, it is visible 

that the ΔR/R0 amplitudes experienced minor variation over the test time which may be due to 

the CNT network rearrangement imposed by the matrix viscoelastic effects which in turns was 

captured by the electrical resistance signal (212).  

 

Figure 4.13 Normalized resistance change response for embedded ten CNT sheets layers 
in correspondence to: (a) 0.25% & (c) 0.75% strain during 10 compression/compression 

cycles & (b) 0.25% & (d) 0.75% strain during compression/compression cycles. 

It is important to note that the test coupons which were strained for 50 cycles didn’t fail 

at the end of the test and they were capable of more loading-unloading cycles however the 
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authors thought that 50 cycles may be sufficient to demonstrate the sensing materials short 

term stability.  

4.4 Conclusions 

While compression testing is an important parameter to characterize the mechanical 

properties of composites, very few CNT sensing studies have used this loading mechanism to 

understand the corresponding piezoresistive response. This study examined the CNT 

piezoresistive response of aligned CNT sheets embedded inside of woven fiberglass epoxy 

composite under quasi-static and dynamic compression loading. The main features of the CNT 

integration method is novelty, simplicity and repeatability. The experimental results revealed 

that the electromechanical response of the CNT sheets could be linked to the compression 

strain change in the host structure. It was shown that the number of CNT sheets layers and post 

processing had an impact on the sheets electromechanical performance. The sensing material 

comprised of six layers of longitudinally oriented CNT sheets that were not subjected to plasma 

treatment displayed improved sensitivity and reproducibility when they were subjected to axial 

compression loading. The same type of sample was tested in tension and compression states 

and showed a unique anti-symmetric property from zero strain until coupon fracture (in both 

tension and compression) which is a crucial characteristic for the sensing material to be suitable 

for practical applications. The CNT sheets layers short term stability was emphasized by 

testing the CNT sheets under compression cycles and the electrical signal closely tracked the 

applied strain. The eight CNT sheets layers showed the highest ΔR/R0 with -10% and -12.5% 

normalized resistance when was tested for 10 and 50 cycles in the elastic and plastic regimes.  
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ABSTRACT: The in-situ strain sensing of glass fiber/epoxy composites during four-point 

flexural testing is investigated. In practical situations, the flexural loading of fiber reinforced 

composites is one of the most common types of loading for structures. Despite this, carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) have rarely been employed to monitor flexural induced stresses. This paper 

introduces a novel method for localizing aligned CNT sheets layers in three selected locations 

inside the laminated structure. These laminate top, middle and bottom locations are more prone 

to damage because they experience the maximum flexural induced tension, compression and 

interlaminar shear stresses. The composite structural performance was monitored by 

establishing electromechanical coupling between the developing strain and the three CNT 

sensing elements in-plane electrical resistance changes that were measured simultaneously. 

The results of the monotonic and dynamic flexural loading tests suggested that the CNT 

sensing material exhibited a high level of sensitivity, stability and repeatability, which are vital 
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properties for any successful health monitoring technique. The results also showed that the 

resistance change in the three embedded CNT sheet layers appeared to track the mechanical 

performance of the host structure well. The CNT sheets embedded in the interlaminar section 

showed increasing continuous linear piezoresistive behavior in response to the growing 

interlaminar shear with few normalized electrical resistance change spikes corresponding to 

delaminations inside the laminated structure. This is very different sensing behavior compared 

to the previous studies and it is believed to be very useful for real applications. That’s because 

in addition to sensing strain this technology may help in predicting the failure of the composite 

component before the actual end of its service life. 

KEYWORDS: A. Carbon nanotubes, A. Functional composites, B. Electrical properties, B. 

Mechanical properties 

5.1 Introduction 

The world demand for fiber reinforced composite materials has been steadily increasing 

because of the widespread adoption of this class of material in many markets. The automotive, 

aerospace, marine and energy sectors account for a large percentage of this grow due to the 

continuous demand for light, durable and high strength components. However, due to their 

laminated nature, composite materials’ main performance limitation is their relatively low out 

of plane mechanical properties, especially the interlaminar shear strength. Thus, structural 

health monitoring (SHM) in composites has become more important than ever. Owing to their 

outstanding mechanical and electrical properties, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been used 

extensively to impart multifunctional capabilities into composite materials. They have often 
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been used as a structural reinforcement as well as a strain and damage sensing material. The 

capabilities of CNTs has been demonstrated in over X hundred studies through the employment 

of different CNT architectures to create electrically conductive composite structures that are 

subjected to loading. A vast majority of these studies only evaluated these CNT enhanced 

composites under tensile loading (60,62,75,84). The results emphasized that CNTs have the 

potential to replace or supplement commonly used SHM techniques such as metal foil strain 

gauges and optical fibers, however, the limited loading modes does not give a full picture about 

the sensing behavior of the CNT network (Chapter 3).  

In reality, it is rare to find a structure subjected to pure uniaxial loading. A far more 

common loading type that structures experience in use is bending. Nevertheless, the number 

of publications that utilized CNTs to assess flexural strain and/or monitor damage caused by 

flexural loading is very limited. Our search revealed only six papers in this area 

(62,128,159,164,166,243). Different forms of CNT dispersions were used in almost all of these 

studies. The CNTs electrical resistance change in response to flexural loading has been 

measured in-plane (128,243) or in-plane and through-thickness (159,164,166), or solely 

through-thickness (62). The measured electrical resistance was usually the “volumetric 

resistance”, which can be defined as the overall resistance of the electrically conductive 

composite (62,159,164,166).  

This type of measurement may help in monitoring the damage progression in the host 

laminate due to flexural loading. However, it doesn’t provide additional information about the 

mechanical condition of certain local sites which may be more prone to damage because of the 

flexural loading. This sort of detailed information is desired from the SHM point of view 
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because it may help in pinpointing of developing threats and hence avoid catastrophic failure. 

This is  may be attained by localizing the CNT sensing elements in the damage prone zones 

(164,166,243) and obtaining individual electrical resistance measurement for each sensing 

element (128,243). While metal foil strain gauges can provide localized strain information, 

they can only be applied to the composite surface and cover only limited sensing area. On the 

contrary, CNT sheets can cover much larger sensing area and be embedded inside the host 

structure which may be beneficial in the light of being in closer vicinity to developing damage.  

Given this motivation, the present work examines the localization of CNT sheets layers 

inside glass fiber/epoxy laminated structure in three places which are prone to failure because 

they are subject to the maximum flexural induced tension, compression and interlaminar shear 

stresses. The CNT sheets sensitivity was then evaluated through the simultaneous 

measurements of the electrical resistance change, in the individual lamina plane. It worth 

mentioning that the current study is unique in view of the synchronous electrical resistance 

variation monitoring that was not done before except, to the best of our knowledge, twice. 

However, in these two distinct studies, only the in-plane electrical resistance changes due to 

bending induced tension and compression were monitored concurrently (128,243). Unlike the 

present study, none of the work done by Pinto et al. and Alexopoulos et al. measured the CNTs 

in-plane electrical resistance change in response to flexural induced interlaminar shear stress 

(128,243). Finally, the electromechanical performance of the embedded CNT sheets was 

evaluated under cyclic flexural loading. Although cyclic loading is a very important test that 

simulates real composite use conditions, we have only identified one other CNT sensing study 

in which this test was conducted (243). 
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

5.2.1 Aligned MWCNT Growth 

One VACNT array was grown on 10 X 6 cm quartz substrate by chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) on a quartz substrate using iron II chloride (FeCl2) as the catalyst. Iron 

chloride and the substrate were placed inside a quartz tube which in turn was loaded into the 

furnace. The growth gasses, acetylene (600 sccm), argon (400 sccm) and chlorine (2 sccm), 

were allowed to flow into the chamber after the chamber was sealed and pumped to as low as 

6 mTorr. The growth temperature and pressure were 760 ºC and 3 torr respectively. The CNT 

growth process was carried out for 20 minutes. The system was purged via argon during cool 

down. The resulting array had an average height of ~ 2 mm with an average MWCNT diameter 

of ~ 29 ± 8 nm (Chapter 3). The CNT clean surfaces and the sufficient van der Waals 

interactions between the tubes allowed for forming of aligned CNT sheets by the transfer of 

the CNTs form the aligned vertical orientation on top of the quartz substrate to the aligned 

horizontal orientation in the CNT sheet. It worth mentioning that the average cross-sectional 

thickness for the individual undensified CNT sheet with 99.9% pore volume was estimated at 

20-25 µm (192).  A single layer of the drawn CNT sheet had an average basis weight of 0.0325 

g/m2. The very high porosity of the CNT sheets facilitated the complete infusion of the CNT 

sheets with resin during the composite consolidation. 
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5.2.2 Composite Fabrication  

An 8-harness satin weave glass fiber epoxy prepreg (Fibre Glast style 7781 E-glass 

Prepreg) was used to fabricate the composite panel. Prepreg was chosen for its ease of handling 

and processing and the sticky surface that allowed for easily positioning of the CNT sheets 

prior to consolidation and curing. The panel was produced using 14 plies of the prepreg with 

each having the dominant warp side of the satin fabric facing in the same direction. The number 

of plies was chosen so that each test coupon has a support span to thickness ratio equal to 40:1, 

following ASTM D7264, which in turn may reduce the coupon failure due to shear and 

increases the likelihood of failure due to dominant flexural induced stresses. 

Six CNT sheets layer were embedded in three strategic locations during the lay-up 

process of the composite panel; between the first and second prepreg plies, in the panel mid-

plane and between 13th and 14th prepreg plies as illustrated in Figure 5.1a.  

 

Figure 5.1 Structure of composite test coupon: (a) Six longitudinal oriented drawn CNT 
sheets embedded in three different locations & (b) Real coupon with wires connected to 

the copper electrodes distributed inside the test coupon. 
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These locations are known to experience maximum bending induced compression, 

interlaminar shear stress and bending induced tension when the test coupon is subjected to 

flexure as shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2 Shear force (S.F.D.) & bending moment (B.M.D.) diagrams along the coupon 
length & shear and flexural stresses distribution along the coupon thickness in three & 

four-point bend tests. 

Moreover, it was believed that the embedment of the CNT sheets layer in the 

aforementioned locations would produce the highest electrical resistance change. The goal was 

to enhance the CNT sheets sensitivity to the different strain types caused by the applied flexural 

stress. The number of the CNT sheets layer used in the current study was chosen based on the 

results of two previous studies for the authors where the six CNT sheets layer exhibited very 

good sensitivity under the influence of both axial tension and compression (Chapter 3-4).   
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The localization of the CNT sheet layers was completed as follows; a stack of prepreg 

layers was placed on the top of a jack. The CNT array was situated on another jack at a slightly 

higher position than that of the jack holding the prepreg stack. By means of double sided tape, 

the aligned full width CNT sheet, was drawn from the CNT array and extended over the two 

rods appearing in Figure 5.3a. After six CNT sheets layer were drawn, the prepreg stack was 

elevated by the jack until the CNT sheet adhered to the prepreg surface. The previously 

described procedure was repeated three times and it was found to be the most convenient for 

fabrication because it was fairly easy to slightly rotate the prepreg stack, prior to the elevation 

step, to make sure the overall alignment of the CNT sheets precisely followed the fiber warp 

direction as can be seen in Figure 5.3b.   

 

Figure 5.3 Work flow for embedding six CNT sheets in three different locations inside 
fiberglass composite panel: (a) Aligned CNT sheets being attached to the glass fiber 

prepreg surface, (b) Longitudinal oriented drawn CNT sheets drawn across the 
underlying three prepreg surfaces, (c) Copper electrodes are added on top of each 

drawn six CNT sheets layer, (d) Assembly of the three CNT/prepreg stacks to form one 
panel & (e) Panel fabrication process prior to the curing step. 
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In order to create reliable electrical connections between the CNT sheets distributed 

inside the composite panel and the wires that were later connected to three multimeters during 

testing, 3.5 cm long copper foil electrodes were placed on the CNT surface near the edge of 

the panel as shown in Figure 5.3c. The spacing between the copper foils was kept as consistent 

as possible. A length of approximately 0.5 cm of the copper foils protruded outside the prepreg 

stack to serve as an anchor to solder six wires of the same length to the copper foil surfaces. It 

is of prime importance to mention that using copper foils as electrodes embedded in composites 

was only used in this experimental study to make sure that the electromechanical responses 

collected were that of the CNTs. However, the authors believe that this technique may defeat 

the purpose of non-invasive strain sensing. Therefore, a subject of a future work will likely be 

the development of more sophisticated electrodes to connect to the embedded CNT sheets. The 

copper foil layout in Figure 5.3c shows that each tested coupon had a total of six electrodes, 

one at each CNT layer (top, middle and bottom) at each end, which implies that the electrical 

resistance measurement that was used in the current study was the two probe setup. The usage 

of the preceding resistance measurement setup was thought to be sufficiently accurate in the 

light of a recent study published by the authors where the contact resistance value was 

measured and found to have a value of only 0.4 ohms (Chapter 3). There was almost no 

through- thickness cross-talk between CNT layers due to the six fiberglass fabric layers 

between each.  

After the CNT sheets and copper electrodes were positioned, six thin Teflon strips were 

added on top of the copper foil as shown in Figure 5.1a & 5.4. The motive was to eliminate 

cross-connectivity between the top, middle and bottom CNT sheets where the copper foil 
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exited the composite, which might negatively affect the real-time resistance measurement. The 

addition of Teflon strips created electrical insulation between the protruding copper foils. The 

successfulness of this technique was later emphasized during testing when the cross-

connectivity values ranged from 4 mega ohms to infinity, compared to a maximum in-plane 

electrical resistance of 560 ohms, for all of the tested coupons in the present study. 

Subsequently, the two single prepreg layers and the two 6 plies prepreg stacks shown 

in Figure 5.1a were assembled together as seen in Figure 5.3d and the entire composite 

laminate was then vacuum bagged with the construction seen in Figure 5.3e. The vacuum 

bagged panel was cured at 143 ºC for two hours in a platen hot-press at a pressure of 310.3 

kPa, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Afterwards, the cured panel was cut 

into rectangular coupons that had the dimensions of 14.6 X 1.27 X 0.3 cm, as shown in Figure 

5.4. The total coupon length was 20% larger than the coupon support span so that all coupon 

dimensions satisfy the ASTM D7264 as shown in Figure 5.5a. Finally, in order to get 

independent real-time and accurate bending induced compression and tension surface strains 

measurement for comparison and CNT sheet sensor calibration, two external commercial metal 

foil strain gauges (Vishay Micro-Measurements 250LW) were mounted on the outer surfaces 

of each composite coupon (Figure 5.4).  
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of a coupon prior to testing, with a close-up of the thin Teflon 
strips used to reduce the possibility of cross-connectivity between the CNT layers 

positioned in different locations. 

5.2.3 Test Setup 

A MTS Landmark servo hydraulic with 250 kN load cell was used to apply force on a 

four-point bending fixture (WTF-FL-52 Wyoming Test Fixtures, USA) as shown in Figure 

5.6. A quarter point loading was utilized with a support span length of 12.2 cm and loading 

span 0f 5.8 cm as seen in Figure 5.5a.  
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Figure 5.5 Four-point bend test configuration. 

To evaluate the electromechanical performance and the strain sensitivity of the 

embedded CNT sheets, monotonic flexure loading was applied at a displacement rate of 1 

mm/min. The force data was recorded by the testing machine load cell while the surface 

flexural induced tension and compression strains were recorded via the mounted metal foil 

strain gauges. The electrical resistance changes of the top, middle and bottom six CNT sheets 

layers were recorded simultaneously using three Agilent 34410A multimeters. Both the strain 

gauge data acquisition software and the multimeter program used for recording the CNT sheets 

resistance change were started simultaneously with a data collection frequency of 10 Hz to 

guarantee precise correlation of strain and resistance data.  
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Figure 5.6 Simultaneous recording of the real-time mechanical & electrical resistance 
data. 

In order to assess the stability and reproducibility of the CNT sheets piezoresistivity 

during loading and unloading of the composite coupon, multicyclic (50 cycles) flexure loading 

test was carried out with a constant rate of 2 cycle/min and lower and upper limits of 2 and 12 

mm respectively. Multiple coupons were tested and the behavior was found to be consistent. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Monotonic Flexure Loading 

The electrical resistance of each set of CNT sheet layers was recorded in-situ during 

monotonic bending testing. The normalized resistance changes (ΔR/R0; ΔR: the real-time 

resistance minus original resistance and R0: original resistance prior to bending) of bottom 

(tension side), top (compression side) and middle six CNT sheets layers were calculated and 

plotted against the surface tension and compression strains of the tested coupon and time 

respectively, as shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 Normalized resistance change (ΔR/R0) VS flexural induced strains & time 
increase for three different six longitudinally oriented CNT sheets layers subjected to: 

(a) Flexural induced tension, (b) Flexural induced compression & (c) Interlaminar 
shear. 

The CNT sheets placed in the coupon side with the tensile strain (Figure 5.7a) yield a 

positive piezoresistive behavior with a linear increase in the normalized resistance values up 

to ~ 1% strain. Afterwards, a close to linear increase can be seen till the moment before coupon 

rupture, which took place around 2% strain, upon which a sharp increase in the resistance 

values was noticeable because of the CNT conductive pathways breakdown associated with 

the fiber breakage and coupon rupture. The response of the CNT sheet layer embedded in the 

tension side was very similar to the response of the same number of CNT sheets layers when 

subjected to axial tensile strain (Chapter 3). It is hypothesized that the electrical resistance 
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linear behavior may be attributed to the intrinsic piezoresistive response of the individual CNT 

due to energy band gaps change in response to the applied strain (185). The further observed 

deviation from the aforementioned linear response can be due to matrix plastic deformation 

and the discrete damage accumulation that leads to disruption of the electrical conductive 

pathways. Additionally, it is shown in Figure 5.8 that the CNT sensing material embedded in 

the tension side was capable of exactly following the increased flexural loading till the fracture 

moment. 

 

Figure 5.8 Normalized electrical resistance variation of six CNT longitudinally oriented 
sheets under the influence of flexural induced tensile strain as well as the corresponding 

flexure load VS time as recorded by the MTS tester. 

On the compression side of the coupons the resistance values exhibited a linear increase 

but with lower overall resistance change value in comparison to the tension side, as plotted in 

Figure 5.7b. One possible reason for the higher sensitivity and resistance values for the CNT 
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sheets layers embedded in tension side, is the fact that the instant strain gauge data recorded 

during the testing time showed that the coupon side that was under tension experienced higher 

absolute strain value than the top side which was under flexural induced compression. This 

may be justified that, since the CNT sheets sensing the bending induced compression is located 

on top of the 2nd prepreg ply, while the other CNT element sensing the bending induced tension 

is positioned on top of the 14th prepreg layer, therefore, when the coupon is bent, the 14th 

prepreg ply will have a larger bent length than the 2nd prepreg ply due to the coupon thickness 

influence. This in turn probably led to strain the CNT sheets layers located in the tension side 

more than the CNT sheets placed in the coupon compression side. 

Unlike the response of the CNT sheets to the axial compression that showed negative 

piezoresistivity in a previous study of the authors (Chapter 4), the six CNT sheet layers reaction 

to the flexural induced compression was the opposite. In fact, the piezoresistive behavior 

difference can originate from the dissimilarity between the nature of the compression due to 

the axial loading and the bending induced compression. In the later, the CNT sheets layer is 

attached to the 2nd prepreg layer so it is subjected to a small amount of interlaminar shear and 

maximum in-plane shear stress in the spots between the load and support rollers as shown in 

Figure 5.2a & c. Additionally, the flexural induced compression varies from one spot to another 

along the compression side as was shown by a special fabricated testing coupon that had two 

metal foil strain gauges mounted on two different locations along the coupon length.  In other 

words, the spots close to the vicinity of the loading rollers experienced much higher flexural 

induced compression stress compared to the other spots located on the coupon top side. 
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Therefore, the CNT sheets in the coupon compression side are affected by non-uniform 

compression stress in addition to shear forces. At the mid-plane those shear forces created an 

increase in the normalized resistance change as can be seen in Figure 5.7c. These different 

mechanical stresses would probably create two competing mechanisms, each of them creates 

opposite piezoresistive behavior (Chapter 4). The first one is the formation of new conductive 

paths due to the reduction of the distance between CNTs at CNT junctions because the imposed 

compressive load pushes CNTs together (217,221). Another factor that might contribute to the 

first mechanism is the intrinsic piezoresistive response of individual CNT attributed to the 

CNT deformation in response to the bending induced compression (219).  

The second competing mechanism would be the disruption of the electrical conductive 

pathways and decreasing the number of conducting paths (217). The CNTs piezoresistive 

behavior in response to the flexural induced compression depicted in Figure 5.7b seems to 

support the hypothesis that the second mechanism was dominant. On the contrary, in the 

authors’ previous study where CNT sheets were subjected to axial compression loading, the 

entire structure including the CNT layers were gripped and subjected only to uniform amount 

of pure compression stress (Chapter 4). It seems that the aforementioned conditions of the 

uniaxial compression test plus the fact that the magnitude of the applied axial compression 

force was quite larger than the values of the bending induced compression forces contributed 

to the negative piezoresistive behavior reported before by the authors (Chapter 4). 

All of the tested coupons, including those which did not have any CNTs and copper 

foil embedded inside, developed damage on the compression side surface consistent to what is 
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shown in Figure 5.9a-c, where the signs of local delamination or damage are obvious and easy 

to see.  

 

Figure 5.9 Different failure modes of test coupons: (a), (b) & (c) Delamination and 
destruction signs on the compressive side of composite coupons with embedded six CNT 

sheets layers and control coupons consecutively, (d) & (e) Optical microscope images 
for the delamination failure in control and composite coupons respectively. 

It is believed that this might be another parameter that have led to dominate the CNT 

pathways destruction over the formation of new conductive pathways (Chapter 4). Finally, the 

increase in the CNTs electrical resistance due to four-point bending induced compression was 

also observed before by Pinto et al (243). In their study, a CNT film exhibited negative 
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piezoresistive behavior till a very small strain value of only 0.15%, after which a positive 

piezoresistive response was observed. The CNT film was placed on top of a glass fiber/epoxy 

laminate coupon to monitor the in-plane electrical resistance variation due to flexural induced 

compression. They were interested in monitoring the bending induced compression in only the 

spot between the two loading rollers, where only compression stress exists (243). 

The increase in the normalized resistance in Figure 5.7c indicates that the CNT sheets 

in the mid-plane were capable of sensing the developed interlaminar shear due to the 

application of the flexure loading although there were some instability and noise involved. It 

is apparent that the CNT located in the mid-plane experienced the lowest electrical resistance 

change which is logical because the coupons dimension were selected so that the coupon 

failure due to flexural induced shear stress is minimized. Later, the CNT sheets layer resistance 

change in response to interlaminar shear will be reexamined when the interlaminar shear is the 

reason for the coupon failure.  

The sensitivity of the CNT sheets that were used to monitor the strain on the 

compression and tension sides of the test coupon was quantified by calculating the normalized 

resistance change (ΔR/R0) to the surface strain (ε) ratio. The sensitivity variation associated 

with surface strain increase plotted in Figure 5.10 revealed that the sensitivity of the 

compression side CNT sheets was less than that of the traditional metal foil strain gauges while 

the tension side CNT sheets had quite larger sensitivity than conventional metal foil strain 

gauges. 
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Figure 5.10 Six CNT sheets sensitivity variation VS strain in response to: (a) Flexural 
induced compression & (b) Flexural induced tension. 

Finally, in an attempt to promote coupon failure due to interlaminar shear effect, few 

composite coupons were subjected to three-point bending test, while only the electrical 

resistance change of the six CNT sheets placed in the middle section was monitored in-situ. 

The goal was to demonstrate the ability of the CNT sheets in the coupon middle section to 

sense and track the progression of the delamination failure mode as a result of the increased 

shear stresses. The three-point bending test was chosen due to the presence of in-plane shear 

stress along the entire coupon length, unlike the four-point bending test, where the central 

region between the loading rollers suffers from no shear as shown in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.11, shows the flexural load variation with time for a coupon that underwent 

three-point flexural loading. The plot shown in Figure 5.11 emphasizes that the principle 

failure mode for the tested coupon was delamination, because after the force started to build 

up and the load curve reached its maximum value, a sudden drop in the curve occurred which 

is a sign of a main delamination event that took place inside the coupon laminated structure.  
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Figure 5.11 Load-time and normalized resistance change curves for a coupon with six 
CNT sheets located in the coupon middle layer subjected to three-point bending. 

The main delamination event was followed by a series of secondary delamination’s 

which is manifested in the multiple successive drops in the coupon loading curve. Furthermore, 

the failure of the coupon due to delamination was further confirmed by examining the fracture 

surface of the failed coupon using optical microscope. The image shown in Figure 5.9e 

confirms the splitting of the glass fiber/epoxy plies right in the middle of the coupon. A rational 

concern is whether or not the embedded strain sensing material negatively affected the 

structural integrity of the host laminate structure and caused the plies delamination. To answer 

this question, control coupons, which were made from only 14 glass fiber/epoxy prepreg plies 

and without having any CNTs embedded inside, were fabricated and cured in the same curing 

cycle of the composite coupons that had localized CNT sheets.  Afterwards, the control 
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coupons were subjected to bending test and the failure modes were analyzed. It can be seen in 

Figure 5.9d that the control coupons also failed due to delamination which is a common failure 

mode of composite laminated structures and not induced due to the embedment of the CNT 

sheets through the coupon thickness.  

The electrical resistance of the CNT sheets showed linear increase in the normalized 

resistance change under the influence of the interlaminar shear load as can be seen in Figure 

5.11. This CNT sensing behavior is very different compared to the results reported by the 

previous studies. Zhang et al studied the piezoresistive behavior CNTs when a glass 

fiber/epoxy coupon, with localized CNTs deposited on the textile preform, underwent three-

point bending test (164). They reported that, with the elevation in the shear loading conditions, 

the in-plane electrical resistance of the CNT sensing element did not vary at all until it showed 

a sudden resistance increase at the moment of the coupon failure due to delamination. At such 

moment, the structure is too near the end of its life for this kind of damage sensing to be useful 

(166).     

It is apparent in Fig 11 that the mechanical performance of the test coupon and the 

electrical resistance change of the CNT sheets embedded in the middle zone are well 

correlated. This is emphasized in the light of the multiple spikes that can be observed in the 

electrical resistance change curve. These spikes occurred concurrently with the delamination 

and inter laminar shear failure events that happened inside the coupon during testing, as shown 

in the two insets depicted in Figure 5.11. These spikes correspond to the plies splitting that 

permanently severed portions of the electrically conductive network. Furthermore, near the 
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end of the testing time, the electrical resistance values showed abrupt increase which is due to 

the break-down of the conductive paths as well as the fiber breakage. 

Finally, in addition to the continuous linear increase in the ΔR/R0 curve, also the first 

spike in the CNT resistance change curve can be very useful from the SHM point of view. This 

is because the spike in the ΔR/R0 curve provides a possibility to monitor the internal 

interlaminar damage in-situ. The occurrence of the first spike can be viewed as an early 

detection that the structure being monitored is being threatened by accumulating damage. The 

dramatic increase in the electrical resistance curve close to the end of the test time is not as 

practically useful. The sudden and large electrical resistance variation corresponding to 

catastrophic incidents like fiber breakage can be monitored but likely it is too late to save the 

composite from complete failure.  

5.3.2 Multicyclic Flexure Loading 

Cyclic flexural loading plots of strain and normalized resistance change versus number 

of cycles are shown in Figure 5.12. These plots are for the six CNT sheets layers embedded in 

the coupon tension and compression sides and the mid-plane. The coupons were loaded and 

then unloaded for 50 cycles between lower and upper limits of 2 and 12 mm respectively. It is 

important to point out that the average deflection value at which the coupons experienced 

failure during monotonic loading was approximately equal to 18 mm. 
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Figure 5.12 Multicyclic four-point bending test of composite coupon: (a) & (b) 
Normalized resistance change & strain increase VS number of cycles for six CNT sheets 
layers located in the coupon tension and compression sides respectively, (c) Close-up for 
the ΔR/R0 of the six CNT sheets in the coupon tension and compression sides subjected 
to ten consecutive flexural loading-unloading cycles & (e) Normalized resistance change 

VS number of cycles for six CNT sheets layers located in the coupon mid-plane. 

 The CNT sheets in the tension and compression sides demonstrated stable behavior 

and excellent ability to follow the applied strain for the 50 cycles with a linear loading and 

unloading branches (Figure 5.12a-c). The tension and compression sides CNT sheets exhibited 

an increase in their normalized resistance change behavior when the coupon was in the flexural 

loading phase. This resembled the behavior of the CNT sheets under monotonic flexural 

loading.  
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It was speculated that the permanent resistance change over the entire 50 cycles range 

is attributed to the permanent modification in the CNT network morphology which is a 

consequence of resin plastic deformation and damage build up in the coupon structure reflected 

as increasing residual strain after every unloading step. The irreversible resistance change 

could be linked to the damage accumulation in the coupon structure. This is because the CNT 

sensors are embedded inside the composite structure and the plastic deformation of the matrix 

and any growing nano- and micro-cracks could propagate and disrupt the CNT network 

electrical conductive paths (Chapter 3).  

It is shown in Figure 5.12c that, both branches of the normalized resistance change 

curve, i.e. loading and unloading, exhibited smooth behavior. The exception was the noise 

observed in the normalized resistance change plot for the CNT sheets located in the tension 

side when the flexure state changed from the loading to the unloading phase. Additionally, 

there was another evidence of noise in the normalized resistance change curve for the CNT 

sheets positioned in the coupon compression side when the flexure state changed from the 

unloading to loading phase. Similar noise was observed by Nauman et al. upon the subjection 

of their sensing material to multiple loading-unloading three-point bending cycles (244). Their 

sensing material was made of polyethylene monofilaments coated with carbon black nano 

particles. It was embedded in glass fiber/epoxy laminated coupons to sense for the developing 

tensile and compressive strains due to multicyclic flexure loading. They attributed the noise to 

the composite coupon vibration during the unloading phase where the coupon ends are not 

gripped at all and tends to relax (244). This relaxation caused the coupon to vibrate which 

generated noise.  
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The CNT sheet layers located in the coupon middle plane was able to sense the changes 

in the interlaminar shear due to consecutive flexural loading-unloading cycles as depicted in 

Figure 5.12d. Although, there are signs of noise, however the piezoresistive behavior of the 

CNT sheets showed a repeated and stable pattern in response to the multicyclic flexural loading 

as shown in the inset in Figure 5.12d. It is important to point out that the test coupons which 

were strained for 50 cycles did not fail at the end of the test and they were capable of doing 

more flexural loading-unloading cycles, however the authors thought that 50 cycles was 

sufficient to demonstrate the sensing material short term stability.  

5.4 Conclusions 

In real structures, pure axial loading is rare with flexural loading being much more 

common. However, the studies that utilized CNTs to monitor the mechanical state of 

composites structures subjected to flexural loading is very limited. This study examined the 

CNT piezoresistive response of six aligned CNT sheets embedded in three locations inside 

glass fiber/epoxy woven composite subjected to monotonic and dynamic flexural loading. The 

electrical resistance changes for the three CNT sensing elements was measured concurrently 

which is relatively novel. The experimental results suggested that the electromechanical 

response of the CNT sheets could be linked to the flexural induced strain changes in the host 

structure. The CNT sheets located in the coupon tension and compression sides yielded 

positive piezoresistive behavior in response to the growing flexural induced tension and 

compression stresses. The tension side CNT sheets exhibited much higher sensitivity to 
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bending induced stresses than the CNT sheets located in the coupon compression side. The 

tension side CNT sheets sensitivity was quite larger than that of conventional metal foil strain 

gauges. Compared to the previous studies, the CNT sheets embedded in the interlaminar 

section showed a quite useful sensing behavior for real applications. This was manifested in 

the gradual increase in the CNT electrical resistance change in response to the growing 

interlaminar shear. Afterwards, the curve displayed few normalized electrical resistance 

change spikes corresponding to the growing delaminations inside the laminated structure. The 

embedded CNT sheets layers short term stability was emphasized by subjecting the CNT sheets 

to 50 flexural loading-unloading cycles. The electrical signal closely tracked the applied strain. 

Similar to their behavior under monotonic flexural loading, the tension and compression sides 

CNT sheets showed an increasing normalized resistance change behavior when the coupon 

was in the flexural loading phase. 
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ABSTRACT: Barely visible damage accompanying impact loading is one of the main 

challenges that are presented with the use of fiber reinforced composites. Carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) have shown the potential to be a good candidate for performing strain and damage 

sensing in composites, however, the number of the studies that have examined the 

piezoresistive response of CNTs in under impact loading have been limited. This paper 

investigates a novel and practical technique for real-time damage sensing during and after 

impact strikes on woven glass fiber/epoxy composite laminates. In this technique, aligned CNT 

sheets layers were distributed in three locations through the sample thickness to monitor the 

developing impact damage in the host structure’s impact side, mid-plane and non-impact side. 

This was accomplished through measuring the CNT sheets’ in-plane electrical resistance 

change simultaneously and then linking it to the impact damage modes in the composite 

structure. The experimental results demonstrated the sensitivity of the CNT sheets in detecting, 
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locating and quantifying impact damage when the host composite structure undergoes multiple 

low and high energy impacts. The results also showed that the CNT sheets were highly 

sensitive to damage accumulation and severity and that the electrical resistance change 

provided information about the in-plane and through thickness impact damage spread. The 

incorporation of multiple aligned CNT sheets between the composite plies also imparted 

additional impact resistance to the host structure as determined through analysis of the impact 

energy and C-scan results.   

6.1 Introduction 

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials are currently found in hundreds 

applications, many of them in the transportation, aviation and military sectors. The adoption 

of FRP composite structures is becoming widespread in these strategic industries because of 

composites high strength-to-weight ratio, high stiffness and the ability to tailor their 

mechanical properties to meet the specific needs of the final application. However, during their 

service life, composite structures are prone to damage caused by the presence of stress 

concentrations and dynamic loading. The increasing demand for FRP composite structures has 

created a serious need to monitor their performance or status while in service. The response of 

composite structures under impact loading is important because it is a commonly encountered 

cause of damage and can lead to severe reduction of the composite structures mechanical 

performance. Moreover, it is often quite challenging to detect the damage created by an impact 

through visual inspection because damage arising from events such as bird collisions or tool 

drops is mostly invisible or “barely visible”. There are a wide variety of damage modes 
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associated with impact loading like matrix cracking, delaminations and debonding which often 

lead to subsequent reduction in in-plane properties especially during cyclic or fatigue loading 

(245). 

Generally, the assessment of impact damage existence, location and severity is often 

conducted after impact using different non-destructive techniques like ultrasonic inspection, 

microscopy, acoustic emissions and X-radiography (104). So far, the ultrasonic C-scan is the 

most widely used and powerful non-destructive tool for detecting and quantifying impact 

damage, in particular delamination (246). Nevertheless, the traditional non-destructive 

inspection techniques may be very hard to implement when the part is in service or in a position 

within the finished assembly (perhaps a spacecraft, aircraft, vehicle or wind turbine) where an 

ultrasonic probe cannot reach. This is justified in the light of the fact that these structures 

possess complex geometries and most of the time they are located in remote places (246). The 

real-time health monitoring of composite structures has drawn the attention of the research 

community and different market sectors where composite materials are utilized because its 

implementation may reduce the maintenance times and the corresponding costs. Real-time 

health monitoring techniques have the potential to be a simple and cost effective set of 

technologies that ensure reliability and safety of FRPs while they are in-service (160). Self-

sensing is one of the most interesting structural health monitoring (SHM) techniques that 

monitors changes that occur to the structure of the composite while subjected to different types 

of mechanical loading.  

Carbon fiber reinforced composites are one example of where electrically conductive 

fibers have been used to sense changes in the composite structure.  The variation in the 
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electrical properties results from the change in the conductive path of carbon fibers and can be 

directly linked to structural damage (104). Different researchers managed to demonstrate the 

sensitivity of carbon fibers to common failure modes accompanying impact loading like fiber 

breakage, interlaminar cracking and delaminations and ply splitting and debonding 

(102,104,247,248). Alternatively, during the past decade, there were extensive studies that 

tried to incorporate nano-fillers into the matrix system in order to impart electrical properties 

to the electrically insulating resin especially when non-conducting fibers like glass fibers are 

used (249–252). The goal was to create a percolating electrical network within the matrix 

capable of performing as a sensor in the structure, then correlate the permanent occurring 

resistance change to the composite material internal damage  (62,63,80,153). Carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) have been the most common nano-fillers used in the majority of the studies 

that employed measuring an electrical resistance change to diagnose damage (160).  

Furthermore, CNTs can integrate new functionalities to polymer fiber reinforced 

composites, enhancing their mechanical strength and thermal properties leading to the creation 

of multifunctional composites. Nonetheless, the amount of published work whose goal was to 

relate different CNT architectures electrical resistance change to the developing damage in the 

composite structure under impact loading has been very limited (126,148,160–162,253).  

In the majority of the aforementioned studies, the change in the “volumetric resistance” was 

measured. This is defined as the average overall resistance of the electrically conductive 

composite, usually measured across its ends (126,160,161,253). The exclusion was the in work 

carried out by Viets et al and Song et al where in-plane electrical resistance measurement was 

performed (148,253). Although the volumetric resistance measurement offers information 
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about the damage inside the host laminate, it does not provide sufficient information about the 

damage in an individual lamina which is desired form the SHM point of view because it can 

help in avoiding catastrophic failure and help to guide the repair of damaged parts.  

Inspired by the above works, this study provides a new approach to exploit vertically 

aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) sheets to allow for real-time monitoring of the performance 

of composite structures subjected to low and high energy impacts. The concentration of 

millimeters long CNTs in multiple locations through the composite sample thickness will 

impart self-sensing capabilities to the composite structure and allow for detecting, quantifying 

and locating impact damage in a highly sensitive manner. This may be enabled via obtaining 

in-situ and simultaneous electrical resistance change measurements for each CNT sensing layer 

in-plane. Furthermore, the separation of the CNT sheets through the sample thickness will 

make it possible to gather information about the through thickness damage propagation. 

Finally, the incorporation of CNT sheets into the composite structure may also offer the 

additional functionality of enhancing the impact resistance property of the host structure, which 

can in turn assist in reducing the damage level produced by impact strikes (254–257).  

6.2 Materials and Methods 

6.2.1 Aligned Multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) Array Synthesis 

VACNT arrays with average MWCNT diameter of ~ 29 ± 8 nm and average length of 

~ 2 mm, were grown on 10 X 6 and 7.6 X 2.5 cm quartz substrates via chemical vapor 

deposition (CVD) process using iron II chloride (FeCl2) as the catalyst (Chapter 3). Iron 
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chloride and the substrate were placed inside a quartz tube which in turn was loaded into the 

furnace. The growth gasses, acetylene (600 sccm), argon (400 sccm) and chlorine (2 sccm), 

were allowed to flow into the chamber after the chamber was sealed and pumped to as low as 

6 mTorr. The CNT growth process was carried out for 20 minutes at growth temperature and 

pressure of 760 ºC and 3 torr respectively. Afterwards, the system was purged via argon during 

cool down. Aligned CNT sheets were formed with the aid of sufficient van der Waals 

interactions between the tubes and the CNT clean surfaces which in turn allowed for the 

transfer of the CNTs from the aligned vertical orientation on top of the quartz substrate to the 

aligned horizontal orientation in CNT sheets. A single layer of the drawn CNT sheet had an 

average basis weight of 0.0325 g/m2 and the average cross-sectional thickness for the 

individual undensified CNT sheet with 99.9% pore volume was estimated at 20-25 µm.  The 

very high porosity of the CNT sheets facilitated the complete infusion of the CNT sheets with 

resin during the composite consolidation (Chapter 3). 

6.2.2 Composite Fabrication  

An 8-harness satin weave glass fiber epoxy prepreg (TCR composites style 7781 E-

glass Prepreg) was used to fabricate all impact samples in the current study. Each sample 

consisted of 20 plies of prepreg. The sticky surface allowed for easily positioning of the CNT 

sheets prior to consolidation and curing in addition to its ease of handling and processing were 

the primary reasons for choosing prepreg.  

Three different types of composite panels were fabricated in order to achieve the current study 

objectives. These composite samples share the integration of various number of CNT sheets 
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layers in different locations inside the composite sample during the glass fiber/epoxy laminate 

lay-up process. The CNT sheets layer localization was achieved by directly drawing the CNT 

sheet out from the CNT array by means of double sided tape over prepreg layer surface as 

shown in Figure 6.1b-c. For impact damage sensing purposes, a set of 10 X 10 cm composite 

samples were fabricated where two CNT sheets layer where placed in three locations across 

the samples thickness, between the first and second prepreg plies (impact side), in the panel 

mid plane and between 19th and 20th prepreg plies (bottom side). To investigate the effect of 

the CNT sheets lay-down direction on the damage sensing behavior and overall electrical 

resistance change of the CNTs in response to impact loading, the two CNT sheets were either 

situated parallel or perpendicular to each other (crossing) as can be seen in Figure 6.1d & f.  

Additionally, to study the ability of the CNT sheets to locate the impact damage, a CNT 

grid pattern, made out of four single CNT sheet columns intersecting with three single CNT 

sheet rows, was formed by drawing CNT sheets from 2.5 cm wide CNT array over a prepreg 

surface as shown in Figure 6.1c & e. Then during the lay-up process, the prepreg ply with the 

incorporated CNT grid was placed in only one location, as the 19th layer, in a set of 20 X 20 

cm composite impact samples. This second type of composite panels was dedicated for 

investigating the damage localization capability of CNT sheets when the strike point is one of 

the nodes formed by the intersection of CNT row and columns. 
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Figure 6.1 Composite samples fabrication work flow: (a) Covering the glass fiber 
prepreg ply sides with masking tape, (b & c) Aligned CNT sheet withdrawal from CNT 
arrays, (d & e) Aligned CNT sheet(s) with different lay-down directions attached to the 

glass fiber prepreg surface, (f) Two parallel and crossing CNT sheets on top of glass 
fiber prepreg surface after the masking tape is removed, (g & h) Copper electrodes are 
added on top of each CNT sheet(s) layer, (i) Vacuum bagged composite samples before 

curing, (j, k & l) Different cured composite sample types & (m) Composite samples 
loaded with two parallel and crossing CNT sheets layers ready for testing after wires 

were attached to the electrodes. 
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In order to measure the CNT sheet resistance change in response to impact testing, 

there was a need to create reliable electrical connections between the CNT sheets distributed 

inside the samples and the wires that were later connected to multimeters. This was made 

possible by placing 3.5 cm long copper foil electrodes on top of the CNT sheet surfaces as 

shown in Figure 6.1g-h. Nearly, 0.5 cm of the copper foil length extended outside the impact 

sample boundaries to serve as an anchor to solder wires and facilitate the CNT sheet electrical 

resistance change measurement. For the 10 X 10 cm composite samples, two copper foil 

electrodes were positioned on top of each CNT layer. Therefore, each composite sample had a 

total number of six copper foils with three copper foils on each end. The resistance of the 

individual CNT layer (top, mid-plane, and bottom) was measured simultaneously during the 

impact event using three different multimeters (Figure 6.1m).  

The panels with the CNT grid embedded inside the sample had a total number of 14 

copper foils (Figure 6.1e). They were distributed so that each CNT column or row has one 

copper foil positioned at its end. Only one multimeter was used to measure the CNT sheets 

electrical resistance change following each impact strike. A two probe technique was applied 

in the present work to quantify the CNT sheets resistance change. Although, the usage of the 

preceding technique always raises rational concerns about the measurement accuracy due to 

the negative role played by the contact resistance, however, this technique was successfully 

implemented in a recent published study where similar CNT sheets were employed as tensile 

strain sensing material (Chapter 3). Aly et al reported that the contact resistance between 

copper foils and same CNT sheets used in the current study had a value of only 0.4 ohms which 
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can be neglected when compared to the in-plane electrical resistance value that is usually in 

the range of hundreds of ohms (Chapter 3). 

It was of prime importance to prevent through thickness electrical conductivity between 

the top, middle and bottom CNT sheets layers in the 10 X 10 cm samples caused by the CNT 

migration around the glass fibers. An 18 mm wide masking tape was used to cover the sides 

of the prepreg ply as illustrated in Figure 6.1a. Next, the CNT sheets were drawn over the 

prepreg surface and the surrounding masking tape as can be seen in Figure 6.1d. After the CNT 

sheets adhered to the prepreg surface and soaked the epoxy resin, the masking tape strips were 

removed along with CNTs that did not soak the resin because they were drawn over the 

masking tape. The result was that the sides of the prepreg plies loaded with the CNT sheets 

layers were completely clean, not containing any CNTs, as shown in Figure 6.1f. The success 

of this isolation technique was confirmed during testing when there was no measurable through 

thickness electrical conductivity for all of the tested samples in the present study. 

The third composite panel was designed to assess the ability of CNTs to improve the 

glass fiber/epoxy laminate impact resistance. Two, three and four CNT sheets layers, drawn 

from the 6 cm wide CNT arrays, were embedded between the 20 prepreg plies during the lay-

up process of a second set of 10 X 10 cm composite samples. To better evaluate the effect of 

the incorporated CNT sheets on the impact resistance property of glass fiber/epoxy laminate, 

baseline samples, i.e. ones that did not have any CNT sheets, were fabricated as depicted in 

Figure 6.1j. All of the composite samples were vacuum bagged. The vacuum bagged panels 

were cured at 143 ºC for two hours in a platen hot-press at a pressure of 310.3 kPa, according 

to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Figure 6.1j-l). 
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6.2.3 Test Setup 

The impact tests were carried out on a drop tower impact testing machine (Instron Ceast 9350), 

with striker load capacity of 21 kN. This equipment is shown in Figure 6.2a-b. The test was 

performed by dropping the striker, shown in Figure 6.2a, from a preset height onto the 

composite samples. The total mass of the striker in addition to the striker holder was equal to 

5.075 Kg. The impact energy was adjusted by adding additional masses to the striker which 

possess a hemispherical shaped nose of 25.4 mm diameter, illustrated in Figure 6.3. All tested 

samples were clamped into 76 mm diameter circular fixture (Figure 6.2b). The impact tests 

were conducted in accordance to ASTM standard 7136.  

The force, displacement, impact velocity and energy data were recorded by the testing 

machine acquisition system. The first set of the 10 X 10 square samples dedicated for 

investigating the impact damage sensing capabilities of CNT sheets, were subjected to two 

impact energy levels, 10.150 and 80.150 J, which were corresponding to striker height of 204 

mm and initial impact velocity of 2.00 m/sec. The energy level increased from 10.150 to 80.150 

J by adding 35 kg additional masses without changing either the initial impact velocity or the 

striker falling height. The 20 X 20 cm square samples and the second set of 10 X 10 cm square 

samples, dedicated for assessing the laminate impact resistance improvement, were subjected 

to an energy level of 15.231 J which was corresponded to initial impact velocity of 2.45 m/sec 

and striker height of 306 mm.    

The real-time electrical resistance change of the top, middle and bottom CNT sheets layers 

sample were recorded simultaneously using three Agilent 34410A multimeters (Figure 6.2) 

with a data collection frequency of 1000 Hz. In order to ensure the prevention of any direct 
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contact between the striker hemispherical shaped nose metallic conductive surface and the 

embedded CNT sheets layers while the striker is penetrating through the composite sample, 

there was a need to make the striker electrically insulated. To achieve this, seven layers of 

Stretchlon 800 bagging film (Fiber Glast) were used to cover the striker, as depicted in Figure 

6.3. These seven vacuum bag layers were replaced after each impact strike to be sure that debris 

generated during the impact did not expose the metal surface of the striker. The number of 

tested samples was as follows: 

Table 6.1 Number of tested samples and their dimensions and the impact energies used 
in the current work. 

 

Composite Sample Size (cm) Impact Energy (J) Number of Tested Samples  

10 X 10 10.150 8  

10 X 10 80.150 8  

20 X 20 15.231 2  

10 X 10 15.231 16  
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Figure 6.2 Ceast 9350 drop tower impact tester: (a) Turret & (b) Test chamber. 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Simultaneous recording of the real-time electrical resistance data.   
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Impact Damage Sensing by Embedded CNT Sheets 

6.3.1.1 Low Energy Impacts 

Generally, impact events can be classified based on the used impact energy level. An 

impact is considered low energy if the impact sample is damaged without complete perforation 

and the striker rebounds. High energy impacts are ones where the sample is highly fractured 

and fully penetrated by the striker (258). To evaluate the effect of low energy impact damage, 

on the electrical response of composite samples, coupons were impacted with seven successive 

strikes that had constant impact energies of 15.231 J. These strikes were conducted as near as 

possible to the same positon (in the center of the sample). Multiple strikes were used to assess 

the influence of damage progression and accumulation of the damage sensing performance of 

the CNT sheets. 

The in-plane electrical resistance change of the parallel CNT sheets layers embedded 

in three locations across the sample thickness, i.e. top (impact side), bottom (back side) and 

mid-plane, were recorded in-situ in response to each of the applied seven impact strikes. This 

was accomplished using three multimeters that were launched simultaneously right before each 

impact strike. The normalized resistance change values (ΔR/R0; ΔR: the real-time resistance 

minus original resistance and R0: original resistance of undamaged sample) for the three CNT 

layers were calculated and plotted versus time as can be seen in Figure 6.4a-c. Regardless of 

the CNT layer location, the normalized electrical resistance change values for the three 
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embedded CNT layers increased with repeated impact loading. Furthermore, as shown in 

Figure 6.4a-c, at each applied impact loading there was also an associated step increase in the 

electrical resistance. The reason behind this permanent resistance change is that each CNT 

sheets layer has formed an inter-connected network of bundled CNTs with numerous bundle-

bundle contacts with their neighbor sample. 

 

Figure 6.4 Normalized electrical resistance for each of seven successive impact tests 
with impact energy of 10.150 J, for parallel CNT sheets layers embedded in the 

sample’s: (a) Impact side, (b) Mid-plane & (c) Back side. 
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 When the sample undergoes impact loading, the developing damage leads to a 

degradation in the CNT electrical pathways along with the loss of CNT-CNT contacts which 

is usually associated with an electrical resistance increase (126). Since the complete rupture of 

the samples does not occur after these series of impacts taking place at relatively low energy, 

then the increase in the electrical resistance can be attributed to the composite structure 

deterioration caused by dominant damage modes including fiber breaks, formation of micro-

cracks and interlaminar delamination. 

It is clear in Figure 6.4a-c that, after the seven impact strikes, the parallel sheets 

embedded in the non-impact side (back side) exhibited the highest normalized resistance 

change in comparison to the CNT sheets embedded in the mid-plane and impact side 

respectively. The accumulated in-plane normalized resistance change for the sample bottom 

side showed after seven impact loadings a value of approximately 28% compared to 22% and 

1.5% for the accumulated normalized resistance change of the CNT sheets positioned in the 

mid-plane and impact side respectively. The higher back side resistance change value may be 

attributed to the greater visible damage on the coupon back side surface than the impact side 

surface as shown in Figure 6.5a-d. The sample internal damage in addition to the non-impact 

side large deformation due to sample flexural under impact loading are also among the reasons 

that contributed to the increase of the back side resistance change. Damage in composites often 

begins on the non-impact surface and can take the form of an internal delamination (259). 
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Figure 6.5 Visible impact damage after seven impact loadings, each has an impact 
energy of 10.150 J, where: (a & c) are the impact and back sides respectively of 

composite coupon loaded with parallel CNT sheets, (b & d) are the impact and back 
sides respectively of composite coupon loaded with crossing CNT sheets & (e) impact 

side of a second composite coupon loaded with parallel CNT sheets.   

Similarly, the crossing CNT sheets localized in the sample impact side, mid-plane and 

bottom side exhibited very similar trends in the electromechanical behavior as the parallel CNT 

sheets in response to the impact loading. However, Figure 6.6a-c shows that the crossing CNT 

sheets had 2-3 times lower normalized resistance change values than the parallel CNT sheets 

embedded in the same locations, except for the impact side. 
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Figure 6.6 Normalized electrical resistance for each of seven successive impact tests 
with impact energy of 10.150 J, for crossing CNT sheets layers embedded in the 

sample’s: (a) Impact side, (b) Mid-plane & (c) Back side. 

One possible reason for the crossing CNT sheets lower overall resistance change is the 

higher transverse electrical conductivity compared to the parallel sheets, which provide more 

conductive paths for the electrons meaning that the electrons can be more easily “re-routed” 

around the damage. Figure 6.3a shows that the fractional increase in the electrical resistance 

encountered for a given impact strike can be broken apart into elastic deformation and new 

impact damage growth (126). It is also visible in Figure 6.3a that the electrical resistance 

recovered and decreased to a final steady value due to the sample elastic deformation which 

resulted in the closure of some cracks and the re-establishment of carbon nanotube contacts 

during the composite sample unloading phase (126). This highlights the possibility of 
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monitoring and identifying the damage evolution taking place in the composite structure after 

a certain impact loading by means of the incorporated CNT sheets. 

To conduct meaningful comparisons, the arithmetic average of the normalized 

resistance change values of the parallel and crossing CNT sheets located in the composite 

sample impact side, mid-plane and bottom side was calculated and plotted with the 

corresponding impact strike number as shown in the Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7 Average normalized resistance change values corresponding to each impact 
loading of 10.150 J, for the two parallel and crossing CNT sheets layers located in the 

sample’s impact side, mid-plane and back side respectively. 
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It noteworthy that the variation seen in the values of the average normalized resistance 

change at a given strike number in Figure 6.7 may be attributed to the fact that the magnitude 

of the electrical resistance change of the CNT sheets is dependent mostly on the developed 

impact damage which varies from one impact to another and certainly from sample to sample 

even if all fabrication and testing parameters are kept constant. Figure 6.5e shows an example 

for one sample that had clearly greater visible damage on the top surface compared to the 

impact side damage of all other samples that were subjected to low energy impacts in the 

present work. Consequently, this particular sample impact side CNT sheets exhibited 

normalized resistance change value of approximately 19% compared to an average resistance 

change value of 1% for all other same location CNT sheets.   

This gives insight to the ability of the CNT sheets to distinguish the degree of impact 

damage by the in-plane resistance measurement technique. Additionally, the impact damage 

might be successfully correlated to the corresponding CNT electrical resistance change and 

that the electrical resistance increases after each successive impact can indicate the formation 

of damage within the composite. 

6.3.1.2 High Energy Impacts: 

To evaluate the sensitivity of CNT sheets when exposed to a high degree of impact 

damage intensity, a high energy impact damage was imparted to another set of composite 

sample with an impact energy of 80.150 J. The real-time in-plane electrical resistance change 

of the CNT sheets layers were recorded using three multimeters that were launched 
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simultaneously right before the impact. Next, the normalized resistance change values for the 

three CNT layers were calculated and plotted versus time as can be seen in Figure 6.8a-c.  

 

Figure 6.8 Normalized electrical resistance increase under an impact energy of 80.150 J 
for two parallel CNT sheets layer embedded in the sample’s: (a) Impact side, (b) Mid-

plane & (c) Back side. 

When a woven composite sample undergoes high energy impact, indentation and local 

matrix cracking seem to be the first steps in the complete damage process of the impacted 

sample. Afterwards, as indentation progresses, the matrix under the striker crushes and 
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delamination in laminate interfaces also grows significantly until all the composite laminae 

around the impacted zone are delaminated and thus full penetration takes place (260). The 

other damage modes associated with high energy impact include fiber breakage and pull out 

as illustrated in Figure 6.9a-e. 

 

Figure 6.9 Visible impact damage after an impact loading of 80.150 J, where: (a & c) 
are the impact and back sides respectively of composite coupon loaded with parallel 
CNT sheets, (b & d) are the impact and back sides respectively of composite coupon 

loaded with crossing CNT sheets & (e) impact side of a second composite coupon loaded 
with parallel CNT sheets.   
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The high concentration of local damage is expected to significantly disturb the network 

of the electrical conductive pathways created by the embedded CNT sheets sample. As shown 

in Figure 6.8a-c, all CNT sheet locations showed an irreversible step in the electrical resistance. 

The non-impact side CNT sheets showed a resistance change value of 560% compared to 

410.6% and 290% for the CNT sheets present in the mid-plane and impact side respectively. 

This very large fractional resistance increase highlights the sensitivity of the CNT sheets to the 

impact damage size and severity, especially in light of the low energy impacts results.  

The influence of the CNT sheet lay-down direction was also evaluated by subjecting 

the composite samples containing crossing CNT sheet layers to high energy impact strikes of 

80.150 J. As expected, the crossing CNT sheets displayed much lower normalized resistance 

change values compared to the parallel sheets due to possessing higher transverse electrical 

conductivity which increases the number of the available conductive paths for the electrons.  

Figure 6.8 & 6.10a-c, shows that the impact side, mid-plane and non-impact side crossing 

sheets exhibited 82%, 83% and 68% lower normalized resistance change values than the 

parallel CNT sheets present in the same location. 
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Figure 6.10 Normalized electrical resistance increase under an impact energy of 80.150 
J for two crossing CNT sheets layer embedded in the sample’s: (a) Impact side, (b) Mid-

plane & (c) Back side. 

The arithmetic average of the normalized resistance change for all the high energy 

impact samples sample was calculated and plotted according to CNT layer location inside the 

composite sample as illustrated in Figure 6.11. It is important to mention that the normalized 

resistance change value of the parallel CNT sheets located inside the mid-plane of the sample 

shown in Figure 6.9e was discarded from the resistance change arithmetic average calculation. 

The reason was because of the major delamination apparent in Figure 6.9e, the CNT sheets 

embedded in the mid-plane showed a normalized resistance change value of 993%. Although 
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this unusual high value highlights the high sensitivity of the CNT sheets to different modes of 

impact damage and the possibility of correlating the CNT resistance change to the impact 

damage, however, when compared to the other resistance change values, it was considered as 

an outlier, thus, it was discarded. 

 

Figure 6.11 Average normalized resistance change values for the two parallel and 
crossing CNT sheets layer located in the: (a) Impact side, (b) Mid-plane & (c) Back side 

of composite samples after undergoing impact loadings of 80.150 J.   

The CNT sensing structure in the current study allows for the localization of the CNT 

sheets between composite sample laminae without through thickness conductivity between the 
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CNT layers embedded in the different locations. This might offer a potential for an informative 

highly sensitive SHM method that can track the mechanical conditions of certain local sites in 

addition to enabling different impact damage modes detection using both, the in-plane and 

through thickness electrical resistance measurements. Moreover, the distribution of the CNT 

sheets through the sample thickness make them more sensitive to matrix dominated types of 

damages like cracking and delamination and provide an opportunity to gain information about 

the through thickness damage spread. 

6.3.1.3 Impact Damage Detection and Localization 

In order to detect and localize impact damage, 10 impact loadings were applied at the 

same strike point on two 20 X 20 cm composite samples top surface. The composite samples 

were loaded with CNT grid made of four CNT columns intersection with three CNT rows, 

located on the back (non-impact) side of the composite sample. 

The first composite sample strike point was the node formed by the first CNT column 

(C1) and first CNT row (R1) intersection, while the second composite sample strike point was 

the node formed by the intersection of the third CNT column (C3) and second CNT row (R2) 

as shown in Figure 6.12a-b. For both composite samples, the normalized mean nodal resistance 

change defined in equation (1) was calculated during the 10 impact strikes and plotted as bar 

plot (148) (Figure 6.12c-f).  
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Figure 6.12 Damage on the two composite sample back sides and normalized mean 
nodal resistance change of the CNT sensing grid, after the 1st and 10th impact loadings, 

each has an impact energy of 15.231 J, where: C1R1 (a, c & e) and C3R2 (b, d & f) 
nodes are the impact strike points. 

The equation for estimating the normalized mean nodal resistance change was as 

follows (148): 

∆𝑅𝑅𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤������ = 1
2
�𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜 +

𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜

𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜 � (1) 
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Where: 

• i and j: Subscripts referring to the resistances form CNT row and column respectively. 

• Rsteady: Final steady electrical resistance value after a given strike. 

• Roriginal: Original resistance value of new non-impacted sample. 

It is important to note that the bar plots illustrated in Figure 6.12c-f are only showing 

the normalized mean nodal resistance change for the 12 nodes of the two different CNT grid 

patterns after the 1st and 10th impact strikes. The normalized mean nodal resistance change 

values after the 1st and 10th strikes for the two impacted samples are listed in Table 6.2 & 6.3. 

For the strike point formed by the first CNT column (C1) and first CNT row (R1) intersection, 

Figure 6.12c & e show that, after the 1st and 10th impact loadings, the first CNT row and column 

showed the highest normalized mean nodal resistance change in comparison to the other CNT 

rows and columns. The maximum normalized mean nodal resistance change values at the C1R1 

node after the 1st and 10th impact loadings were 3.24% and 11.53% respectively, as shown in 

Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2 Normalized mean nodal resistance change of the CNT sensing grid after the 
1st and 10th impact strikes at all nodes (composite sample number 1). 

 1st Impact Strike 10th Impact Strike 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4 

R1 3.248 2.184 2.11 2.098 11.532 6.041 5.511 5.44 

R2 1.23 0.166 0.092 0.0808 6.837 1.345 0.815 0.744 

R3 1.181 0.117 0.043 0.031 6.382 0.8911 0.3609 0.289 

 

Table 6.3 Normalized mean nodal resistance change of the CNT sensing grid after the 
1st and 10th impact strikes at all nodes (composite sample number 2). 

 1st Impact Strike 10th Impact Strike 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4 

R1 0.313 0.391 0.611 0.429 1.446 2.012 3.553 2.243 

R2 0.471 0.55 0.769 0.587 2.187 2.753 4.294 2.984 

R3 0.317 0.396 0.615 0.434 1.638 2.204 3.745 2.435 

 

The resistance change values at the CNT nodes, listed in Table 6.2, highlights the 

ability of the incorporated CNT sheets to locate the accumulated impact damage. Furthermore, 

it can be indicated that a significant damage may have occurred at the strike point which 

disturbed and broke the continuity of mainly the first CNT column (C1) and first CNT row (R1) 
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sample. The resistance change value at the strike point is almost double the resistance change 

values at the surrounding nodes. It is essential to point out that the amplitude of the resistance 

change at the nodes may serve as an indication of the damage severity (148).  

The resistance change values in Figure 12b also show a highest value at the impact 

strike point formed by the intersection of the third CNT column (C3) and second CNT row 

(R2). The maximum normalized mean nodal resistance change values at the C3R2 node after 

the 1st and 10th impact loadings were 0.769% and 4.294% respectively, as shown in Table 6.3. 

The second CNT row and third CNT column showed the highest normalized mean nodal 

resistance change in comparison to the other CNT rows and columns. The normalized mean 

nodal resistance change values listed in Table 6.2 & 6.3 and the amplitude pattern in Fig 12(c-

f) may indicate that, when the impact point was the C1R1 node, the electrons did not have much 

available electrical conductive pathways to travel through because the strike point was located 

in the corner.  

The result was that as the distance between the strike point (C1R1 node) and the 

neighboring nodes gets larger, the resistance change values decrease. On the contrary, because 

the C3R2 node is located in the middle of the sample, there were more available conductive 

pathways for the electrons to travel through, therefore, there was relatively minor resistance 

change values difference between the strike point (C3R2 node) and the neighboring nodes.     

The damage confirmation for both composite samples at the selected nodes is manifested in 

Figure 6.12a-b, where the accumulated damage is visible, on the back side of the sample after 

10 impact strikes. 
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 The current technique also offers other advantages like simple fabrication, low cost 

Furthermore, embedding the CNT sheet grid inside the composite allows the CNT network to 

be in closer vicinity to the developing damage. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only 

two studies have investigated impact damage localization by CNTs, however, in both studies, 

the CNT grid pattern was mounted on the composite laminate surface (148,253). Finally, the 

current technique can be conveniently optimized for different applications, so that any number 

of CNT grids can be easily positioned in any place through the structure thickness without any 

worries concerning negatively affecting the host structure integrity or adding additional weight 

to the structure.  

6.3.1.4 Composite Structure Impact Resistance Enhancement by Embedded CNT 

Sheets 

Composite structures are often prone to impact loading. Therefore, it is essential to 

improve composite structures impact resistance. Consequently, the impact behavior of four 

types of composite structures with zero, two, three and four CNT sheets layers positioned in 

19 locations between the 20 prepreg plies, was examined upon the subjection of the composite 

samples to a low energy impact of 15.231 J. All samples were impacted for a single time in the 

center. 

Figure 6.13 shows examples for the impact response of the four types of composite 

samples. The force-deflection curve represents the mechanical response of the sample, while 

the velocity-time curve represents the time history or the status of the striker.  
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Figure 6.13 Typical curves for neat glass fiber/epoxy and CNT-modified composite 
samples under 15.231 J impact energy: (a) Force - deflection curve, (b) Deflection - time 

curve, (c) Velocity - time curve & (d) Energy - time curve.   

At the impact energy 15.231 J, the striker did not fully penetrate any of the tested 

samples. The striker rebounded after a free fall from a height of 306 mm with an initial impact 

velocity of 2.45 m/sec. This can be confirmed by the velocity positive and negatives values 

displayed in Figure 6.13c. While the positive values represent the downward motion of the 

striker during the impact and deflection of the sample, the negative velocity values refer to the 

striker upward motion due to the striker rebound. Figure 6.13a shows that the presence of the 

CNT sheets did not have any effect on the peak force at impact. The peak force is defined as 

the maximum load the sample can tolerate before experiencing a major damage after which 
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the load starts to drop (261). The reason is that the fibers usually governs composite structures 

load capacity (254). 

Figure 6.13c shows that the velocity of the striker decreased gradually from an initial 

value of nearly 2.45 m/sec to different rebound velocity values depending on the impacted 

composite sample type. Figure 6.14a shows that the samples with three CNT sheets layers 

(between each ply) had an average rebound velocity value of 1.87 m/sec, while the samples 

that did not contain any CNT sheets showed the minimum average rebound velocity with a 

value of 1.823 m/sec. The samples with two and four CNT sheets layers showed an average 

rebound velocity of 1.83 m/sec. The bounce time is defined as the time at which the striker 

velocity approaches zero (see Figure 6.13c). Figure 6.14b shows that, with the increase in the 

number of CNT sheets imparted between the plies, the average bounce time was shortened. 

This means that incorporation of the CNT sheets caused the striker velocity to approach zero 

more quickly even though all samples had the same initial impact velocity. The exclusion was 

the samples with four CNT sheets between each ply, which had a larger bounce time than even 

the neat glass fiber/epoxy samples.  

It worth mentioning that the bounce time and rebound velocity values are dependent 

on the composite samples stiffness (254). Another parameter related to the striker bounce 

motion is the bounce displacement (Figure 6.13a), which is an indication of damage occurring 

in the composite plates (254). Figure 6.14a shows that the CNT-modified samples had a lower 

bounce displacement compared to the baseline samples.  
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Figure 6.14 Effect of the number of CNT sheets between each composite ply on the 
impact response of neat glass fiber/epoxy and CNT-modified composite samples under 

an impact energy of 15.231 J: (a) Bounce displacement and rebound velocity, (b) 
Bounce time and total deflection & (c) Energy absorbed and damage factor. 

In Figure 6.14b, it is clear that the incorporation of multiple CNT sheets between the 

plies also caused the total deflection (Figure 6.13b) of the CNT-modified samples to be less 

than the pure glass fiber/epoxy samples. The total deflection parameter is directly connected 

to the samples stiffness as both of them are inversely proportional. The composite samples 

loaded with three and two CNT sheets layers exhibited 50% and 16% less total deflection than 

the neat glass fiber/epoxy samples. Similarly, the composite samples with four embedded CNT 
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sheets layers showed the second highest total deflection after the baseline glass fiber/epoxy 

samples.  

In an attempt to quantify the degree of damage for each sample under impact loading, 

the damage factor parameter (η) was used (257,262) which is defined as: 

𝜂𝜂 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸−𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

= 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑅 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

 (𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) (2) 

The dissipated energy (Fig, 13(d)) reflects the absorbed or unrecoverable energy consumed in 

damage evolution inside the impact loaded samples. The damage factor parameter or the ratio 

of the unrecoverable energy dissipated by the system to the initial impact energy has a value 

range between zero and one (0<η<1). In case of striker rebound, η will be less than one, while 

it is equal to one in the case of highest damage level in the sample and full striker penetration 

(257,262). 

Accordingly, under the same impact energy, the smaller the sample η value, the lower 

the damage level and therefore higher impact resistance. Figure 6.14c shows that the baseline 

samples and the CNT-modified sample, with four aligned CNT sheets layers between the plies, 

displayed the highest damage factor values of 0.325 and 0.32 for the same impact energy of 

15.231 J. The samples with three CNT sheets layers showed the best impact resistance behavior 

with the lowest damage factor of 0.272. Finally, to quantify the impact damage area growth, 

ultrasonic C-scan was performed on the four sample types. The damage area can be defined as 

the accumulated damage obtained from pitch-catch ultrasonic testing (126). The damage area 

measurements confirmed that the composite samples with three imparted CNT sheets had the 

smallest damage area of 1662 mm2, followed by the composite sample loaded with two CNT 
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sheets that had an impact damage area value of 1762 mm2. The composite samples with four 

CNT sheets and the pure glass fiber/epoxy composite samples had the largest damage area of 

2113 mm2 and 1823 mm2 respectively.       

The impact data along with the C-scan impact damage area measurements confirmed 

that the incorporation of a few number of CNT sheets into the composite sample improved the 

impact resistance and reduced the damage growth due to impact loading (254,257). The same 

analysis revealed that the neat glass fiber/epoxy samples and the composite structures loaded 

with four CNT sheets encountered the highest impact damage. The impact resistance property 

improvement experienced by the CNT-modified samples with three and two CNT sheets may 

be attributed to the increased mechanical properties at the ply interfaces (254). Furthermore, it 

seems that there is a limit for the impact resistance improvement accompanying the increase 

in the number of imparted CNT sheets, after which there is a drop in the impact resistance 

property.  

A possible reason for the low impact resistance property and high impact damage found 

in the samples with four aligned CNT sheets is that as the number of aligned CNT sheets 

positioned between the plies exceeds certain limit, the uniform resin penetration throughout 

the CNT interlayer becomes challenging. Thus, it is rational to expect that the structure through 

thickness (out of plane) properties will be negatively affected along with the structural integrity 

which in turn will lead to the composite structure impact resistance reduction. It is interesting 

that another study reported similar result about a drop in the interlaminar fracture toughness of 

glass fiber woven composite that was loaded with multiple aligned CNT sheets between the 

plies (263). They saw evidence of a formation of a thick layer of pure CNT/epoxy with very 
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few glass fiber at the ply interface, which allowed cracks to travel easily without any 

fiber/epoxy debonding or fiber bridging occurring. This lead to the decrease of interlaminar 

fracture toughness at the ply interface.      

6.4 Conclusions 

In the present study a simple real-time structural health monitoring technique for 

detecting, quantifying and locating impact damage in glass fiber/epoxy composite structures 

was presented. In this technique, two layers of aligned CNT sheet were embedded in three 

strategic locations through the composite thickness. The simultaneous in-plane electrical 

resistance measurement allowed for linking the CNTs resistance change to the various damage 

modes in the composite structure when subjected to high energy and multiple low energy 

impacts. The distribution of CNT sheets layer across the sample thickness provided 

information about the through thickness impact damage. In general, the CNT sheets were able 

to distinct between the damage on the two opposite sides of the sample. The results showed 

that for the multiple low and high impact energy regimes, the CNT embedded in non-impact 

side exhibited the highest normalized permanent resistance change values of 28% and 560% 

respectively, which highlights the CNTs sensitivity to impact damage progression, 

accumulation and severity. The results also drew attention to the fact that sensitivity to impact 

damage is to a great extent, dependent on the CNT sheets’ lay-down direction. The embedment 

of CNT sheet grid pattern in the laminate enabled successful impact damage detection and 

localization through the estimation and comparison of the normalized mean nodal resistance 

change values. In comparison to the neat glass fiber/epoxy samples, the results showed that the 
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integration of multiple aligned CNT sheets between the composite plies led to an improvement 

in the impact resistance and a reduction in the spread of impact damage. However, as the 

number of the incorporated CNT sheets exceeded three per ply, the composite structures 

experienced a decline in the impact resistance property that was associated with an increase in 

the damage growth and spread. 
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7 Final Conclusions and Future Work 

A novel, simple and repeatable method for embedding multifunctional CNT sheets 

inside glass fiber/epoxy composite material to serve as strain and damage sensing material was 

introduced in this research. The objectives were to impart self-sensing properties to the host 

structure and to explore the potential of the embedded sheets to monitor the structure change 

in response to different types of mechanical loading. This was accomplished through 

establishing electromechnical coupling between the developing strain and the CNTs electrical 

resistance change. The conclusion form the body of this work follows: 

• Aligned CNT sheets studied in this work to serve as strain sensing elements can be 

built in composites for in-situ structural health monitoring with negligible weight 

penalty and little invasiveness to the structure. 

• The CNT sheets resistance change in response to mechanical loading is coming from 

the contribution of four mechanism which are; tunneling resistance increase, CNT local 

orientation and neighboring CNT contact area change, inherent piezoresistive behavior 

and damage accumulation. It was proven experimentally that the contribution of the 

CNT orientation and contact area change in the CNT sheet composites resistance 

change is minimal. In fact, the CNT sheet structure consists of a network of bundled 

CNTs that are inter-connected together with the presence of millions of CNTs. This led 

to the hypothesis that the tunneling mechanism contribution in the studied CNT sheets 

overall resistance change was almost zero. By applying the rule of elimination, it seems 

that the discrete damage accumulation followed by the CNT intrinsic piezoresistivity 
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accounted for most of the CNT sheet composites overall resistance change observed in 

the current study.     

• CNT sensing material possesses tunable sensitivity that can be enhanced by the 

optimization of the number of CNT sheets to be embedded inside the structure. 

Furthermore, subsequent testaments like CNT pre-strain and plasma treatment was 

found to have an impact over the electromechanical performance of the sensors. The 

plasma treatment played a role in enhancing CNTs intrinsic piezoresistivity through 

improving load transfer to the CNTs. Furthermore, the CNT lay-down direction is one 

of the factors the plays a role in determining the embedded sheets sensitivity and overall 

resistance change.  

• The real-time resistance change measurement revealed that the electromechanical 

response of the CNT sheets could be linked to the strain change in the host structure 

when subjected to different types of quasi-static and dynamic loadings. Additionally, 

the CNTs were able to distinct tension and compression states and showed a unique 

anti-symmetric property from zero strain until coupon fracture (in both tension and 

compression) which is a crucial characteristic for the sensing material to be suitable for 

practical applications. 

• Upon subjection to flexural loading, the CNT sheets exhibited a gradual increase in the 

electrical resistance change in response to the growing interlaminar shear followed by 

few normalized electrical resistance change spikes corresponding to the growing 

delaminations inside the laminated structure. In regards to impact loading, the 

embedded sheets were able to detect and locate impact damage and distinguish between 
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the damage on the two opposite sides of the samples. The experimental results 

confirmed the CNTs sensitivity to impact damage progression, accumulation and 

severity. 

The areas for future work include the following: 

• Although of the extensive amount of research that tried to employ different CNT 

architectures to serve as strain and damage sensors, the electromechnical behavior of 

the CNTs is still complicated and unclear. Therefore, conducting more studies to 

understand the CNT sensing material working mechanism and the fine details of their 

piezoresistive behavior is an important step towards the utilization of the CNTs as 

commercial strain and damage sensors. 

• Upgrade the CNT embedment technique into the composite structures by adding 

automation into it. This may help in increasing the reliability, precession and 

conveniently of the technique. Furthermore, the scaling up of aforementioned 

technique may open more avenues towards the employment of the CNT sensing 

elements in more practical applications. 

• Most of the composite structures in real applications are used in such way that make 

them subjected to only 25%-50% of the maximum strength they can tolerate. Therefore, 

it is important to develop strategies to help improving the sensing behavior of the CNTs 

especially at low strain values. This may help in pinpointing threats and hence avoid 

catastrophic failures. 

• Since carbon fiber reinforced composites are used in the majority of practical 

applications, therefore, there is a need to develop practical techniques to integrate the 
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CNTs into these structures to monitor their mechanical performance while being in 

service. Although carbon fiber composites possess self-sensing capabilities due to the 

electrical conductive nature of the carbon fibers, however, because of the fibers high 

stiffness, they usually exhibits high sensitivity when the component is too near its 

service life. Thus, imparting CNTs into carbon fiber composites may help avoiding 

sudden failures of this category of materials. However, the developed embedment 

technique should be able to isolate the embedded CNTs from the carbon fibers and 

distinct the electrical signal of each.   
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